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A B S T R A C T

The degree of spectral coherence characterizes the spectral purity of light. It can be equivalently
expressed in the time domain by the decay time τ or the quality factor Q of the light-emitting
oscillator, the coherence time τ coh or length ℓcoh of emitted light or, via Fourier transformation
to the frequency domain, the linewidth Δν of emitted light. We quantify these parameters for the
reference situation of a passive Fabry-P�erot resonator. We investigate its spectral line shapes,
mode profiles, and Airy distributions and verify that the sum of all mode profiles generates the
corresponding Airy distribution. The Fabry-P�erot resonator is described, as an oscillator, by its
Lorentzian linewidth and finesse and, as a scanning spectrometer, by its Airy linewidth and
finesse. Furthermore, stimulated and spontaneous emission are analyzed semi-classically by
employing Maxwell0s equations and the law of energy conservation. Investigation of emission by
atoms inside a Fabry-P�erot resonator, the Lorentz oscillator model, the Kramers-Kronig relations,
the amplitude-phase diagram, and the summation of quantized electric fields consistently suggests
that stimulated and spontaneous emission of light occur with a phase 90� in lead of the incident
field. These findings question the quantum-optical picture, which proposed, firstly, that stimulated
emission occurred in phase, whereas spontaneous emission occurred at an arbitrary phase angle
with respect to the incident field and, secondly, that the laser linewidth were due to amplitude and
phase fluctuations induced by spontaneous emission. We emphasize that the first derivation of the
Schawlow-Townes laser linewidth was entirely semi-classical but included the four approxima-
tions that (i) it is a truly continuous-wave (cw) laser, (ii) it is an ideal four-level laser, (iii) its
resonator exhibits no intrinsic losses, and (iv) one photon is coupled spontaneously into the lasing
mode per photon-decay time τc of the resonator, independent of the pump rate. After discussing
the inconsistencies of existing semi-classical and quantum-optical descriptions of the laser line-
width, we introduce the spectral-coherence factor, which quantifies spectral coherence in an
active compared to its underlying passive mode, and derive semi-classically, based on the principle
that the gain elongates the photon-decay time and narrows the linewidth, the fundamental line-
width of a single lasing mode. This linewidth is valid for lasers with an arbitrary energy-level
system, operating below, at, or above threshold and in a cw or a transient lasing regime, with
the gain being smaller, equal, or larger compared to the losses. By applying approximations (i)-(iv)
we reproduce the original Schawlow-Townes equation. It provides the hitherto missing link be-
tween the description of the laser as an amplifier of spontaneous emission and the Schawlow-
ollnau).
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Townes equation. Spontaneous emission entails that in a cw lasing mode the gain is smaller than
the losses. We verify that also in the quantum-optical approaches to the laser linewidth, based on
the density-operator master equation, the gain is smaller than the losses. We conclude this work by
presenting the derivation of the laser linewidth in a nut shell.
1. Introduction

A major success in the early days of quantum optics was the alleged proof that the laser linewidth or, more generally, the spectral-
coherence properties of a laser are based on the quantum-optical principle that spontaneous emission induces amplitude and phase
fluctuations. It was, therefore, concluded that the laser linewidth could only be derived in a full quantum-mechanical approach. In this
first part of our investigations, we proof in a self-consistent approach that the fundamental laser linewidth is based on the semi-classical
principle that the gain elongates the photon-decay time and narrows the linewidth of emitted light and that the original Schawlow-
Townes linewidth is a four-fold approximation of this fundamental laser linewidth. Some of our results have previously been pub-
lished [1–8]. These semi-classical investigations have become necessary, because there are significant misunderstandings, discrep-
ancies, and confusion in the available literature on this subject, especially arising from approximations and misinterpretations that have
appeared in semi-classical and quantum-optical approaches.

In Sections 2-4, we systematically characterize the Fabry-P�erot resonator by extending previous results [2] to the case with prop-
agation losses. We clarify the mode structure of the Fabry-P�erot resonator and point out that the two counter-propagating waves at the
same resonance frequency and polarization are independent modes [1]. We define the reference situation of a passive Fabry-P�erot
resonator with outcoupling and propagation losses and a transparent active medium and derive the spectral-coherence properties of a
single longitudinal mode. We derive the generic Airy distribution of a Fabry-P�erot resonator. All related Airy distributions are obtained
by simple intensity scaling factors. We define the longitudinal mode profiles and verify that the sum of all longitudinal mode profiles
generates the respective Airy distribution. We point out the different functions of the Fabry-P�erot resonator as a resonator with fixed
length, characterized by its Lorentzian linewidth and finesse, and as a scanning spectrometer by varying its length, characterized by its
Airy linewidth and finesse.

In Section 5, we investigate the phase aspect of stimulated and spontaneous emission [3,4]. By exploiting Maxwell0s equations and
the law of energy conservation, investigating stimulated emission in a Fabry-P�erot resonator, analyzing the Lorentz oscillator model,
applying the Kramers-Kronig relations to the complex susceptibility, understanding the summation of quantized electric fields, and
quantitatively interpreting emission and absorption in the amplitude-phase diagram, we derive a consistent semi-classical picture of the
phase aspect in stimulated and spontaneous emission. Both processes occur with a phase 90� in lead of the incident field.

In Sections 6-8, we expand our investigation to the situation of an active or lasing Fabry-P�erot resonator. We introduce the
Schawlow-Townes linewidth and emphasize that its derivation was entirely semi-classical but included four approximations. In their
derivation of the maser linewidth [9], Gordon, Zeiger, and Townes assumed (i) a truly continuous-wave (cw) laser and (ii) an ideal
four-level laser, (iii) with its resonator exhibiting no intrinsic losses. Schawlow and Townes [10] transferred the result to the optical
regime by assuming that (iv) one photon is coupled spontaneously into the lasing mode per photon-decay time τc of the resonator,
independent of the pump rate. We scrutinize existing semi-classical and quantum-optical descriptions of the laser linewidth and point
out various inconsistencies. By describing the laser as an amplifier of spontaneous emission, whose gain elongates the photon-decay time
and narrows the linewidth, and introducing the spectral-coherence factor Λ, which quantifies spectral coherence in an active compared
to its underlying passive mode, we derive semi-classically the fundamental linewidth of a single lasing mode. This linewidth is valid for
lasers with an arbitrary energy-level system, operating below, at, or above threshold and in a cw or a transient lasing regime, with the
gain being smaller, equal, or larger compared to the losses. It should then not come as a surprise that, by applying approximations (i)-(iv)
to the fundamental laser linewidth, we are able to reproduce the original Schawlow-Townes equation. It provides the hitherto missing
link between the description of the laser as an amplifier of spontaneous emission and the Schawlow-Townes equation. Since sponta-
neous emission converts one atomic excitation into one photon, the spontaneous-emission rate into the lasing mode is positive.
Consequently, in a cw lasing mode the gain is smaller than the losses. We verify that also in the quantum-optical approaches to the laser
linewidth, based on the density-operator master equation, the gain is smaller than the losses, hence the same fundamental laser line-
width must also emerge from the quantum-optical descriptions. Finally, to summarize our results, we present the derivation of the laser
linewidth in a nut shell.

2. Fabry-P�erot resonator: fundamental properties

The Fabry-P�erot resonator which was invented in 1899 [11] has proven very useful as a high-finesse interferometer in uncountable
spectroscopic applications. Since 1960, it has also formed the fundamental basis for a large class of open resonators that have enabled
laser oscillation. It has been described in many text books, e.g. by Vaughan [12,13], Siegman [14–17], Svelto [18,19], and Saleh and
Teich [20–22].

In this Section, it is shown that the two counter-propagating waves with wave vectors �|kq| at the same resonance frequency νq and
polarization constitute independent optical modes with mode indices �|q|. Often confusion arises in the literature from unprecise
definitions, misinterpretation of the precise meaning of parameters, or inconsequent use of parameters, not least concerning resonators,
modes, lasers, and spectral-coherence properties. Therefore, we define the reference situation, namely a passive Fabry-P�erot resonator
2
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with a transparent active medium that exhibits discrete outcoupling losses and continuous propagation losses. We then derive the
spectral-coherence properties of a single longitudinal mode inside this passive Fabry-P�erot resonator. In subsequent Sections, we will
compare to this reference situation the situation of a single longitudinal mode inside a Fabry-P�erot-type resonator with an absorbing,
amplifying, or lasing active medium.
2.1. Resonance frequencies and free spectral range

In our investigation, we assume a two-mirror Fabry-P�erot resonator of geometrical length ℓ, which is homogeneously filled with a
medium of refractive index nr. Light travels inside the resonator with speed

c ¼ c0
nr
; (1)

where c0 is the speed of light in vacuum. The round-trip time tRT of light travelling in the resonator is given by

tRT ¼ 2ℓ
c
: (2)

Both ℓ and nr are assumed to vary insignificantly over the frequency range of interest. Consequently, also the speed of light c and the
round-trip time tRT are assumed to be independent of frequency.

With ϕ(ν) quantifying the single-pass phase shift that light exhibits when propagating from one mirror to the other, the round-trip
phase shift at frequency ν accumulates to

2ϕðνÞ ¼ 2πνtRT ¼ 2πν
2ℓ
c
: (3)

The difference in phase shift per round trip with frequency is [13]

d
dν

ð2ϕÞ ¼ d
dν

ð2πνtRTÞ ¼ 2πtRT : (4)

Resonances occur at frequencies at which light exhibits constructive interference after one round trip, i.e., light at these frequencies has
accumulated a phase shift that is a multiple integer of 2π. Consequently, the difference in phase shift accumulated per round trip be-
tween adjacent resonance frequencies amounts to 2π, from which the free spectral range ΔνFSR between adjacent resonance frequencies
derives as

2π
ΔνFSR

¼ 2πtRT ⇒ ΔνFSR ¼ 1
tRT

: (5)

For a given polarization of light, each spectral (or longitudinal) resonator mode with its mode index q, where q is an integer number in
the interval

q¼ �∞; :::;�1; 0; 1; :::;∞ (6)

is associated with a resonance frequency νq and wavenumber kq,

νq ¼ q
1
tRT

¼ qΔνFSR ¼ q
c
2ℓ

⇒ kq ¼ νq
2π
c

¼ q
1
tRT

2π
c

¼ qΔνFSR
2π
c

¼ q
π
ℓ
: (7)

Two modes with opposite values � q and �k of modal index and wavenumber, respectively, physically representing opposite propa-
gation directions, occur at the same absolute value ∣νq∣ of resonance frequency. This fact will be verified in the following Sub-section.
2.2. Mode density and counter-propagating modes

There exists some confusion within the optics community as to whether the two counter-propagating electromagnetic waves at the
same frequency and polarization in a one-dimensional standing-wave Fabry-P�erot-type resonator, i.e., a resonator of finite length with
significant reflection at its ends, belong to the same mode or constitute independent modes. These situations would result in either one
or two longitudinal modes per resonance frequency and polarization, which may have significant consequences, e.g. for the distribution
of vacuum energy among the modes, the excess noise factor [23,24] and laser linewidth [10,25,26], mode competition in lasers, and so
on. The relevant issues will be discussed in part II of this paper.

The two counter-propagating waves at the same absolute resonance frequency |νq| have positive and negative mode indices �|q|
and wave vectors�|kq|. It seems that a majority of scientists supports the interpretation that these counter-propagating waves belong
to the same mode in a standing-wave resonator; hence, only one longitudinal mode would exist per resonance frequency and po-
larization [6,27–29]. For example, Saleh and Teich state explicitly [27]: “Negative values of q do not constitute independent modes
3
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since sin k�qz ¼ � sin kqz.” Here, we provide evidence that the other interpretation is correct that two longitudinal modes exist per
resonance frequency and polarization [1].

We commence our investigation in three-dimensional space. It is widely accepted that the three-dimensional mode density per unit
frequency interval (in spherical coordinates with radial distance, kr � 0, polar angle, 0� θ � π, and azimuthal angle, 0� φ� 2π) can be
calculated from an integration in k-space,

M3DðνÞ ¼ 2

ð2πÞ3
Z k

kr¼0

Z π

θ¼0

Z 2π

ϕ¼0
k2r sinðθÞdϕdθdkr ¼

8πν3

3c3
; (8)

where the factor of two accounts for the two orthogonal polarizations, which constitute independent modes. The results presented here
are independent of whether both polarizations are considered or one of them is suppressed by an intra-cavity polarizing element. The
spectral mode density then derives as [30–33]

~M3DðνÞ ¼ d
dν
M3DðνÞ ¼ 8πν2

c3
: (9)

Importantly, the result of Eq. (9) is valid not only in free space, as derived above, but also for a three-dimensional standing-wave
resonator, as one can easily see from the fact that Planck0s law of blackbody radiation [34] derives from the same spectral mode density.
Its spectral energy density is given by

~uðνÞ ¼ ~M3DðνÞhνφmode ¼
8πν2

c3
hν

expðhν=kBTÞ � 1
: (10)

Here, h is Planck0s constant, φmode is the number of photons per optical mode according to Bose-Einstein statistics [35], kB is the
Boltzmann constant, and T is the temperature.

Let us define one independent direction in k-space to include both counter-propagating directions, i.e., �|k|. These counter-
propagating directions are given in spherical coordinates by the coordinate points (kr, θ, ϕ) and (kr, π � θ, ϕ þ π), or in Cartesian
coordinates by the coordinate points (kx, ky, kz) and (�kx, �ky, �kz). Consequently, the number of independent directions in three-
dimensional k-space increases with the value of |k| or ν as the half spherical surface integral, equal to 2πν 2/c2. Then the number of
modes per independent direction in k-space amounts to

~M3DðνÞ
2πν2=c2

¼ 4
c
¼ 4

2ℓΔνFSR
: (11)

Per free spectral rangeΔνFSR and round-trip length 2ℓ, after which constructive interference occurs, we find that four modes exist. These
four modes represent two counter-propagating modes per resonance frequency and polarization, for two orthogonal polarizations. This
result is independent of whether free space or a standing-wave resonator is considered. In free space, this result coincides with the
findings presented in Ref. [36], whereas in a standing-wave resonator, it agrees with Planck0s law of blackbody radiation. Of course, this
result comes as no surprise, because its foundation was laid in the integration ranges of the spherical integral in Eq. (9), by which we
integrated over the whole sphere, thereby including the counter-propagating modes and counting them separately.

Now we turn our attention to the one-dimensional situation. Equivalent to Eq. (9), the one-dimensional spectral mode density per
unit frequency interval of a Fabry-P�erot resonator (in Cartesian coordinate kz) is given by

~M1DðνÞ ¼ d
dν

264 2
2π

Z þk

kz¼�k
dkz

375 ¼ d
dν

�
4ν
c

�
¼ 4

c
: (12)

Here one should avoid the mistake, which sometimes occurs in the literature, of integrating only from 0 to k. Since the coordinate points
(kr, θ, ϕ) and (kr, π � θ, ϕ þ π) in spherical coordinates equal the coordinate points (kx, ky, kz) and (�kx, �ky, �kz) in Cartesian co-
ordinates, i.e., the direction kz includes positive and negative values, one has to integrate kz from �k to k. Equivalent to the three-
dimensional situation of Eq. (9), also this spectral mode density must be valid for one-dimensional free space and for a one-
dimensional standing-wave resonator.

Exactly one independent direction exists in one-dimensional k-space, independent of the value of |k| or ν, as becomes immediately
clear from the result of Eq. (12). The number of modes per independent direction in one-dimensional k-space amounts to the same value
of

~M
1DðνÞ¼ 4

c
¼ 4

2ℓΔνFSR
(13)

as in three-dimensional k-space [see Eq. (11)].
At this point, we have established that the two counter-propagating electromagnetic waves constitute independent modes in free

space and in a standing-wave resonator and for one and three dimensions. Therefore, Eq. (13) can be interpreted as a formal proof that in
a one-dimensional Fabry-P�erot resonator, the two counter-propagating electromagnetic waves per resonance frequency and polarization
4
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constitute independent modes. The corresponding mode spectrum of a Fabry-P�erot resonator is sketched in Fig. 1 for the lowest-order
modes with mode indices q between �4 and 4.

Furthermore, we provide two rather heuristic arguments that support this result. Firstly, in one-dimensional free space, e.g. in an
infinitely long fiber or waveguide, the forward- and backward-propagating electromagnetic waves at the same frequency and polari-
zation constitute independent optical modes [36], despite the fact that their transverse electric-field components are identical. Siegman
pointed out [37] the equivalence between a linear standing-wave resonator, having two concave mirrors and a resonator length within
the resonator stability range, and an infinite periodic lensguide with the same focusing properties (Fig. 2). The similarity between such
an infinite periodic lensguide and the free-space one-dimensional case of an infinitely long fiber or waveguide is immediately clear. In
both cases, the counter-propagating electromagnetic waves constitute independent modes [36]. If Siegman was right in that the
standing-wave resonator is equivalent to an infinite periodic lensguide, then also its two counter-propagating electromagnetic waves
must constitute independent modes, in agreement with our findings above.

The second comparison also suggests that the two counter-propagating electromagnetic waves constitute independent modes. We
emphasize the equivalence between a ring resonator and a linear resonator (Fig. 3). For the ring resonator [Fig. 3(a)], there is also a clear
similarity with the free-space one-dimensional case of an infinitely long fiber or waveguide. Therefore, the counter-propagating elec-
tromagnetic waves in a ring resonator constitute independent modes [36]. These two modes can be described by the electric-field
distributions

E�e
ið2πνqt�kqzÞ; (14)

where z denotes the forward direction that bends along the ring. Whereas a ring resonator has no mirrors and, thus, per se no out-
coupling, in a quasi-ring resonator [Fig. 3(b)], one can experimentally demonstrate the existence of two counter-propagating modes,
because these two modes couple out through the same semi-transparent mirror into spatially different directions.

The spectral mode density is the same for the ring and the linear resonator [Fig. 3(c)] and is given by Eq. (12). This can be easily seen
by inserting a double-sided mirror into the ring resonator, such that resonant electromagnetic waves that have performed an integer
number of sine cycles within one round trip now reverse their direction instead of continuing their path. No mode will vanish because of
insertion of the mirror, because both counter-propagating modes reverse their direction along the ring.

We can also understand the equivalence between a linear Fabry-P�erot resonator, on the one hand, and a ring resonator or an infinite
periodic lensguide, on the other hand, in the following situation. When we use an amplitude-phase diagram to display the amplitude and
phase of an electromagnetic wave, we assume implicitly that the coordinate system rotates with the angular frequency of the elec-
tromagnetic wave, such that the arrow representing the electromagnetic wave does not accumulate an additional phase shift as time
elapses but stands still in the diagram. Similarly, for a short pulse propagating in a linear Fabry-P�erot resonator, where the short pulse
obviously occupies several longitudinal modes with the same propagation direction because of its spectral width, we can flip the co-
ordinate system by reversing the z- and�z-directions in each moment when the short pulse reaches one of the twomirrors, such that the
sign of the k-vectors of its electromagnetic wave remains the same over time, thereby transforming the Fabry-P�erot resonator into a ring
resonator or an infinite periodic lensguide. Moreover, if we launch simultaneously two short pulses from opposite sides into the linear
Fabry-P�erot resonator, these two pulses will counter-propagate and, thus, have opposite signs of their k-vectors forever. If, again, we flip
the coordinate system in each moment when the short pulses reach the opposite mirrors, the picture of the Fabry-P�erot resonator turns
into a picture in which these two pulses counter-propagate along a ring resonator or an infinite periodic lensguide, thereby occupying
the two counter-propagating modes [36].

The presented examples provide formal as well as heuristic evidence that the two counter-propagating electromagnetic waves in a
linear Fabry-P�erot resonator represent two independent modes, equivalently to the independent counter-propagating modes in a ring
resonator or an infinite periodic lensguide or an infinitely long fiber or waveguide.
Fig. 1. Normalized electric-field distributions of the lowest-order longitudinal modes of a Fabry-P�erot resonator. The two opposite propagation
directions of modes with positive and negative mode indices q are indicated. (Figure taken from Ref. [1]).
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Fig. 2. (a) Two-mirror resonator with mirror radii R and (b) equivalent infinite periodic lensguide with focal lengths f ¼ R/2. (Figure taken
from Ref. [1]).

Fig. 3. Comparison of counter-propagating modes (green) in (a) ring resonator, (b) 4-mirror quasi-ring resonator, and (c) linear resonator. Propa-
gation directions of the counter-propagating modes are indicated by arrows. (Figure taken from Ref. [1]).
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2.3. Resonator losses and passive-mode properties

A schematic of the Fabry- P�erot resonator and the relevant electric fields is shown in Fig. 4. Generally, a resonator suffers from
different optical losses along the light-propagation path. These losses can be of a discrete or continuous nature and usually vary with
frequency ν. Discrete outcoupling losses occur due to non-perfect reflectivity of the resonator mirrors,

jrij2 ¼ Ri ¼ 1� ��tout;i��2 ¼ 1� Tout;i ¼ e�tRT=τout;i : (15)

Here, ri and Ri are the electric-field and intensity reflectivities, respectively, and tout,i and Tout,i are the electric-field and intensity
transmissions, respectively, of mirror i. In the following, we assume that the mirror reflectivities and transmissions of the Fabry-P�erot
resonator under investigation vary insignificantly over the frequency range of interest. The exponential decay time τout,i resulting from
the outcoupling loss at mirror i, averaged over one round trip, is given by

1
τout;i

¼ �lnðRiÞ
tRT

¼ �lnð1� Tout;iÞ
tRT

: (16)

Siegman [14] and others named the logarithmic reflectivities, given by

δout;i ¼ �lnðRiÞ ¼ tRT
τout;i

; (17)

the “mirror coupling coefficients”, referred to as the “delta notation”. In a Fabry-P�erot resonator, transmission of light through its two
Fig. 4. Fabry-P�erot resonator with electric-field mirror reflectivities r1 and r2. Indicated are the characteristic electric fields produced by an electric
field Einc incident upon mirror 1: Erefl,1 initially reflected at mirror 1, Elaun launched through mirror 1, Ecirc and Eb-circ circulating inside the resonator in
forward and backward propagation direction, respectively, ERT propagating inside the resonator after one round trip, Etrans transmitted through
mirror 2, Eback transmitted through mirror 1, and the total field Erefl propagating backward. Interference occurs at the left- and right-hand sides of
mirror 1 between Erefl,1 and Eback, resulting in Erefl, and between Elaun and ERT, resulting in Ecirc, respectively. (Figure taken from Ref. [2]).
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mirrors with reflectivities R1 and R2 yields the total outcoupling losses. These losses are quantified by the outcoupling decay-rate
constant 1/τout:

R1R2 ¼ e�tRT =τout ⇒
1
τout

¼ 1
τout;1

þ 1
τout;2

¼ �lnðR1R2Þ
tRT

: (18)

In terms of mirror coupling coefficients, Eq. (18) reads

δout ¼ δout;1 þ δout;2 ¼ �lnðR1R2Þ ¼ tRT
τout

: (19)

Other individual discrete losses may arise from, e.g., diffraction losses at the mirrors of finite lateral dimensions, absorption and
scattering losses in the mirror coatings, diffraction losses at the edges of an active laser medium that is shorter than the resonator length,
or losses due to other optical elements inside the resonator. These losses shall not be included in our investigation.

Furthermore, continuous losses, quantified by the intensity propagation-loss coefficient αprop per unit length, may be induced by the
medium, e.g. scattering losses due to material imperfections, waveguide propagation losses due to interface roughness, or permanent
absorption losses in the medium. In the description of lasers, the intrinsic resonator losses (which usually also include the other discrete
losses, which we neglect) are commonly accounted for by the intrinsic round-trip loss LRT,

1� LRT ¼ e�αprop2ℓ ¼ e�tRT =τloss : (20)

These losses are also assumed to vary insignificantly over the frequency range of interest. Averaged over one round trip, these losses are
quantified by the intrinsic decay-rate constant 1/τloss:

1
τloss

¼ �lnð1� LRT Þ
tRT

¼ cαprop: (21)

Equivalent to themirror coupling coefficients of Eq. (17), one can introduce an intrinsic loss coefficient, equalling the logarithmic round-
trip loss:

δloss ¼ �lnð1� LRT Þ ¼ tRT
τloss

: (22)

The decay-rate constant 1/τc of the passive “cavity” or resonator, averaged over one round trip, is the sum of the above-mentioned
decay-rate constants:

1
τc

¼ 1
τout

þ 1
τloss

¼ �ln½R1R2ð1� LRTÞ �
tRT

¼ �ln½R1R2�
tRT

þ cαprop: (23)

τc is the photon-decay time of the resonator. In terms of the coupling coefficients of Eqs. (19) and (22), Eq. (23) reads

δc ¼ δout þ δloss ¼ �ln½R1R2ð1� LRTÞ � ¼ tRT
τc

: (24)

According to our definition of a passive mode, we do not include the absorption loss or gain introduced by the unpumped or pumped
active medium, respectively.

2.4. Photon decay

The intensity I of an electromagnetic wave is related to its electric field by

I ¼ cϵ0
jE!j2
2

; (25)

where ε0 is the vacuum permittivity. When either assuming a collimated, quasi-plane wave propagating along the resonator axis, or
propagation in a simple monolithic fiber or waveguide resonator, the beam-spot size wq of light propagating inside a mode with mode
index q, centered at the resonance frequency νq, is constant over the resonator length ℓ. The mode volume is [11]

Vq ¼ 2πw2
qℓ: (26)

The photon number φq inside this mode volume is then related to the electric energyWstored stored inside the mode volume, the intensity
Iq, and the electric field Eq by

φq ¼
2
hνq

Wstored ¼ 2
chνq

Z
Vq

IqdV ¼ ϵ0
hνq

Z
Vq

jE!j2dV : (27)
7
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The factor of two stems from the fact that the other half of the optical energy is stored in the magnetic field.
Throughout this paper, by use of the term “photon” we will solely refer to the fundamental energy unit hν that corresponds to the

quantized energy of one photon, but we will not associate any particle or quantum-statistical properties with it. The parameter φ
represents the number of these energy units called photons that is present in a classical electromagnetic field (or the expectation value of
a quantum-optical coherent state, if you will). In principle, φ may assume any non-integer value. However, it is probably easy to agree
upon the fact that the conservation of energy requires that an emission or absorption process by a two-level atom changes the value of φ
by �1 energy unit hν.

The resonator can be investigated by inserting light as a short pulse or continuously. In the transient regime, the number φ(t) of
photons at frequency ν, present inside the resonator at time t, is described via the photon-decay time τc by the differential rate equation

d
dt
φðtÞ ¼ �RdecayðtÞ ¼ �1

τc
φðtÞ: (28)

Rdecay(t) is the photon-decay rate per unit time. With a number φs of photons present at the starting time t ¼ 0, integration of Eq. (28)
delivers

φ
�
t
� ¼ �φse

�t=τc t � 0
0 t < 0

: (29)
Fig. 5. (a) Relative number of photons inside the resonator as a function of time for a photon decay time of τc ¼ 2 tRT. In case the photon decay is
entirely due to intrinsic losses, the round-trip loss is LRT ¼ 0.393. If these losses are equally distributed over the resonator length, the decay is
exponential within each round trip (green curve). In case the photon decay is entirely due to outcopling losses through one mirror, the reflectivities
are R1 ¼ 1 and R2 ¼ 0.606. Then the decay within one round trip depends on the distribution of light inside the resonator: decay of light homo-
geneously distributed over the resonator length (blue curve) and of a short Gaussian-shaped pulse with a temporal width of tRT/10, whose peak is
positioned 30% of a round trip away from the outcoupling mirror at t ¼ 0 (red curve). Dotted black lines: times at which full round trips are
completed. (b) Photon-decay rate as a function of time.

8
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The change of φ(t) per round trip is described by the integral round-trip equation

φðt þ tRTÞ ¼ φðtÞe�tRT =τc ¼ φðtÞR1R2ð1� LRTÞ: (30)

The differential rate equation (28) and the integral round-trip equation (30) both average over one round-trip time tRT, because the
outcoupling time τout and the intrinsic decay time τloss that constitute the photon-decay time τc are defined in Eqs. (18) and (21),
respectively, by the decay that occurs per round-trip time tRT. Depending on how the light is distributed in the resonator at t ¼ 0, a
fraction of it is coupled out in a different temporal fashion during one round trip. However, independent of the light distribution inside
the resonator, after each round trip the same fraction is coupled out and Eq. (30) is fulfilled, see Fig. 5.

In contrast, a steady-state or continuous-wave (cw) regime where the decaying photon number is continuously replenished by the
incoupling of photons from an external source, such that φ(t) ¼ φs at all times, is described by the equation

Rdecay ¼cw 1
τc
φs: (31)

Consequently, the number φdecay of photons lost during a time interval Δt in the transient regime,

φdecayðΔtÞ ¼transient
Z t¼Δt

t¼0
RdecayðtÞdt ¼

Z t¼Δt

t¼0

1
τc
φse

�t=τc dt ¼ φs

�
1� e�Δt=τc

� ¼Δt¼τc φs

�
1� e�1

�
; (32)

and in the cw regime,

φdecayðΔtÞ ¼cw
Z t¼Δt

t¼0
Rdecaydt ¼ Δt

τc
φs ¼Δt¼τc φs; (33)

are different. Whereas in the transient regime the photon number in the resonator decays to the fraction e�1 of its original value during
the photon-decay time τc, in the cw regime in average all photons are lost during τc, because additionally the photons that are
replenished during τc contribute to the decay during τc, see Fig. 6.
2.5. Thermal emission

Since in a steady state all photons in a resonator mode are, in average, coupled out during the photon-decay time τc, see Eq. (33) and
Fig. 6, these photons must be replaced by coupling the same number of photons into this mode during the same time interval τc. In a
situation, in which coupling of photons from an external light source or by spontaneous or stimulated emission from an active medium
into this mode is absent, the thermal occupation of this mode by photons, therefore, equals the number of photons coupled into this
mode by the thermal-emission rate Rtherm during τc. As photons are bosons, the thermal occupation is given by the Bose-Einstein dis-
tribution [35]. These considerations yield

Rthermτc ¼ 1
ehν=ðkBTÞ � 1

: (34)
Fig. 6. Number Rdecayτc of photons decaying out of the resonator, calibrated to the number φ(t0) of photons inside the resonator at time t0, as a
function of time interval Δt, calibrated to the photon-decay time τc, in the transient regime according to Eq. (32) (blue curve) and in the cw regime
according to Eq. (33) (red curve).

9



Fig. 7. Thermal-emission rate Rtherm into the mode during τc as a function of wavelength at different temperatures, for wavelengths up to (a) 100 μm
and (b) 15 mm. Upper limit of Rspτc ¼ 1 of Eq. (171) in an ideal four-level laser at the fictive point where the gain would equal the losses (black
dashed line).
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The dependence of thermal emission on wavelength and temperature is displayed in Fig. 7. At room temperature, the thermal
emission at visible and near-infrared wavelengths is extremely small compared to unity. At longer wavelengths, thermal emission into
the mode increases and equals one photon per photon-decay time τc at a wavelength of

λ ¼Rtherm¼1=τc hc
kBT ln2

¼T¼300 K 69:2 μm: (35)

2.6. Spectral line shapes

According to Eq. (29), light at frequency ν oscillating inside the resonator decays out of the resonator with a time constant of τc. If the
resonator losses are independent of frequency, as we have assumed above, the photon-decay time τc is the same at all frequencies. The
decaying electric field is represented by a damped harmonic oscillation with an initial amplitude of Eq,s and a decay-time constant of 2τc.
In phasor notation, it can be expressed as

Eq

�
t
� ¼ �Eq;sei2πνqte�t=ð2τcÞ t � 0

0 t < 0
: (36)

Fourier transformation of the electric field in time provides the electric field per unit frequency interval,
10
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~EqðνÞ ¼
Z þ∞

EqðtÞe�i2πνtdt ¼ Eq;s

Z þ∞

e�½1=ð2τcÞþi2πðν�νqÞ �tdt ¼ Eq;s
1

ð2τ Þ�1 þ i2π
�
ν� ν

� : (37)

�∞ 0 c q

Each mode has a normalized spectral line shape per unit frequency interval given by [6]

~γq
�
ν
� ¼ 1

τc

����~Eq

�
ν
�

Eq;s

����2 ¼ 1
τc

���� 1

ð2τcÞ�1 þ i2π
�
ν� νq

�����2 ¼ 1
π

1=ð4πτcÞ
1
�ð4πτcÞ2 þ �ν� νq

�2 with
Z

~γq
�
ν
�
dν ¼ 1; (38)

in units of (1/Hz). The line shape has a Lorentzian form and is centered at the resonance frequency νq. The normalization factor 1/τc in
Eq. (38) compensates for the broadening of the spectral line shape as the photon-decay time becomes shorter, such that the integral of
the spectral line shape is normalized to unity. The spectral line shape decays to ½ of its peak value at the frequencies ν ¼ νq � 1/(4πτc),
i.e., it has a full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) linewidth of

Δνc ¼ 1
2πτc

: (39)

Hence, Eq. (38) can be expressed in terms of either the FWHM or the half-width-at-half-maximum (HWHM) linewidth as

~γqðνÞ ¼ 2
π

Δνc
Δν2c þ 4

�
ν� νq

�2 ¼ 1
π

Δνc=2
ðΔνc=2Þ2 þ

�
ν� νq

�2 with
Z

~γqðνÞdν ¼ 1: (40)

Compared to a resonator which comprises only outcoupling losses, resulting in a linewidth ofΔνc¼Δνout¼ 1/(2πτout), for αprop> 0 cm�1

the linewidth increases by Δνloss ¼ 1/(2πτloss) to

Δνc ¼ Δνout þ Δνloss: (41)

Simultaneously, its peak value at the resonance frequency νq decreases, such that the integral of the spectral line shape remains cali-
brated to unity. Calibrated to a peak height of unity, we obtain the Lorentzian lines, in units of (1):

γq;LðνÞ ¼
π
2
Δνc~γqðνÞ ¼ ðΔνcÞ2

ðΔνcÞ2 þ 4
�
ν� νq

�2 ¼ ðΔνc=2Þ2
ðΔνc=2Þ2 þ

�
ν� νq

�2 with γq;L
�
νq
� ¼ 1: (42)

When repeating the above Fourier transformation for all the modes with mode index q in the resonator, one obtains the full mode
spectrum of the resonator. White light launched into or generated inside the resonator occupies all resonator modes. It is stored inside
and emitted from the mode at νq with this spectral line shape ~γc and linewidth Δνc.
2.7. Equivalent spectral-coherence parameters

Besides the exponential photon-decay time τc and the FWHM linewidth Δνc of the Lorentzian spectral line shape, there are three
additional parameters that equally describe the spectral coherence of a passive resonator mode. The quality of an optical resonator is
expressed by its intrinsic Q-factor [38], originally introduced as the “coil dissipation constant” of a resonant electric circuit [39] and
later generalized [40] as the energy stored in the resonator,Wstored, divided by the energy lost per oscillation cycle,Wlost. More precisely,
it should be defined as the quality factor Qc of a single passive mode resonant at νq:

Qc :¼ 2π
WstoredðtÞ
WlostðtÞ ¼ 2π

φðtÞ
� 1

νq
d
dtφðtÞ

¼ 2πνqτc ¼ νq
Δνc

: (43)

Here, the energy of the electromagnetic field is related to the photon number as W ¼ hνqφ. Because of the Fourier transformation,
resulting in the FWHM linewidth Δνc of Eq. (39), the Q-factor is equivalently defined via the FWHM linewidth Δνc.

Furthermore, the complex degree of temporal coherence of the electric field emitted from the resonator at νq can be derived from the
normalized first-order correlation function [41–45]

gð1Þ
	

r!1; t1; r!2; t2



¼ hEð r!1; t1ÞE*ð r!2; t2Þi��jEð r!1; t1Þj2

�jEð r!2; t2Þj2
�1=2 ¼ hEð r!1; t1ÞE*ð r!2; t1 þ ΔtÞi��jEð r!1; t1Þj2

�jEð r!2; t1 þ ΔtÞj2�1=2 : (44)

Since there exist misinterpretations as to what the parameters in Eq. (44) mean and how this general equation is related to similar
equations that appear in the literature, we precise here their meanings and relations. In the general equation (44), t1 and t2 are the
retarded times at which the two parts of an electric field start at the positions r1 and r2, respectively, in order to arrive via different beam
trajectories at the observation point r0 simultaneously at the time t0. Then τ1 ¼ t0 � t1 and τ2 ¼ t0 � t2 are the time intervals required to
reach the observation point, and Δt¼ t2� t1 is the difference in retarded starting times. The calibrations hjEð r!1; t1Þj2i and hjEð r!2; t2Þj2i
of the two parts of the electric field are executed at the starting positions r1 and r2 at the retarded starting times t1 and t2, respectively. In
11
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a specific situation under investigation, the choice of observation point r0 and time t0 determines t1, t2, τ1, τ2, and Δt. Examples for the
application of Eq. (44) are Young0s early interference experiments [46] or the double-slit experiment that has been ascribed to him. The
electric field may well consist of a frequency spectrum. A reduced form of Eq. (44) [47],

gð1Þ
	

r!1; t1; r!2; t2



¼ hEðt1ÞE*ðt2Þi��jEðt1Þj2�jEðt2Þj2�1=2 ¼

hEðt1ÞE*ðt1 þ ΔtÞi��jEðt1Þj2�jEðt1 þ ΔtÞj2�1=2 ; (45)

describes situations where the two parts of the electric field start from the same position, r ¼ r1 ¼ r2, but follow different beam tra-
jectories and arrive at the observation point r0 simultaneously at the time t0. Examples are Michelson and Mach-Zhender in-
terferometers. Also in this case, τ1 ¼ t0 � t1 and τ2 ¼ t0 � t2 are the time intervals required to reach the observation point, Δt ¼ t2 � t1 is
the difference in retarded starting times, and the calibrations are executed at the starting position r ¼ r1 ¼ r2 at the retarded starting
times t1 and t2 ¼ t1 þ Δt.

When analyzing the complex degree of temporal coherence of a single electric field with a single beam trajectory, starting at the
retarded time t¼ t1¼ t2 at the position r¼ r1¼ r2 and travelling time interval τ ¼ τ1¼ t0� t1¼ τ2¼ t0� t2 to reach the observation point
r0 at the observation time t0, the difference in retarded starting times isΔt¼ t2� t1¼ 0, and the two calibrations are executed at the same
position r ¼ r1 ¼ r2 at the same retarded time t ¼ t1 ¼ t2. Both Eqs. (44) and (45) then reduce to a form which is often displayed in the
literature as

gð1Þ
�
τ
� ¼ hEðtÞE*ðt þ τÞi�jEðtÞj2 ¼

Rþ∞
�∞ E

�
t
�
E*
�
t þ τ

�
dtRþ∞

�∞ E
�
t
�
E*
�
t
�
dt

: (46)

According to Eqs. (36) and (29), respectively, the electric-field amplitude and intensity of a wave packet emitted from the resonator
decay exponentially with time, resulting in the Lorentzian spectral line shape of Eq. (38). While the emitted electric field propagates
away from the resonator, its different frequencies run out of phase. Consequently, their correlation g(1) is a decreasing function of the
travel time τ and, therefore, the temporal coherence of emitted light decreases with elapsed time τ and distance from the resonator.
Inserting Eq. (36) into Eq. (46), with the integrals starting at t ¼ 0, because E(t) ¼ 0 for t < 0, yields

hEðtÞE*ðtþ τÞi¼
Z þ∞

0
EðtÞE*ðtþ τÞdt¼ τcE2

q;se
�i2πνqτe�τ=ð2τcÞ (47)

for the cross-spectral density given by the integral in the numerator and�
jEðtÞj2

�
¼
Z þ∞

0
E
�
t
�
E*�t�dt ¼ τcE2

q;s (48)

for the power-spectral density given by the integral in the denominator, resulting in

gð1ÞðτÞ ¼ e�i2πνqτe�τ=ð2τcÞ: (49)

Since generally 0� |g(1)|2 � 1, with the two extremes representing complete non-correlation and complete correlation, respectively, the
exponentially decaying field of Eq. (36) is partially correlated. Its coherence time is given by

τcohc ¼
Z þ∞

�∞

��gð1Þ�τ���2dτ ¼ Z þ∞

0

��e�i2πνqτe�t=ð2τcÞ��2dτ ¼ Z þ∞

0
e�t=ð2τcÞdτ ¼ 2τc; (50)

and the coherence length becomes [48]

ℓcoh
c ¼ cτcohc ¼ 2cτc: (51)

The relationship between photon-decay time τc and coherence time τcohc is illustrated in Fig. 8.
Generally, the light stored inside and emitted from the resonator depends spectrally and temporally not only on the resonator

properties, but also on the exciting light source. For example, if light from an ultranarrow-linewidth laser is launched into the resonator,
the light transmitted has practically the same center frequency and linewidth as the laser. If the launched light is somewhat more
broadband, the transmitted light is a convolution of the spectral dependence of the launched light and that of the resonator. If the light
source is white, the transmitted light has the same spectral dependence as the resonator.

The five reference parameters τc, Δνc, Qc, τcohc , and ℓcoh
c defined in Eqs. (23), (39), (43), (50), and (51) equivalently quantify the first-

order spectral-coherence properties of the passive mode at νq. Changing one of these parameters simultaneously changes all of them.
Important � but unfortunately sometimes misunderstood � is the fact that these parameters characterize the passive mode indepen-
dently of how it is excited by light, from outside or inside and cw or transiently, because these five parameters depend only on the
resonator losses. Particularly relevant for our investigation is the situation in which a mode is excited by a broadband source with a cw
rate Rlaunch per unit time and the light stored inside the resonator reaches a steady state. In this situation, light still decays out of the
12



Fig. 8. Comparison of the mathematical definitions of a) photon decay time τc and b) coherence time τcohc . (Figure taken from Ref. [6]).
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resonator with the same photon-decay time τc, while being continuously replenished:

d
dt
φ ¼ Rlaunch � 1

τc
φ ¼ 0: (52)

The definitions of τc, Δνc, Qc, τcohc , and ℓcoh
c remain perfectly valid and their values remain exactly the same. No Q-factor becomes infinite

and no linewidth vanishes, if the number φ of photons inside the passive mode at νq is constant in time in a steady-state situation.

3. Airy distributions of the Fabry-P�erot resonator

In this Section, we demystify the Airy distribution. We derive the generic Airy distribution of a Fabry-P�erot resonator, which equals
the internal resonance enhancement factor. All related Airy distributions are obtained by simple intensity scaling factors. The same
results for a resonator without intrinsic propagation losses have previously been published [2]. We define the longitudinal mode
profiles, which are Lorentzian-shaped in case of frequency-independent losses, and verify that the sum of the mode profiles of all
longitudinal modes generates the respective Airy distribution.
3.1. Generic Airy distribution: the internal resonance enhancement factor

The response of the Fabry-P�erot resonator is most easily derived by use of the circulating-field approach [15], as displayed in Fig. 4.
This approach assumes a steady state and derives the Airy distributions via the electric field Ecirc circulating inside the resonator. In fact,
Ecirc is the field propagating in the forward direction frommirror 1 to mirror 2 after interference between the field ERT that is circulating
after one round trip, i.e., after having suffered intrinsic round-trip losses and outcoupling losses at both mirrors, and the field Elaun
launched through the first mirror.

With the phase shift 2ϕ of Eq. (3) accumulated in one round trip, the outcoupling losses as defined in Eq. (15), and the propagation
losses as defined in Eq. (20), where the amplitude propagation-loss coefficient is αprop/2, the field Ecirc can be related to the field Elaun that
is launched into the resonator in the situation of Fig. 4 by

Ecirc ¼ Elaun þ ERT ¼ Elaun þ r1r2e
�ðαprop=2Þ2ℓe�i2ϕEcirc ⇒

Ecirc

Elaun
¼ 1

1� r1r2e�αpropℓe�i2ϕ
: (53)

Exploiting the identities
13
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��e�iϕ
��2 ¼ jcosðϕÞ � i sinðϕÞj2 ¼ cos2ðϕÞ þ sin2ðϕÞ ¼ 1; cosð2ϕÞ ¼ 1� 2sin2ðϕÞ (54)
and Eq. (15) yields��1� r1r2e�αpropℓe�i2ϕ
��2 ¼ j1� r1r2e�αpropℓ cosð2ϕÞ þ ir1r2e�αpropℓ sinð2ϕÞj2

¼ ½1� r1r2e�αpropℓ cosð2ϕÞ �2 þ r21r
2
2e

�αprop2ℓsin2ð2ϕÞ
¼ 1þ R1R2e�αprop2ℓ � 2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R1R2

p
e�αpropℓ cosð2ϕÞ

¼ �1� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R1R2

p
e�αpropℓ

�2 þ 4
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R1R2

p
e�αpropℓsin2ðϕÞ:

(55)

The generic Airy distribution, which considers solely the physical processes exhibited by light inside the resonator, then derives as the
intensity circulating in the resonator relative to the intensity launched,
Fig. 9. Generic Airy distribution Acirc of Eq. (56), equaling the spectrally dependent internal resonance enhancement which the resonator provides to
light that is launched into it, for different mirror reflectivities of R1 ¼ R2 and an intensity propagation loss of (a) αpropℓ ¼ 0 and (b) αpropℓ ¼ 0.3. For
the curve with R1 ¼ R2 ¼ 0.9 and αpropℓ ¼ 0, the peak value is at Acirc(νq) ¼ 100, outside the scale of the ordinate. (Figure (a) taken from Ref. [2]).
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Acirc ¼ Icirc
I

¼ jEcircj2
2 ¼

1
�αpropℓ �i2ϕ 2 ¼

1� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffip �2 ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffip 2
� � : (56)
laun jElaunj j1� r1r2e e j 1� R1R2e�αpropℓ þ 4 R1R2e�αpropℓsin ϕ

Physically, Acirc represents the spectrally dependent internal resonance enhancement which the resonator provides to the light launched
into it [49]. It is displayed for different mirror reflectivities and propagation-loss coefficients in Fig. 9. At the resonance frequencies νq,
where sin(ϕ) equals zero, the internal resonance enhancement factor is

Acirc

�
νq
� ¼ 1�

1� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R1R2

p
e�αpropℓ

�2 : (57)

The integral of the internal resonant enhancement factor Acirc of Eq. (56) over one free spectral range, i.e., 2ϕ in the interval [�π,
…π] or ϕ in the interval [�π/2, …π/2], can be written as

Acirc;FSR ¼ 1
π

Z π=2

�π=2
Acircdϕ ¼ 1

π

Z π=2

�π=2

1�
1� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

R1R2
p

e�αpropℓ
�2 þ 4

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R1R2

p
e�αpropℓsin2ðϕÞ

dϕ ¼ a
Z π=2

�π=2

1
bþ sin2ðϕÞ dϕ; (58)

where a and b are given by

a ¼ 1
4π

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R1R2

p
e�αpropℓ

; b ¼
�
1� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

R1R2
p

e�αpropℓ
�2

4
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R1R2

p
e�αpropℓ

; (59)

respectively. This type of integral is solved by making the substitution ϕ¼ arctan(x)⇒ x¼ tan(ϕ) and expressing sin(ϕ) and dϕ in terms
of x as follows:

sinðϕÞ ¼ tanðϕÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ tan2ðϕÞ

p ¼ xffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ x2

p ; cosðϕÞ ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ tan2ðϕÞ

p ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ x2

p
⇒

dx
dϕ

¼ d tanðϕÞ
dϕ

¼ 1
cos2ðϕÞ ¼ 1þ x2 ⇒ dϕ ¼ dx

1þ x2
:

(60)

The integral can be written in a simpler form as

Acirc;FSR ¼ a
Zπ=2

�π=2

1
bþ sin2ðϕÞ dϕ ¼ a

Ztanðπ=2Þ
�tanðπ=2Þ

1
bþ x2

��
1þ x2

� 1
1þ x2

dx

¼ a
ðbþ 1Þ

Ztanðπ=2Þ
�tanðπ=2Þ

1
b=ðbþ 1Þ þ x2

dx ¼ a=ðbþ 1Þffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
b=ðbþ 1Þp "

arctan

 
xffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

b=ðbþ 1Þp !#tanðπ=2Þ
�tanðπ=2Þ

¼ a
ðbþ 1Þ

πffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
b=ðbþ 1Þp :

(61)

By inserting Eq. (59), the internal resonance enhancement factor Acirc integrated over one free spectral range is

Acirc;FSR ¼ 1
π

Z þπ=2

�π=2
Acircdϕ ¼ 1

1� R1R2e�αprop2ℓ
¼αprop¼0 1

1� R1R2
: (62)

The integral resonance enhancement Acirc,FSR is displayed as a function of R1R2 in Fig. 10(a). For αprop¼ 0 cm�1, it increases from unity at
zero reflectivity, because all light is simply transmitted, to infinite enhancement when the reflectivity equals unity. For increasing
propagation losses, the integral resonance enhancement increases less with increasing mirror reflectivities.

As can be seen in Fig. 9, the fraction of the free spectral range over which enhancement of light occurs, narrows with increasing
reflectivities. From Eq. (56), this fraction derives as

Acirc � 1 ⇒ sin
�
ϕ
� � 1

2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

R1R2
p

e�αpropℓ

q
⇒

ΔνAcirc�1

ΔνFSR
¼ 2

π
arcsin

	
1
2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

R1R2
p

e�αpropℓ

q 

: (63)

The fraction is displayed in Fig. 10(b). For αprop ¼ 0 cm�1, the spectral range of enhancement decreases from ΔνFSR/2 for R1R2 ¼ 0 to
ΔνFSR/3 for R1R2 → 1. With increasing propagation losses, the spectral range of enhancement decreases less.

3.2. Other airy distributions

Once the internal resonance enhancement, the generic Airy distribution of Eq. (56), is established, all other Airy distributions, i.e.,
15



Fig. 10. (a) Integral resonance enhancement Acirc,FSR (integrated over one free spectral range) and (b) fraction of the free spectral range over which
enhancement occurs, i.e., Acirc � 1, as a function of the product of mirror reflectivities, R1R2, for propagation losses of αpropℓ ¼ 0 (blue lines), 0.1
(green lines), and 0.5 (red lines) (Figure modified from Ref. [2]).
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the observed light intensities relative to the launched or initial intensity from the light source (Fig. 4), can then be straight-forwardly
deduced by simple scaling factors, because no additional interference occurs (the only exception being the total intensity Irefl propa-
gating backward, because an additional interference occurs between the fields Erefl,1 and Eback). Since the intensity Ilaun launched into the
resonator equals the transmitted fraction of the intensity Iinc incident upon mirror 1,

Ilaun ¼ ð1� R1ÞIinc; (64)

and the intensities transmitted through mirror 2, reflected at mirror 2, transmitted through mirror 1, and reflected at mirror 1 are the
transmitted and reflected fractions of the intensity circulating or back-circulating inside the resonator and propagated over one reso-
nator length,

Itrans ¼ ð1� R2Þe�αpropℓIcirc
Ib�circ ¼ R2e�αpropℓIcirc
Iback ¼ ð1� R1Þe�αpropℓIb�circ

IRT ¼ R1e�αpropℓIb�circ;

(65)

respectively, one obtains the following Airy distributions and intensity-scaling factors f:

Ab�circ ¼ Ib�circ

Ilaun
¼ fb�circAcirc ¼ R2e�αpropℓAcirc; (66)
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ART ¼ IRT
Ilaun

¼ fRTAcirc ¼ R1R2e�αprop2ℓAcirc; (67)
Atrans ¼ Itrans
Ilaun

¼ ftransAcirc ¼ ð1� R2Þe�αpropℓAcirc; (68)

Aback ¼ Iback
Ilaun

¼ fbackAcirc ¼ ð1� R1ÞR2e�αprop2ℓAcirc; (69)

Aemit ¼ Atrans þ Aback ¼ Itrans þ Iback
Ilaun

¼ femitAcirc ¼ ½ð1� R2Þ þ ð1� R1ÞR2e�αpropℓ �e�αpropℓAcirc; (70)

A
0
circ ¼

Icirc
Iinc

¼ fincAcirc ¼ ð1� R1ÞAcirc; (71)

A
0
b�circ ¼

Ib�circ

Iinc
¼ fincfb�circAcirc ¼ ð1� R1ÞR2e�αpropℓAcirc; (72)

A
0
RT ¼ IRT

Iinc
¼ fincfRTAcirc ¼ ð1� R1ÞR1R2e�αprop2ℓAcirc; (73)

A
0
trans ¼

Itrans
Iinc

¼ fincftransAcirc ¼ ð1� R1Þð1� R2Þe�αpropℓAcirc; (74)

A
0
back ¼

Iback
Iinc

¼ fincfbackAcirc ¼ ð1� R1Þ2R2e�αprop2ℓAcirc; (75)

A
0
emit ¼ A

0
trans þ A

0
back ¼

Itrans þ Iback
Iinc

¼ fincfemitAcirc ¼ ð1� R1Þ½ð1� R2Þ þ ð1� R1ÞR2e�αpropℓ �e�αpropℓAcirc: (76)

The index “emit” denotes Airy distributions that consider the sum of intensities emitted on both sides of the resonator,

Aemit ¼ Atrans þ Aback; A
0
emit ¼ A

0
trans þ A

0
back: (77)

The prime denotes Airy distributions with respect to the incident intensity Iinc. The connection of the Airy distributions via the intensity-
scaling factors can be summarized as follows:

Acirc ¼ 1
ð1� R2Þe�αpropℓ

Atrans ¼ 1
R2e�αpropℓ

Ab�circ ¼ 1
ð1� R1ÞR2e�αprop2ℓ

Aback

¼ 1
R1R2e�αprop2ℓ

ART ¼ 1
½ð1� R2Þ þ ð1� R1ÞR2e�αpropℓ �e�αpropℓ

Aemit ¼ 1
1� R1

A
0
circ

A
0
circ ¼

1
ð1� R2Þe�αpropℓ

A
0
trans ¼

1
R2e�αpropℓ

A
0
b�circ ¼

1
ð1� R1ÞR2e�αprop2ℓ

A
0
back

¼ 1

R1R2e�αprop2ℓ
A

0
RT ¼ 1

½ð1� R2Þ þ ð1� R1ÞR2e�αpropℓ �e�αpropℓ
A

0
emit:

(78)

As long as ℓ, nr, R1, R2, and αprop vary insignificantly over the frequency range of interest, the intensity-scaling factors that connect the
individual Airy distributions with each other are frequency independent. Then the free-spectral-range integrals of all these Airy dis-
tributions are connected by the same intensity-scaling factors. For example,

Aemit;FSR

Acirc;FSR
¼ Aemit

Acirc
¼ femit ¼ ½ð1� R2Þ þ ð1� R1ÞR2e�αpropℓ �e�αpropℓ ¼αprop¼0

1� R1R2: (79)

With Eq. (62), this results in

Aemit;FSR ¼ femitAcirc;FSR ¼ ½ð1� R2Þ þ ð1� R1ÞR2e�αpropℓ �e�αpropℓ

1� R1R2e�αprop2ℓ
¼αprop¼0

1: (80)

Aemit is the Airy distribution whose free-spectral-range integral equals unity in the absence of propagation loss. The reason is that the
cosine function in the interference Eq. (123) averages to zero over all phase angles, hence in average over one free spectral range the
interferences at mirror 1 disappear and the light intensity launched into the resonator also exits the resonator. However, caution should
17



Fig. 11. Airy distribution A
0
circ of Eq. (71), equaling the spectrally dependent external resonance enhancement which the resonator provides to light

that is incident to it, for different mirror reflectivities of R1 ¼ R2 and an intensity propagation loss of (a) αpropℓ ¼ 0 and (b) αpropℓ ¼ 0.1.
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be exerted not to misinterpret this result as an expression of energy conservation. Otherwise, one could proof energy conservation wrong
by launching a single wavelength. The integrals of all Airy distributions decrease with increasing propagation loss.

LikeAcirc represents the internal resonance enhancement factor with respect to Ilaun, A
0
circ of Eq. (71) represents the external resonance

enhancement factor with respect to Iinc (Fig. 11). The external resonance enhancement factor at the resonance frequencies is

A
0
circ

�
νq
� ¼ fincAcirc

�
νq
� ¼ ð1� R1ÞAcirc

�
νq
� ¼ 1� R1�

1� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R1R2

p
e�αpropℓ

�2 : (81)

Integrated over one free spectral range, it amounts to

A
0
circ;FSR ¼ fincAcirc;FSR ¼ ð1� R1ÞAcirc;FSR ¼ 1� R1

1� R1R2e�αprop2ℓ
: (82)

I.e., the distributions A0
circ, A

0
circðνqÞ, and A0

circ;FSR related to the incident light are smaller by the same factor 1�R1 than the same dis-
tributions related to the launched light, because only this fraction 1�R1 of the light incident on mirror 1 is transmitted through mirror 1
18
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and launched into the resonator, see Eq. (64).

3.3. Airy distribution of transmitted light

In experimental situations, often light is transmitted through a Fabry-P�erot resonator in order to characterize the resonator or to use
it as a scanning interferometer (see later in Section 4). Therefore, an often applied Airy distribution is A0

trans of Eq. (74):

A
0
trans ¼

Itrans
Iinc

¼ fincftransAcirc ¼ ð1� R1Þð1� R2Þe�αpropℓAcirc ¼ ð1� R1Þð1� R2Þe�αpropℓ�
1� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

R1R2
p

e�αpropℓ
�2 þ 4

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R1R2

p
e�αpropℓsin2ðϕÞ

: (83)

It describes the fraction Itrans of the intensity Iinc of a light source incident upon mirror 1 that is transmitted through mirror 2, see Fig. 4.
A

0
trans is displayed in Fig. 12 (solid lines) for different values of the reflectivities R1 ¼ R2. Its peak value at the resonance frequencies νq is

A
0
trans

�
νq
� ¼ fincftransAcirc

�
νq
� ¼ ð1� R1Þð1� R2Þe�αpropℓ�

1� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R1R2

p
e�αpropℓ

�2 ¼�1: (84)

For equal mirror reflectivities, R1 ¼ R2, and vanishing propagation losses, αprop ¼ 0 cm�1, all incident resonant light is transmitted.
A

0
trans has been derived in the circulating-field approach [15] by considering an additional phase shift of eiπ=2 ¼ i during each

transmission through a mirror (alternatively, but equivalently, often a phase shift of eiπ ¼ �1 during reflection from the
low-refractive-index side of a mirror is assumed) [17]:

Ecirc ¼ it1Einc þ r1r2e�i2ϕEcirc ⇒
Ecirc

Einc
¼ it1

1� r1r2e�i2ϕ
; (85)

Etrans ¼ it2Ecirce�iϕ ⇒
Etrans

Einc
¼ �t1t2e�iϕ

1� r1r2e�i2ϕ
: (86)

By use of Eqs. (15), (54), and (55) one obtains

A
0
trans ¼

Itrans
Iinc

¼ jEtransj2
jEincj2

¼ j � t1t2e�iϕj2
j1� r1r2e�i2ϕj2 ¼

ð1� R1Þð1� R2Þ�
1� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

R1R2
p �2 þ 4

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R1R2

p
sin2ϕ

; (87)
Fig. 12. Airy distribution A
0
trans (solid lines), corresponding to light transmitted through a Fabry-P�erot resonator, calculated from Eq. (74) or (83) for

different values of the reflectivities, R1 ¼ R2, and vanishing propagation losses, αprop ¼ 0 cm�1. Comparison with a single Lorentzian line (dashed
lines) calculated from Eq. (42) for the same R1 ¼ R2. At half maximum (black line), with decreasing reflectivities the FWHM linewidth ΔνAiry of the
Airy distribution broadens compared to the FWHM linewidth Δνc of its corresponding Lorentzian line: R1 ¼ R2 ¼ 0.9, 0.6, 0.32, 0.172 results in
ΔνAiry/Δνc ¼ 1.001, 1.022, 1.132, 1.717, respectively, as calculated from Eq. (117). (Figure taken from Ref. [2]).
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which equals Eqs. (74) and (83) for vanishing propagation losses, αprop ¼ 0 cm�1. Alternatively, it can be obtained via the round-trip-
decay approach [18] by tracing the infinite number of round trips that the incident electric field Einc exhibits after entering the resonator
and accumulating the electric field Etrans transmitted in all round trips. The field transmitted after the first propagation and the smaller
and smaller fields transmitted after each consecutive propagation through the resonator are

Etrans;1 ¼ Eincit1it2e�iϕ ¼ �Einct1t2e�iϕ and Etrans;mþ1 ¼ Etrans;mr1r2e�i2ϕ; (88)

respectively. Exploiting

X∞
m¼0

xm ¼ 1
1� x

⇒ Etrans ¼
X∞
m¼1

Etrans;m ¼ �Einct1t2e�iϕ
X∞
m¼0

ðr1r2Þme�im2ϕ ¼ Einc
�t1t2e�iϕ

1� r1r2e�i2ϕ
: (89)

This result is identical to Eq. (86), therefore one obtains the same Airy distribution of Eq. (87). Svelto [18] uses the alternative
convention for the phase shift occurring at the mirrors, hence obtains no minus sign in the numerator of Eq. (89), which becomes
irrelevant when squaring the electric field to calculate the intensity. A

0
trans has also been derived in the impulse-response approach [50].

This approach is identical to the round-trip-decay approach [18], except that it assumes a specific light source that has a delta function in
time, which Fourier transforms to an infinite frequency spectrum, such that A

0
trans is probed over the entire spectral range.

Although the round-trip-decay approach is mathematically and physically correct, it suffers from a physical misinterpretation. Its
calculation assumes that individual light beams interfere only after exiting the resonator. If this interpretation were true, spectral
modification of the incident intensity by constructive and destructive interference would occur only after passing through the resonator.
There would be no resonant enhancement or suppression of intensity inside the resonator, and the spectral shape of intensity inside the
resonator would equal that of incident light, except for the simple scaling factor (1�R1). On the other hand, since the spectral shape of
intensity inside the resonator would be spectrally modified when exiting the resonator, one would not be allowed to derive the intensity
inside the resonator from the calculated transmitted intensity by the simple scaling factor 1/(1�R2), as is usually done in the literature.
As indicated in Fig. 4, interference between electric fields takes places on both sides of mirror 1.
3.4. Airy distribution of reflected light

The back-transmitted intensity Iback cannot be measured, because also the initially back-reflected light adds to the backward-
propagating signal. In the situation of Fig. 4, the measurable case of the intensity resulting from the interference of both backward-
propagating electric fields is derived as follows. The back-transmitted electric field is

Eback ¼ it1r2e�αpropℓe�i2ϕEcirc ¼ it1r2e�αpropℓe�i2ϕ

1� r1r2e�αpropℓe�i2ϕ
Elaun ¼ it1r2e�αpropℓe�i2ϕ

1� r1r2e�αpropℓe�i2ϕ
it1Einc ⇒

Eback

Einc
¼ �t21r2e

�αpropℓe�i2ϕ

1� r1r2e�αpropℓe�i2ϕ
: (90)

Including the initially back-reflected electric field, Erefl,1 ¼ r1Einc, the total electric field propagating backward from mirror 1 is

Erefl

Einc
¼ Erefl;1 þ Eback

Einc
¼ r1 þ �t21r2e

�αpropℓe�i2ϕ

1� r1r2e�αpropℓe�i2ϕ
¼ r1 � r2e�αpropℓe�i2ϕ

1� r1r2e�αpropℓe�i2ϕ
: (91)

Exploiting Eqs. (15) and (54) yields��r1 � r2e�αpropℓe�i2ϕ
��2 ¼ jr1 � r2e�αpropℓ cosð2ϕÞ þ ir2e�αpropℓ sinð2ϕÞj2

¼ ½r1 � r2e�αpropℓ cosð2ϕÞ �2 þ ½r2e�αpropℓ sinð2ϕÞ �2
¼ R1 þ R2e�αprop2ℓ � 2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R1R2

p
e�αpropℓ cosð2ϕÞ

¼ R1 þ R2e�αprop2ℓ � 2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R1R2

p
e�αpropℓ

�
1� 2sin2ðϕÞ �

¼ � ffiffiffiffiffi
R1

p � ffiffiffiffiffi
R2

p
e�αpropℓ

�2 þ 4
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R1R2

p
e�αpropℓsin2ðϕÞ:

(92)

With Eqs. (92) and (55), the total relative intensity propagating backward from mirror 1 amounts to

A
0
refl ¼

Irefl
Iinc

¼
��Erefl

��2
jEincj2

¼ jr1 � r2e�αpropℓe�i2ϕj2
j1� r1r2e�αpropℓe�i2ϕj2 ¼

� ffiffiffiffiffi
R1

p � ffiffiffiffiffi
R2

p
e�αpropℓ

�2 þ 4
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R1R2

p
e�αpropℓsin2ϕ�

1� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R1R2

p
e�αpropℓ

�2 þ 4
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R1R2

p
e�αpropℓsin2ϕ

: (93)

At the resonance frequencies and in the absence of propagation losses, αprop ¼ 0 cm�1, the back-emitted electric field Eback destructively
interferes with the electric field Erefl,1 initially back-reflected,

A
0
refl

�
νq
� ¼ � ffiffiffiffiffi

R1
p � ffiffiffiffiffi

R2
p

e�αpropℓ
�2�

1� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R1R2

p
e�αpropℓ

�2 ¼αprop¼0
R1¼R2

0: (94)

In the absence of propagation losses, αprop ¼ 0 cm�1, when summing up the transmitted and reflected Airy distributions of Eqs. (83) and
(93), respectively, one finds that the energy is conserved at all frequencies,
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A
0
emit ¼ A

0
trans þ A

0
refl ¼

Itrans þ Irefl
Iinc

¼ 1; (95)
as expected for a resonator that exhibits only outcoupling losses, see Fig. 13(a). It proofs that constructive and destructive interference at
both sides of mirror 1 exactly compensate each other at all frequencies. In the presence of propagation losses, the Airy distribution of
intensity lost during light propagation versus incident intensity,

A
0
prop ¼

Iprop
Iinc

; (96)

and the transmitted and reflected light intensities equals unity,

A
0
trans þ A

0
refl þ A

0
prop ¼

Itrans þ Irefl þ Iprop
Iinc

¼ 1; (97)

see Fig. 13(b).
Fig. 13. Airy distributions A
0
trans (green line), A

0
refl (blue line), and A

0
prop (red line), corresponding to light transmitted through, reflected by, and lost

during propagation in a Fabry-P�erot resonator for R1 ¼ R2 ¼ 0.8 and propagation losses of (a) αpropℓ ¼ 0 and (b) αpropℓ ¼ 0.04.
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3.5. Airy distribution as a sum of mode profiles

In Fig. 12 one observes that, at high reflectivity, there is almost perfect agreement between the spectral shape of the Airy distribution
(solid purple line) and its underlying Lorentzian lines (dashed purple line), i.e., the former is rather well represented by the latter. This
fact has prompted Saleh and Teich [20] to propose that in this case the Airy linewidth ΔνAiry of a Fabry-P�erot resonator is similar to the
linewidth Δνc ¼ 1/(2πτc) of its underlying Lorentzian lines, both defined as FWHM (black line). However, as is generally well known,
with decreasing reflectivity the linewidth of the Airy distribution (solid lines) broadens faster than that of the underlying Lorentzian
lines (dashed lines).

Svelto [19] attributes this discrepancy to Eq. (29) being only an approximation, thereby implicating that also Eq. (38) is only an
approximation, such that the Airy linewidth ΔνAiry of a Fabry-P�erot resonator can only at high reflectivity be approximated by the
linewidth Δνc of its underlying Lorentzian lines. In fact, the discrepancy has a different reason [2].

According to Koppelmann [51], Bayer-Helms [52] “showed that the Airy distribution can be represented exactly” by the sum of
Lorentzian spectral line shapes times a calibration factor. Firstly, while being literally correct, this statement is physically misleading,
secondly, the calibration factor used in Ref. [51] remains unexplained, thirdly, the equivalence is shown only for equal reflectivities, R1
¼ R2, and finally, the equivalence is not investigated for non-Lorentzian spectral line shapes. Kumer and Uplinger [53] compared the
sum of Lorentzian spectral line shapes to an Airy distribution that is different from Eq. (56) and Eq. (74) and, not surprisingly, these
authors found a difference.

We have verified [2] that, for a Fabry-P�erot resonator that exihibits only outcoupling losses, i.e., τc ¼ τout, the Airy distribution is
nothing else but the sum of the mode profiles of the longitudinal resonator modes, thereby revealing the physical origin of the Airy
distribution. Our approach starts from the electric field Ecirc circulating inside the resonator, considers the exponential decay in time of
this field through both mirrors of the resonator, see Fig. 4, Fourier transforms it to frequency space according to Eq. (37) to obtain the
normalized spectral line shapes ~γqðνÞ of Eq. (38), divides it by the round-trip time tRT to account for how the total circulating
electric-field intensity is longitudinally distributed in the resonator and coupled out per unit time, resulting in the emittedmode profiles,

γq;emitðνÞ ¼
1
tRT

~γqðνÞ ¼ 1
tRT

1
π

1=ð4πτcÞ
1
.
ð4πτcÞ2 þ

�
ν� νq

�2 with
Z

γq;emitðνÞdν ¼
1
tRT

; (98)

in units of (1), and then sums over the emitted mode profiles of all longitudinal modes at positive, zero, and negative frequencies,
thereby explicitly considering the counter-propagating modes at each resonance frequency established in Section 2.2 and Ref. [1].
Consequently, the sum of emitted mode profiles describes an experiment that must result in the Airy distribution Aemit of Eq. (70).

When assuming τc ¼ τout and inserting a mirror coupling coefficient δ ¼ δout/2 of Eq. (19), which can be a general function of fre-
quency, the resonance frequency νq of Eq. (7), the round-trip phase shift 2ϕ of Eq. (3), and the free spectral rangeΔνFSR of Eq. (5), we can
write the emitted mode profiles of Eq. (98) as

γq;emitðνÞ ¼
1
tRT

1
π

δ=ð2πtRT Þ
½δ=ð2πtRT Þ �2 þ ðν� qΔνFSRÞ2

¼ 2δ

δ2 þ ð2πνtRT � 2πtRTqΔνFSRÞ2

¼ 2δ

δ2 þ ð2ϕ� 2πqÞ2

¼ δþ ið2ϕ� 2πqÞ
δ2 þ ð2ϕ� 2πqÞ2 þ

δ� ið2ϕ� 2πqÞ
δ2 þ ð2ϕ� 2πqÞ2

¼ 1
δ� ið2ϕ� 2πqÞ þ

1
δþ ið2ϕ� 2πqÞ

¼ i
2π

�
1

ðϕþ iδ=2Þ=π � q
� 1
ðϕ� iδ=2Þ=π � q

�
:

(99)

With the mathematical series [54]

Xþ∞

q¼�∞

1
x� q

¼ π cotðπxÞ; (100)

the sum of all mode profiles obtains as

X∞
q¼�∞

γq;emitðνÞ ¼
i
2π

" Xþ∞

q¼�∞

1
ðϕþ iδ=2Þ=π � q

�
Xþ∞

q¼�∞

1
ðϕ� iδ=2Þ=π � q

#
¼ i

2

�
cot
	
ϕþ iδ

2



� cot

	
ϕ� iδ

2


�
: (101)

Expressing the cot functions as
22
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cotðαÞ� cotðβÞ¼ sinðβ � αÞ
sinðαÞsinðβÞ (102)
leads to

X∞
q¼�∞

γq;emitðνÞ ¼
i
2

sinð � iδÞ
sin½ϕþ iδ=2�sin½ϕ� iδ=2� : (103)

Exploiting the trigonometric relation

sinðαþ βÞsinðα� βÞ¼ sin2ðαÞ � sin2ðβÞ (104)

results in

X∞
q¼�∞

γq;emitðνÞ ¼
i
2

sinð � iδÞ
sin2ðϕÞ � sin2ðiδ=2Þ : (105)

Making use of the Euler identity

sinðxÞ¼ eix � e�ix

2i
(106)

yields

X∞
q¼�∞

γq;emitðνÞ ¼
i
2

ðeδ � e�δÞ=ð2iÞ
sin2ðϕÞ � ½ðe�δ=2 � eδ=2Þ=ð2iÞ�2 ¼

eδ � e�δ

ðe�δ=2 � eδ=2Þ2 þ 4sin2ðϕÞ ¼
1� e�2δ

ð1� e�δÞ2 þ 4e�δsin2ðϕÞ : (107)

Finally, by re-substituting δout/2 ¼ δ and Eq. (19) into Eq. (107), the sum of emitted mode profiles of Eq. (98) becomes

X∞
q¼�∞

γq;emitðνÞ ¼
1� R1R2�

1� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R1R2

p �2 þ 4
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R1R2

p
sin2ðϕÞ

¼ Aemit : (108)

Indeed, this result is equal to Eq. (70), with Eq. (56) inserted. This equivalence is numerically illustrated in Fig. 14(a).
Each spectral line shape ~γqðνÞ of Eq. (38) and mode profile γq;emitðνÞ of Eq. (98) is extended over the infinite frequency range,

consequently light at a specific frequency ν inside the resonator excites all longitudinal modes of the resonator. However, in the absence
of propagation losses, αprop¼ 0 cm�1, the contributions from different longitudinal modes to the light at frequency ν do not interfere with
each other, because all optical modes are orthogonal with each other. For this reason, the sum in Eq. (108) is over the intensity mode
profiles γq;emitðνÞ rather than over the electric fields. Because of resonant enhancement of the launched light the peak value of Aemit at the
resonance frequencies νq,

Aemit

�
νq
� ¼ 1� R1R2�

1� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R1R2

p �2 ¼ 1þ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R1R2

p
1� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

R1R2
p > 1; (109)

becomes larger than unity. Nevertheless, because of Eq. (95) the energy of the system is conserved at all frequencies.
The observation that with decreasing R1 and R2 the linewidth of the resulting Airy distribution in Fig. 12 is increasingly broader than

the linewidth of the underlying Lorentzian lines simply arises from the fact that one sums up mode profiles (with the same linewidth as
the Lorentzian lines) that resonate at different frequencies. It does not constitute a discrepancy, as has often been proposed.

The derivation shown here demonstrates that–from a physical point of view–the spectral line shapes and mode profiles are the
fundamental spectral functions that characterize the Fabry-P�erot resonator and their sum, the Airy distribution, quantifies its spectral
response. The circulating-field and round-trip-decay approaches only implicitly exploit this fact, thereby obscuring the physical nature
of the Airy distribution. As we will see in Section 4, this fundamental understanding has direct consequences for the definitions of
linewidth and finesse.

The same intensity-scaling factors of Eqs. (64) and (65) that provide the relations between the individual Airy distributions, see Eqs.
(56) and (66)�(76), also provide the relations among γq;emitðνÞ and the other mode profiles, albeit only in the absence of propagation
losses, αprop ¼ 0 cm�1:

γq;circ ¼
1
R2
γq;b�circ ¼

1
R1R2

γq;RT ¼ 1
1� R2

γq;trans ¼
1

ð1� R1ÞR2
γq;back ¼

1
1� R1R2

γq;emit

γ
0
q;circ ¼

1
R2
γ
0
q;b�circ ¼

1
R1R2

γ
0
q;RT ¼ 1

1� R2
γ
0
q;trans ¼

1
ð1� R1ÞR2

γ
0
q;back ¼

1
1� R1R2

γ
0
q;emit ¼ ð1� R1Þγq;circ:

(110)
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Fig. 14. Mode profiles γq,emit (solid green lines) with mode indices q ¼ �3, �2, �1, 0, 1, 2, 3 of Eq. (98), infinite sum of mode profiles of Eq. (98),
here approximated by the numerical sum (solid red line) of 31 mode profiles with mode indices q between �15 and 15, and Airy distribution Aemit

(dashed yellow line) of Eqs. (70) and (108). The displayed examples are for ℓ ¼ 1 cm, nr ¼ 1, equal mirror reflectivities of R1 ¼ R2 ¼ 0.4, and (a)
vanishing propagation losses, αprop ¼ 0 cm�1, resulting in τc ¼ τout ¼ 3.6 � 10�11 s, or (b) propagation losses of αprop ¼ 0.1 cm�1, resulting in τc ¼ 3.0
� 10�11 s (Figure (a) taken from Ref. [1]).
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The various mode profiles γqðνÞ and γ
0
qðνÞ are calibrated with respect to the launched and the incident intensity, respectively, and the

sum over one of these mode profiles at all resonance frequencies generates the corresponding Airy distribution.
In the presence of propagation loss, the physical origin of the Airy distribution is still the sum of mode profiles of the longitudinal

resonator modes. The same intensity-scaling factors of Eq. (66)�(76) that provide the relations between the individual Airy distributions
also provide the relations between the individual mode profiles. For example,

γq;emitðνÞ ¼ Aemit;FSR
1
tRT

~γqðνÞ ¼ femitAcirc;FSR
1
tRT

~γqðνÞ ¼ ½ð1� R2Þ þ ð1� R1ÞR2e�αpropℓ �e�αpropℓ

1� R1R2e�αprop2ℓ

1
tRT

~γqðνÞ; (111)

which is displayed in Fig. 14(b). In Eq. (111), for αprop ¼ 0 cm�1 one obtains Eq. (98). Another example is

γ
0
q;transðνÞ ¼ A

0
trans;FSR

1
tRT

~γqðνÞ ¼ fincftransAcirc;FSR
1
tRT

~γqðνÞ ¼ ð1� R1Þð1� R2Þe�αpropℓ

1� R1R2e�αprop2ℓ

1
tRT

~γqðνÞ: (112)

Situations, in which the mirror reflectivities R1 and R2 are frequency dependent, can be described by the same equations as above
[2]. Since the photon-decay time also becomes frequency dependent, the FWHM linewidth loses its meaning. In such situations, each
Airy distribution is still the infinite sum of its underlying mode profiles. However, the mode profiles are not Lonretzian-shaped anymore
and, consequently, the Airy distributions become distorted [2].
3.6. 0th-order mode: no cut-off wavelength!

The resonance frequencies of the Fabry-P�erot resonator are given by Eq. (7). Particularly, q ¼ 0, resulting in νq ¼ 0, is a physical
solution of Eq. (7), and the mode profiles summed in Eq. (108) include this 0th-order mode [55]. Consequently, in wavelength space
there exists no cut-off wavelength at the resonance line with q¼ 1, but an additional resonance occurs at infinite wavelength. As long as
the resonator losses are low (purple line in Fig. 15), in most cases this resonance will go unnoticed. However, when the losses become
significant and the mode profiles broaden, this resonance manifests itself in a steady increase of the Airy distribution A0

trans in the
long-wavelength range (other lines in Fig. 15). While this effect looks quite dramatic in Fig. 15, one should keep in mind that the natural
energy or frequency units are, when converted to wavelength units, expanded by λ2 at the long-wavelength side.
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4. Lorentzian linewidth and finesse versus Airy linewidth and finesse

The understanding that the Airy distribution describing the spectral transmission of a Fabry-P�erot resonator physically originates in
the sum of mode profiles of the longitudinal resonator modes has fundamental consequences. In this Section, we point out the different
functions of the Fabry-P�erot resonator as a resonator with fixed length, characterized by its Lorentzian linewidth and finesse, and as a
scanning spectrometer by varying its length, characterized by its Airy linewidth and finesse.

4.1. Spectral resolution: Rayleigh and Taylor criteria

The most commonly accepted definitions of spectral resolution are the Rayleigh criterion and the Taylor criterion. The Rayleigh
criterion [56], see Fig. 16(a), applies to diffraction spots and proposes that two intensity maxima can be resolved if the maximum of the
first spot is spectrally superimposed on the first minimum of the second spot. For spectral lines that do not exhibit minima, such as the
Lorentzian lines underlying the Airy distribution of a Fabry-P�erot resonator, as well as the Airy distribution itself within one free spectral
range from νq�ΔνFSR/2 to νqþΔνFSR/2, the Taylor criterion [57], see Fig. 16(b), is more appropriate. It proposes that two spectral lines
can be resolved if the individual lines cross each other at half intensity. In the case of two identical, symmetric spectral lines their peaks
would then be separated by their FWHM. The Taylor criterion will be utilized in the following.

4.2. Characterizing the Fabry-P�erot resonator: Lorentzian linewidth and finesse

When launching light into the Fabry-P�erot resonator in a non-scanning experiment, i.e., at fixed resonator length (and fixed angle of
incidence), the Fabry-P�erot resonator becomes the object of investigation. The spectral line shapes, Lorentzian lines, and mode profiles
are the fundamental functions. By measuring the sum of mode profiles, the Airy distribution, one can derive the total loss of the Fabry-
P�erot resonator via recalculating the Lorentzian linewidth Δνc of Eq. (39), displayed (blue line) relative to the free spectral range in
Fig. 17(a) and (c).

The underlying Lorentzian lines can be resolved as long as the Taylor criterion is obeyed (Fig. 18). Consequently, one can define a
parameter which we call the Lorentzian finesse of a Fabry-P�erot resonator:

Fc :¼ ΔνFSR
Δνc

¼ 2π
�lnðR1R2e�αprop2ℓÞ : (113)

It is displayed as blue lines in Fig. 17(b) and (d). This parameter has received little attention in the scientific literature, other than that at
high reflectivity, whereΔνAiry	Δνc, see the purple line in Fig. 12, it can serve as a reasonable approximation of the Airy finesse FAiry (see
Section 4.2). Yet, the Lorentzian finesse Fc has a fundamental physical meaning: it describes howwell the Lorentzian lines underlying the
Airy distribution can be resolved when measuring the Airy distribution. A Fabry-P�erot resonator generating single-longitudinal-mode
laser light is characterized by its Lorentzian linewidth and finesse.
Fig. 15. Airy distribution A
0
trans of a Fabry-P�erot micro-resonator with a length of ℓ ¼ 1 μm versus wavelength, calculated from Eq. (74) for different

values of the reflectivities R1 ¼ R2, and vanishing propagation losses, αprop ¼ 0 cm�1. The resonance peak with q ¼ 1, in our example occurring at a
wavelength of 2 μm, which is often considered as a “cut-off wavelength”. At wavelengths beyond 4 μm, however, the Airy distribution increases
towards the resonance peak with q ¼ 0, located at infinite wavelength. (Figure taken from Ref. [2]).
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Fig. 16. Criteria for the limit of spectral resolution: (a) Rayleigh criterion and (b) Taylor criterion.
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Since Δνc exists for any mirror reflectivity and propagation losses, the definition of the Lorentzian finesse does not break down at a
critical value. However, at the point where

Δνc ¼ ΔνFSR ⇒ R1R2e�αprop2ℓ ¼ e�2π 	 0:001867; (114)

equivalent to Fc ¼ 1, the Taylor criterion for the spectral resolution of a single Airy distribution is reached. For equal mirror reflectivities
and vanishing propagation losses, this point occurs when R1 ¼ R2 	 4.32%. Therefore, the linewidth of the Lorentzian lines underlying
the Airy distribution of a Fabry-P�erot resonator can be resolved by measuring the Airy distribution, hence its resonator losses can be
spectroscopically determined, until this point. Obviously, the Lorentzian finesse according to the definition of Eq. (113) plays an
essential role in the characterization of low-reflectivity or otherwise high-loss Fabry-P�erot resonators.
4.3. Scanning the Fabry-P�erot resonator: Airy linewidth and finesse

A different situation occurs when the Fabry-P�erot resonator is used as a scanning interferometer, i.e., at varying resonator length (or
angle of incidence), to spectroscopically distinguish spectral lines at different frequencies within one free spectral range. In this case
several Airy distributions A0

transðνÞ, each one created by an individual frequency, must be resolved. Therefore, now the Airy distribution
A

0
transðνÞ becomes the underlying fundamental function and the measurement delivers a sum of Airy distributions. The parameters that

properly quantify this situation are the Airy linewidth ΔνAiry and the Airy finesse FAiry.
On either side of the peak of Eq. (84) located at νq, the transmitted intensity decreases to A

0
transðνqÞ=2 when the phase shift ϕ changes

by the amount Δϕ and, accordingly, sin2(ϕ) changes from 0, such that in the denominator of Acirc of Eq. (56)

4
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R1R2

p
e�αpropℓsin2ðΔϕÞ ¼ �1� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

R1R2

p
e�αpropℓ

�2
⇒ Δϕ ¼ arcsin

	
1� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

R1R2
p

e�αpropℓ

2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R1R2

4
p

e�αpropℓ=2



: (115)

Exploiting Eqs. (3) and (5) to calculate ϕ ¼ πν/ΔνFSR, resulting in Δϕ ¼ π(ΔνAiry/2)/ΔνFSR, then provides the FWHM linewidth ΔνAiry of
the Airy distribution A0

transðνÞ [15],

ΔνAiry ¼ ΔνFSR
2
π
arcsin

	
1� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

R1R2
p

e�αpropℓ

2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R1R2

4
p

e�αpropℓ=2



: (116)

The Airy linewidth ΔνAiry is displayed as green curves in Fig. 17(a) and (c) in direct comparison with the Lorentzian linewidth Δνc. The
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Fig. 17. (a) Relative Lorentzian linewidth Δνc/ΔνFSR, with Δνc from Eq. (39) (blue curve), relative Airy linewidth ΔνAiry/ΔνFSR, with ΔνAiry from Eq.
(116) (green curve), and its approximation of Eq. (120) (red curve), and (b) Lorentzian finesse Fc of Eq. (113) (blue curve), Airy finesse FAiry of Eq.
(119) (green curve), and its approximation of Eq. (121) (red curve) as a function of reflectivity product R1R2, for propagation losses of αpropℓ ¼
0 (solid lines) and αpropℓ ¼ 1 (dotted lines). (c), (d) Zoom into the low-reflectivity region for αpropℓ ¼ 0. The exact solutions of the Airy linewidth and
finesse (green curves) correctly break down at ΔνAiry ¼ ΔνFSR, equivalent to FAiry ¼ 1, whereas their approximations (red curves) incorrectly do not
break down. (e) Ratio of Eq. (117) between the Airy linewidth ΔνAiry of Eq. (116) and the Lorentzian linewidth Δνc of Eq. (39), equaling the ratio
between the Lorentzian finesse Fc of Eq. (113) and the Airy finesse FAiry of Eq. (119), as a function of reflectivity product R1R2. (Figure modified
from Ref. [2]).
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Fig. 18. Illustration of the physical meaning of the Lorentzian finesse Fc of a Fabry-P�erot resonator. Displayed is the situation for vanishing prop-
agation losses, αprop ¼ 0 cm�1, and R1 ¼ R2 	 4.32%, at which Δνc ¼ ΔνFSR and Fc ¼ 1, i.e., two adjacent Lorentzian lines (dashed colored lines, only 5
lines are shown for clarity) cross at half maximum (solid black line) and the Taylor criterion for spectrally resolving two peaks in the resulting Airy
distribution (solid purple line) is reached. (Figure taken from Ref. [2]).
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ratio between ΔνAiry of Eq. (116) and Δνc of Eq. (39), which equals the ratio between the Lorentzian finesse Fc of Eq. (113) and the Airy
finesse FAiry of Eq. (119),

ΔνAiry
Δνc

¼ Fc

FAiry
¼

4 arcsin
	

1� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiR1R2
p

e�αpropℓ

2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R1R2e�αpropℓ=24

p



�lnðR1R2Þ þ tRTcαprop
; (117)

is displayed in Fig. 17(e).
The concept of defining the linewidth of the Airy peaks as FWHM breaks down at ΔνAiry ¼ ΔνFSR (solid red line in Fig. 12 and green

line in Fig. 19), because at this point the Airy linewidth instantaneously jumps to an infinite value (Fig. 19). For lower reflectivity values
R1R2, the FWHM linewidth of the Airy peaks is undefined and other definitions or concepts would have to be utilized to describe the
situation. The limiting case occurs at

ΔνAiry ¼ ΔνFSR ⇒
1� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

R1R2
p

e�αpropℓ

2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R1R2

4
p

e�αpropℓ=2
¼ 1 ⇒

αprop¼0
R1R2 ¼ 17� 12

ffiffiffi
2

p
	 0:02944: (118)

For vanishing propagation losses, αprop ¼ 0 cm�1, and equal mirror reflectivities, this point is reached when R1 ¼ R2 	 17.2% (solid red
line in Fig. 12 and green line in Fig. 19). A number of fiber and channel waveguide lasers that produce very high gain due to their strong
pump confinement are operated in resonators that rely solely on the Fresnel reflection on both ends of the resonator, which is typically
below this value. I.e., we are operating numerous laser resonators whose passive Airy linewidth ΔνAiry is undefined. Nevertheless, no
problem arises from it, because the appropriate parameters in the situation of the lasing Fabry-P�erot resonator are its Lorentzian
linewidth Δνc and finesse Fc.

Definitions can never be right or wrong. They can only be more or less meaningful and, in the worst case, contradict with another
more or less meaningful definition. The finesse of the Airy distribution of a Fabry-P�erot resonator, which is displayed as green curves in
Fig. 17(b) and (d) in direct comparison with the Lorentzian finesse Fc, is properly defined as

FAiry :¼! ΔνFSR
ΔνAiry

¼ π
2

�
arcsin

	
1� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

R1R2
p

e�αpropℓ

2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R1R2

4
p

e�αpropℓ=2


��1

: (119)

When scanning the length of the Fabry-P�erot resonator (or alternatively the angle of incident light), the Airy finesse lucidly quantifies
the maximum number of Airy distributions created by light at individual frequencies νmwithin the free spectral range of the Fabry-P�erot
resonator, whose adjacent peaks can be unambiguously distinguished spectroscopically, i.e., they do not overlap at their FWHM
(Fig. 20). Consequently, this definition of the Airy finesse is consistent with the Taylor criterion of the resolution of a spectrometer, see
Fig. 16(b), and is, therefore, denoted by an exclamation mark in Eq. (119). Since the concept of the FWHM linewidth breaks down at
ΔνAiry¼ΔνFSR, consequently the Airy finesse is defined only until FAiry¼ 1, see Fig. 17(d), because the arcsin function in Eq. (119) cannot
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Fig. 19. Breakdown of Airy linewidth. When the minimum of the Airy distribution crosses half its maximum (critical case: green line), which is the
case when, e.g., αprop ¼ 0 cm�1 and R1 ¼ R2 	 17.2%, the linewidth instantaneously jumps to infinity.
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produce values above π/2.
In 2014 the Lorentzian finesse was proposed [58] as a better definition of the finesse of a Fabry-P�erot resonator than the Airy finesse,

because it does not break down at low reflectivity. However, as we have seen above, firstly, these two finesses describe two funda-
mentally different physical situations, i.e., they do not compete with each other and, therefore, one cannot be better than the other, and,
secondly, the Airy finesse must break down because of the commonly accepted definition of a linewidth, and any attempt to circumvent
this problem from the side of the Airy finesse literally puts the cart before the horse.

Generally, one can argue that the Taylor criterion leaves some ambiguity to the definition of the limit of spectral resolution, because
it does not state whether it requires the absence or allows for the presence of additional resolvable spectral lines. In the example of
Fig. 20, the sum of two adjacent “resolvable” Airy distributions (dashed gray line) is better resolvable than the sum of all “resolvable”
Airy distributions (dashed black line), because in the latter case additional Airy distributions contribute, see the dashed lines within the
red circle in Fig. 20. If either of the two options defines the limit of spectral resolution, the other cannot.
4.4. Questionable approximations and definitions

Often the unnecessary approximation sin(ϕ)	 ϕ is made when deriving from A
0
trans of Eq. (74) or Eq. (87) the Airy linewidth [12,18].

In contrast to the exact Eqs. (115) and (116), it leads to
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: (120)

This approximation of the Airy linewidth, displayed as red curves in Fig. 17(a) and (c), deviates from the correct curve at low reflec-
tivities and incorrectly does not break down when ΔνAiry > ΔνFSR. This approximation is then typically also inserted into Eq. (119) to
calculate the Airy finesse [18], resulting in

FAiry :¼! ΔνFSR
ΔνAiry

	 π

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R1R2

4
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1� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R1R2

p
e�αpropℓ

: (121)

Vaughan [12] and Siegman [16] even defined the Airy finesse by its approximation of Eq. (121),

F
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4
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1� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R1R2

p
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	 ΔνFSR
ΔνAiry

; (122)

thereby depriving this parameter of its lucid meaning. Since the definition of Eq. (122) does not comply with the Taylor criterion, it is
denoted by a question mark. Saleh and Teich [21,22] also proposed Eq. (122) for the Airy finesse, but from their derivation it remains
unclear whether they consider it as a definition or as an approximation of Eq. (119).

Whereas the meaningful definitions of Airy linewidth and finesse correctly break down atΔνAiry¼ΔνFSR and FAiry¼ 1, the Lorentzian
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Fig. 20. Illustration of the physical meaning of the Airy finesse FAiry of a Fabry-P�erot resonator. When scanning the Fabry-P�erot length (or alter-
natively the angle of incident light), Airy distributions (solid lines) are created by signals at individual frequencies. If the signals occur at frequencies
νm ¼ νq þ mΔνAiry, where m is an integer starting at q, the Airy distributions at adjacent frequencies are separated from each other by the linewidth
ΔνAiry, thereby fulfilling the Taylor criterion for the spectroscopic resolution of two adjacent peaks. The maximum number of signals that can be
resolved is FAiry. Since in the specific example displayed in this figure, αprop ¼ 0 cm�1 and the reflectivities R1 ¼ R2 ¼ 0.59928 have been chosen such
that FAiry ¼ 6 is an integer, the signal for m ¼ FAiry at the frequency νq þ FAiryΔνAiry ¼ νq þ ΔνFSR coincides with the signal for m ¼ q at νq. In this
example, a maximum of FAiry ¼ 6 peaks can be resolved when applying the Taylor criterion. However, the sum of two adjacent “resolvable” peaks
(dashed gray line) exhibits a deeper dip between the adjacent peaks to be resolved, i.e., a better resolution, than the sum of all “resolvable” peaks
(dashed black line), see the difference highlighted in the red circle. (Figure taken from Ref. [2]).
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linewidth Δνc and finesse Fc do not break down at a critical value. Moreover, the latter reach their Taylor limit at higher losses than the
former. Therefore, useful and well-defined information can be extracted from non-scanning Fabry-P�erot measurements beyond the limit
of the Airy linewidth and finesse (which are irrelevant quantities for non-scanning measurements).

5. Phase aspect in photon emission and absorption

In his centennial paper [59], Einstein exploited a semi-classical rate-equation approach including the rates of stimulated and
spontaneous emission and absorption of electromagnetic radiation to provide the physical foundation of Planck0s law of blackbody
radiation [34], thereby predicting the existence of stimulated emission, which was confirmed experimentally in 1928 [60]. By assuming
conservation of energy and momentum, Einstein showed that an incident electromagnetic field at frequency ν triggers a two-level atom
in its excited state to emit an additional electromagnetic field with an energy hν that equals the energy gap between the two levels, such
that the energy of the incident field increases by this energy during the interaction. Only a very small energy mismatch occurs due to
recoil of the atom. The emitted field has the same frequency, the same direction, and the same polarization as the incident field, hence it
is emitted into the same optical mode. In addition, spontaneous emission into the same optical mode occurs. In his original work,
Einstein did not specify the phase difference between the incident and emitted electromagnetic field.

In 1995 Lamb reprimanded [61] Einstein for a fundamental conceptual mistake in his seminal paper from 1917 [59], when
introducing this “new” (set within quotation marks by Lamb [61]) process of stimulated emission, quantified by the Einstein B coef-
ficient. Lamb criticized Einstein for not having realized that, whereas the Einstein A coefficient of spontaneous emission cannot be a
result of classical electromagnetic theory, “the classical Maxwell electrodynamics already made provision for both of the Einstein B
coefficients of absorption and stimulated emission” [61]. Lamb then becomes explicit: “It would have made for much better physics if
Einstein had recognized this fact, and had used his theory to calculate the value of the A coefficient for spontaneous emission in 1917,
instead of leaving it to Dirac in 1927 to get the A coefficient from the quantum theory of radiation” [61]. Here Lamb referred to Ref. [62],
albeit without citing it.

In a 1st-year university course on classical electrodynamics we are typically instructed in the following way (Fig. 21).

(A) Spontaneous emission is a process, in which an atom in its excited state emits an electromagnetic field, comprising the energy of
one photon, with an arbitrary phase with respect to a potentially existing incident field (but the students would learn later that
spontaneous emission is actually driven by so-called vacuum fluctuations [63]).

(B) Stimulated emission (absorption) is a process, in which an incident electromagnetic field, comprising the energy of one photon,
forces an atom in its excited (ground) state to oscillate and emit a second electromagnetic field, comprising the energy of one
30



Fig. 21. The processes of (a) absorption, (b) stimulated emission, and (c) spontaneous emission by a two-level atom with level energies E1 and E2 and
an upper-state luminescence lifetime of τ2, as typically depicted in an optics text book. (Figure taken from Ref. [4]).
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photon, that is in phase (anti-phase) with the incident field, such that these two fields interfere constructively (destructively) with
each other and the energy is emitted (absorbed) by the atom.

In the literature, four different accounts of the phase difference between the incident and the emitted field can be found. (i) In line
with the above-mentioned instructions, the amplitude-phase diagram of Fig. 22(a) proposes that stimulated emission is in phase with the
incident field (red solid arrows), whereas according to Lax [25], Haken [26], Henry [64], and others spontaneous emission occurs at an
arbitrary phase angle θ with the incident field (red dashed-dotted arrow). (ii) The amplitude-phase diagram of Fig. 22(b) proposes that
spontaneous emission occurs within a limited phase angle but with a magnitude of the emitted electric field that is adjusted, such that,
compared to the incident electric field, the resulting electric field comprises an additional energy that exactly matches the emitted
photon. (iii) Quantum-optically stimulated and spontaneous emission are both described by the same creation operator [68], hence
either (iii,a) both processes must occur with the same phase difference or (iii,b) the phase difference is not explicitly considered when
applying the creation operator. (iv) The semi-classical Lorentz oscillator model [69] predicts that stimulated emission is in quadrature,
i.e., 90� out of phase with the incident field [70–73].

As is often the case in science, we must carefully distinguish between different, yet compatible explanations and explanations that
exclude each other. Fundamentally, it is clear that these four models cannot simultaneously be correct. The only exceptions are that
model (iii) in its interpretation (a) would not exclude model (iv) and in its interpretation (b) would not exclude models (ii) and (iv).

Despite their obvious incompatibility concerning the phase aspect, all four models have been applied to understand important
optical phenomena. Model (ii) can be considered a kind of standard model in contemporary quantum optics. Model (iv) has been
exploited to derive the Kramers-Kronig relations [74,75] between susceptibility and absorption. In a simple rate-equation approach
equivalent to Einstein0s [59] without phase considerations, i.e., in line with model (iii,b), the power behavior of semiconductor lasers
around the laser threshold has been explained [76–79]. A combination of models (iii) and (i) has been applied to calculate
quantum-mechanically the fundamental laser linewidth and its reduction compared to the Schawlow-Townes linewidth [10] by an
additional factor of two around laser threshold [25,26,65–67]. Model (i) has served to justify this reduction of laser linewidth around the
laser threshold [25,26,64]. According to Fig. 22(a), spontaneous emission is supposed to induce amplitude and phase fluctuations
(projection onto the axes with θa ¼ 0�–180� and θp ¼ �90�, respectively), of which the latter constitute the quantum noise that de-
termines the fundamental laser linewidth, whereas the former are damped out in a laser, thereby reducing the laser linewidth by a factor
of 2. It has also served to derive Henry0s α-factor, which quantifies broadening of the laser linewidth due to amplitude-phase coupling via
the refractive index [64].

Since these four incompatible versions seem to describe various optical phenomena, does then the phase aspect matter at all? The
arguments presented in this Section suggest that the phase is of fundamental importance and, consequently, there must not occur an
ambiguity concerning the phase difference. By exploiting Maxwell0s equations and the law of energy conservation, investigating
stimulated emission in a Fabry-P�erot resonator, analyzing the Lorentz oscillator model, applying the Kramers-Kronig relations to the
complex susceptibility, understanding the summation of quantized electric fields, and quantitatively interpreting emission and ab-
sorption in the amplitude-phase diagram, we derive a consistent semi-classical picture of the phase aspect in stimulated and spontaneous
emission, as well as absorption.
5.1. Semi-classical versus quantum-optical description

How far a quantum-optical treatment can confirm or conflicts with this semi-classical picture is not a subject of this paper.
Nevertheless, a few fundamental remarks on this matter deem appropriate. Emission and absorption of a photon are quantized pro-
cesses. When judging the present work from a quantum-optical point of view, one should keep in mind the following points. (a) Only on
a sufficiently short time scale can a process violate the law of energy conservation according to the uncertainty principle [80,81]. At
longer time scales, the law of energy conservation applies in quantum mechanics. (b) The classical Maxwell equations [82] maintain
their full validity in quantum optics, but with the additional requirement of a quantization of optical energy, as was demonstrated by
Dirac [62]. (c) The amplitude-phase diagram is not a sloppy way of sketching some processes but can–and should–be understood as a
quantitative vectorial description. (d) Einstein0s semi-classical rate-equation approach [59] not only confirmed Planck0s law [34], but
also delivered the Einstein A and B coefficients of spontaneous and stimulated emission, which were found entirely consistent with a full
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Fig. 22. (a) Amplitude-phase diagram visualizing the interpretation of quantum noise and laser linewidth by Lax [25], Haken [26], and Henry [64].
Quantum noise in a laser is said to be induced by adding with an arbitrary phase difference θ a spontaneously emitted photon (red dashed-dotted
arrow) of intensity 1 to the intra-cavity laser field (red solid arrows) of intensity I and phase ϕ, resulting in an intra-cavity laser field of intensity I þ ΔI
(orange solid arrow) and inducing a phase shift Δϕ. Below laser threshold all phase differences θ are proposed to generate noise, whereas, above laser
threshold, amplitude fluctuations a (θ ¼ 0 or π, i.e., the projection of noise onto the direction of the green dashed arrow) are rapidly damped out by
relaxation oscillations, and only phase fluctuations p (θ ¼ �π/2, i.e., the projection of noise onto the direction of the blue dotted arrow) contribute to
noise, thereby reducing the laser linewidth compared to the Schawlow-Townes linewidth [10] by a factor of 2 [25,26,64–67]. (b) Amplitude-phase
diagram visualizing the interpretation of quantum noise that allows a limited range of phase angles and an accordingly adjusted magnitude of the
emitted electric field, such that the energy is conserved. (Figure (a) taken from Ref. [3]).
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quantum-mechanical treatment; see, e.g., Schiff [83]. (e) The Kramers-Kronig relations [74,75] are bidirectional mathematical relations
between the real and the imaginary part of any complex function that is analytic in the upper half of the complex plane. The analyticity
condition is a consequence of causality in physical systems. Consequently, the Kramers-Kronig relations apply to the complex sus-
ceptibility, semi-classically as well as quantum-optically. (f) The Lorentz oscillator model [69] is an approximation to the quantum
theory that is equivalent to the standard perturbation-theoretical approach to absorption and stimulated emission, see, e.g., Schiff [84],
in which a weak oscillator strength is assumed, such that the transition rate is essentially constant and the atom is still in its initial state
(upper or lower state of the transition) after some time interval that is long compared to the oscillation period (Fermi0s golden rule [85],
originally formulated by Dirac [62]). (g) Despite its obvious crudeness, the Lorentz oscillator model has enormous prediction power in
optics, as was pointed out by Feynman et al. [86] and Weisskopf [87]. (h) Based upon the Lorentz oscillator model, stimulated emission
and absorption may be understood in the semi-classical approach of treating the atom, which in the simplest case is considered a
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two-level system, quantummechanically, and the electromagnetic field, which is in near resonance with the transition between the two
atomic levels, classically, as was emphasized by Milonni et al. [71,72]. Therefore, it is not a priori clear that semi-classical models
insufficiently describe quantized emission and absorption processes.

5.2. Maxwell0s equations, interference, and conservation of energy

Based upon Maxwell0s equations [82], superposition of two co-propagating electromagnetic waves at the same frequency ν, with
electric-field amplitudes E1 and E2 and a phase difference θ, yields���E!1 þ E

!
2

���2 ¼ jE1j2 þ 2jE1E2jcosðθÞ þ jE2j2 ¼cosðθÞ¼0 jE1j2 þ jE2j2: (123)

Since the intensity is related to the electric field by Eq. (25), we can rewrite Eq. (123) as

I1þ2 ¼ I1 þ 2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
I1I2

p
cosðθÞ þ I2 ¼cosðθÞ¼0

I1 þ I2; (124)

and since the photon number is related to the intensity by Eq. (27), we can rewrite Eq. (124) as

φ1þ2 ¼ φ1 þ 2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
φ1φ2

p
cosðθÞ þ φ2 ¼cosðθÞ¼0

φ1 þ φ2: (125)

For cos(θ) 6¼ 0, the interference term does not vanish and the law of energy conservation is obviously violated in all three equations
above. Two fields with E1 ¼ E2 constructively (destructively) interfere to produce four (zero) times the intensity of each field alone.
When adding a field representing one photon (E2 ∝ 11/2 ¼ 1) to a field representing 100 photons (E1 ∝ 1001/2 ¼ 10), then averaged over
all phase angles, cos(θ) ¼ 0, the expected energy of 101 photons emerges, whereas constructive (destructive) interference yields the
energy of 121 (81) photons; see Fig. 23. Nevertheless, energy can be conserved, if there is a concrete source or drain of energy in the
system, for example, enhanced scattering of a perpendicular external light source into a resonant cavity [88]. In the absence of such a
source or drain, energy can only be conserved if the opposite interference occurs in another location of the optical system, i.e.,
constructive or destructive interference never occurs alone!

Let us analyze the processes in Fig. 22(a) with respect to energy conservation. If stimulated emission occurred in phase with the
incident field, cos(θ) ¼ 1, then according to Eq. (123) each stimulated-emission event would generate an excess of photons, thereby
violating the law of energy conservation. If spontaneous emission occurred at an arbitrary phase angle, then, according to Eq. (123),
each spontaneous-emission event would either generate or annihilate extra photons (Fig. 23), and in the amplitude-phase diagram
(Fig. 22(a)) the added intensity ΔI would not correspond to the intensity generated by one photon. As pointed out by Henry [64], only
when averaging over many spontaneous-emission events, cos(θ) ¼ 0, energy would be conserved (green dashed line in Fig. 23). In a
lasing resonator, such a violation of energy conservation by stimulated and spontaneous emission could be experimentally manifested
by cavity dumping of the stored optical energy within a single resonator round trip. Since energy must be conserved, this interpretation
of stimulated and spontaneous emission is obviously questionable. The assumption that the energy difference magically comes out of or
dissipates into the universe can safely be discarded.

Presumably to circumvent the obvious violation of energy conservation, an alternative physical picture, displayed in Fig. 22(b), has
been proposed in quantum optics. An arbitrary phase angle occurs between the incident and resulting field. The difference in energy
between the incident and resulting field amounts exactly to one photon. However, the assumption that the emitted electric field
Fig. 23. Number φ of photons resulting from the interference according to Eq. (123) between one photon and 100 photons (red solid curve) versus
phase difference θ and medium of 101 photons averaged over all θ (green dashed line). (Figure taken from Ref. [3]).
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magically adjusts its magnitude such that the energy is conserved violates Maxwell0s equations. Besides, this picture cannot explain the
Schawlow-Townes linewidth. In summary, the physical picture of Fig. 22(a) obeyes Maxwell0s equations but violates the law of energy
conservation, whereas the physical picture of Fig. 22(b) obeyes the law of energy conservation but violates Maxwell0s equations. Neither
is acceptable.
5.3. Stimulated emission in a Fabry-P�erot resonator

The problem of energy conservation in stimulated emission manifests itself in a fundamentally important optical system, the Fabry-
P�erot resonator, which we have discussed in detail in Sections 2-4. In Fig. 24(a), a monochromatic external light source continuously
launches light into a resonator whose only losses are the outcoupling losses through its twomirrors. A steady state of light launched into,
circulating inside, and emitted from the resonator is established, described by the Airy distributions

Acirc ¼ Icirc
�
Ilaun ¼ 1�

1� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R1R2

p �2 þ 4
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R1R2

p
sin2ðΔϕRT=2Þ

A
0
trans ¼ Itrans

�
Iinc ¼ ð1� R1Þð1� R2ÞAcirc

A
0
back ¼ Iback

�
Iinc ¼ ð1� R1Þ2R2Acirc

A
0
refl ¼ Irefl

.
Iinc ¼

h� ffiffiffiffiffi
R1

p � ffiffiffiffiffi
R2

p �2 þ 4
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R1R2

p
sin2ðΔϕRT=2Þ

i
Acirc

A
0
trans þ A

0
refl ¼

�
Itrans þ Irefl

�.
Iinc ¼ 1:

(126)

ΔϕRT is the phase shift accumulated over one round trip. In the situation of Fig. 24(a), it is identical to 2ϕ from Eq. (3). The different
electric fields are displayed in Fig. 24(a). For arbitrary ΔϕRT the energy is conserved, A

0
trans þ A

0
refl ¼ 1, see Eq. (95), because the

interference between ERT and Elaun is compensated by the opposite interference between Erefl,1 and Eback.
Now we move the light source into the resonator [Fig. 24(b)]. A light source inside the mode must be transparent in order not to

block the propagating light; consequently, the propagating light will penetrate and interact with the light source. Let us assume that the
light source is a pumped inverted medium (an atomically thin gain sheet placed close to mirror 1, oriented perpendicular to the
resonator axis) that continuously generates Egen via stimulated emission triggered by ERT, resulting in the combined field Ecirc. For
simplicity, we neglect spontaneous emission and assume that several stimulated-emission processes can occur simultaneously in
different lateral regions of the gain sheet without influencing each other. Furthermore, for comparisonwith Fig. 24(a), we assume a race-
track resonator with unidirectional light propagation, such that the backward-circulating field Eb-circ does not penetrate the active
medium and the stimulated-emission process is uni-directional. If stimulated emission occurred “in phase” and we pumped the medium
to a desired inversion, such that in Fig. 24(a) and (b) the same field Egen ¼ Elaun interfered constructively with ERT at the resonance
frequency νq, then the same steady state of light generated, circulating inside, and emitted from the resonator would be established and
Fig. 24. Schematic of a Fabry-P�erot resonator and the relevant electric fields E for (a) light launched from outside [2] and (b) light generated inside
the resonator. (Figure taken from Ref. [3]).
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the same fields Etrans and Eback would be emitted in both situations. However, since in Fig. 24(b) Eback cannot destructively interfere,
because there is no Erefl,1, the constructive interference is not compensated for. Therefore, if the phase shift Δϕem potentially induced by
stimulated emission between ERT and Ecirc equals zero, energy is not conserved:

Acirc ¼ Icirc
�
Igen ¼ 1�

1� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R1R2

p �2 þ 4
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R1R2

p
sin2½ðΔϕRT þ ΔϕemÞ=2 �

Atrans ¼ Itrans
�
Igen ¼ ð1� R2ÞAcirc

Aback ¼ Iback
�
Igen ¼ ð1� R1ÞR2Acirc

Aemit ¼ Atrans þ Aback ¼ ðItrans þ IbackÞ
�
Igen ¼ ð1� R1R2ÞAcirc

Aemit > 1 for ΔϕRT ¼ Δϕem ¼ 0:

(127)

Atrans and Aback are the Airy distributions of Itrans and Iback, respectively, here with respect to Igen instead of Ilaun. Their sum Aemit is
displayed in Fig. 25(a) as a function of (R1R2)1/2. Since light builds up inside the resonator and stimulates emission around the resonance
frequency νq (either in a broadband gain medium or by tuning the resonator length, such that the resonance frequency νq coincides with
the emission frequency), ΔϕRT becomes a multiple of 2π. Consequently, the phase shift indicated in the legend of Fig. 25(a) is solely due
to Δϕem. Energy conservation requires Aemit ¼ 1 (black line).

If stimulated emission occurred in phase,Δϕem¼ 0 [solid gray curve in Fig. 25(a)], the law of energy conservation would be violated;
Fig. 25. (a) Requirement of energy conservation, Aemit ¼ 1 (black line), and violation of energy conservation for different potential phase shifts Δϕem

¼ 0, π/50, π/30, π/18, π/10, π/6, π/4, and π/2 (see legend) from the incident field ERT to the resulting field Ecirc induced by interference of ERT with
the field Egen generated by stimulated emission, (b) the phase shift Δϕem that is required to obtain energy conservation, and (c) the ratio φRT/φgen of
incident photon number φRT over generated photon number φgen as a function of (R1R2)1/2. (d) Phase shift Δϕem induced by stimulated emission as a
function of the ratio φRT/φgen. For φRT/φgen ¼ 1, one obtains Δϕem ¼ π/4 (dashed lines). (Figure taken from Ref. [3]).
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e.g., for R1¼ R2¼ 0.7, Aemit¼ 5.7 times the light generated by stimulated emission would be emitted through both mirrors. For all phase
shifts Δϕem 6¼ 0 energy is also not conserved, except for one specific value of Δϕem for each value of (R1R2)1/2; see Fig. 25(a).

Assuming resonance, i.e., ΔϕRT is a multiple of 2π, to ensure energy conservation, i.e., Aemit ¼ 1, the condition

Aemit ¼ ð1� R1R2ÞAcirc ¼ 1� R1R2�
1� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

R1R2
p �2 þ 4

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R1R2

p
sin2½ðΔϕRT þ ΔϕemÞ=2 �

¼ 1

⇒ 2sin2ðΔϕem=2Þ ¼ 1� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R1R2

p
⇒ cosðΔϕemÞ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R1R2

p

⇒ tanðΔϕemÞ ¼
sinðΔϕemÞ
cosðΔϕemÞ

¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� cos2ðΔϕemÞ
cos2ðΔϕemÞ

s
¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� R1R2

R1R2

r (128)

must be fulfilled; see Fig. 25(b). From this condition, we derive that, in order to obtain energy conservation, a phase shift Δϕem induced
by stimulated emission is required that differs from zero and depends on R1 and R2. We convert this reflectivity dependence to a photon
dependence. Since according to Eq. (27) each intensity is proportional to the corresponding photon number, the ratio between the
numbers φRT of photons triggering stimulated emission and φgen of photons generated by stimulated emission equals the Airy distri-
bution ART, from which we derive the phase shift as a function of photon numbers,

φRT

�
φgen¼IRT

�
Igen¼ART¼R1R2Acirc¼ R1R2�

1� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R1R2

p �2þ4
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R1R2

p
sin2½ðΔϕRTþΔϕemÞ=2�

¼ R1R2�
1� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

R1R2

p �2þ2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R1R2

p �
1� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

R1R2

p �¼ R1R2

1�R1R2

⇒ tanðΔϕemÞ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1�R1R2

R1R2

r
¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
φgen

�
φRT

q
;

(129)

where we used ΔϕRT ¼ 0 and Eq. (128). The ratio φRT/φgen as a function of (R1R2)1/2 is displayed in Fig. 25(c) and the final result of Eq.
(129) is shown in Fig. 25(d). Only for an infinite ratio φRT/φgen is the phase shift Δϕem induced by stimulated emission equal to zero. The
smaller the number of photons triggering stimulated emission and the larger the number of photons generated, the further the induced
phase shift Δϕem increases to π/2. If one photon triggers stimulated emission of one photon, then Δϕem ¼ π/4 [dashed lines in
Fig. 25(d)]. Since the second angle in the vector diagram comprising the fields ERT, Egen, and Ecirc is also known, the phase difference
between incident and emitted field equals

θ ¼ π � arctan
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
φgen

�
φRT

q
� arctan

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
φRT

�
φgen

q
¼ π

.
2: (130)

In resonance, stimulated emission occurs with a phase difference of θ ¼ 90� between driving and generated field, its direct consequence
being the phase shift Δϕem of Eq. (129) between driving and transmitted field.

For this derivation we have only assumed the validity of Maxwell0s equations and the law of energy conservation. Although the curve
in Fig. 25(d) is continuous, one can easily impose a quantization of energy by allowing only integer values of φRT and φgen in the ratio
φRT/φgen.
5.4. Lorentz oscillator model and Kramers-Kronig relations

The Lorentz oscillator model describes the motion of electrons with electric charge e and mass me, bound as a cloud with electron
densityNewithin an atom, as a damped harmonic oscillation with an angular resonance frequency ω0 and gain/damping rate constant γe
(positive for stimulated emission, negative for absorption) displaced by a distance x from its rest position by an external driving electric
field Eext oscillating with angular frequency ωext. The situation is illustrated in Fig. 26. The magnetic force is neglected. Its mathematical
treatment is equivalent to that of a mechanical spring oscillator. The linear second-order ordinary differential equation of motion is
solved, yielding the atomic polarization Pe and phase difference θ between the driving electric field and the polarization:

me€xðtÞ þ 2γeme _xðtÞ þ ω2
0mexðtÞ ¼ �eEext exp½ � iωext t�

Pe ¼ �NeexðtÞ ¼
Nee2

�
me

ω2
0 � ω2

ext � i2γeωext
Eext exp½ � iðωext t � θÞ �

tanðθÞ ¼ 2γeωext

ω2
0 � ω2

ext

:

(131)

The same phase difference θ as from the Lorentz oscillator model in Eq. (131) obtains from the Kramers-Kronig relations [74,75]
between the real part (susceptibility) χ 0

e and the imaginary part (gain or absorption) χ00e of the complex susceptibility χe [Fig. 27(a)�(d)]:
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Fig. 26. Lorentz oscillator model: positive core (black spot) and negative oscillating electron cloud (gray sphere).
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ω2
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ext

:

(132)

χ0 is the frequency-independent part of the complex susceptibility.
As is well known from mechanical oscillators, when the driving frequency ωext is significantly lower (higher) than the resonance

frequency ω0, the oscillation is in (out of) phase with the driving field. In resonance, the phase difference θ crosses the value of π/2; see
Fig. 27(c). Very recently, Sommer et al. [89] found experimentally in the interaction of an attosecond pulse with an atom the following
signatures. When the relative phase of an atomic polarization is in lead of the electromagnetic field, energy is transferred from the atom
to the field (stimulated emission), whereas when the phase of the atomic polarization lags behind the electromagnetic field, energy is
transferred from the field to the atom (absorption). This experimental finding confirms the Lorentz oscillator model and the
Kramers-Kronig relations. This is the first part of a stimulated-emission or -absorption process.

The second part is the emission of an electromagnetic wave by this oscillating electron cloud. It is sometimes argued that the
processes of (a) an oscillating electromagnetic field driving the oscillation of an atom and (b) an oscillating atom driving the oscillation
of an electromagnetic field are equivalent and can, therefore, be described by the same Eq. (131) or (132). This argument is, in principle,
correct. However, the apparent conclusion that, if the oscillating atom experiences a π/2 phase shift with respect to the driving
oscillating field, also the emitted oscillating field must experience a π/2 phase shift with respect to the driving oscillating atom, thereby
adding up to a total phase shift of θ ¼ 0 in stimulated emission and of θ ¼ π in absorption, is incorrect. The simple reason for the non-
equivalence of these two processes is that in the former case the electron with massme is the driven oscillator, whereas in the latter case
the photon is the driven oscillator. The photon has a rest mass of zero and a relativistic mass ofmph¼ hν/c2. For visible and near-infrared
frequencies, mph is orders of magnitude smaller than me, hence its resonance frequency is orders of magnitude larger than ω0. If one
indeed applies Eqs. (131) and (132) to the case of the oscillating electron driving the photon, the electron mass me oscillates with the
resonance frequency ω0 of the atomic system. The lateral oscillation of the photon is then driven at that same frequency ω0, which is
much smaller that the resonance frequency of the photon, hence Eqs. (131) and (132) predict that the emitted oscillating field must be
practically in phase with the driving atom. The phase of radiation emitted by an oscillating electric dipole has been derived in classical
electrodynamics. Whereas the near-field radiation of an oscillating electric dipole is rather complex [90,91], with the phases of lon-
gitudinal and transverse components of the electric field changing with increasing distance from the dipole, the far-field radiation
emitted by an atomic dipole is dominated by the transverse component and is in phase with the atomic dipole oscillation [90–92], as
predicted by Eqs. (131) and (132).

By combining the above-described parts one and two of the process of stimulated emission, this derivation confirms that in stim-
ulated emission the emissive part of the generated dipole field is in quadrature with the driving electromagnetic field [70–73], i.e., the
total phase difference amounts to θ ¼ 90�. Bruhat and Kastler [93,94], as well as Bertolotti [95], also emphasized the necessity of a 90�

phase difference in stimulated emission in order for the energy to be conserved. Likewise, in resonant absorption the phase difference
between the atomic oscillation and the transmitted field is θ ¼ �π/2, i.e., the atomic oscillation lags 90� behind.

Consequently, in a resonant stimulated-emission process the interference term in Eqs. (123)–(125) vanishes, the two individual
intensities add up, and the energy is conserved. For exactly this reason, (i) Einstein was allowed to neglect interference in his semi-
classical rate-equation derivation [59] of Planck0s law [34] and (ii) laser performance can be described–and important laser parame-
ters, such as threshold and slope efficiency, can be obtained–with a distributed-intensity-gain coefficient g by a differential rate equation
37



Fig. 27. Real part χ
0
e (solid lines) and imaginary part χ00e (dashed lines) of the susceptibility, calibrated to χ0, for γe ¼ �0.00333 ω0 (blue curves) and γe ¼ �0.01 ω0 (red curves) in (a) stimulated emission

and (b) absorption. (c) Phase difference θ between the amplitudes of a driven atomic oscillator and its driving electric field as a function of driving frequency. (d) Complex susceptibility χe, calibrated to
χ0, as a function of ωext, for the four examples displayed in (a) and (b). For the examples of γe ¼ �0.00333 ω0, the arrows indicate the situations of (ωext � ω0)/ω0 ¼ �1.38 � 10�3, 0 (resonance), and 3.34
� 10�3, resulting in θ ¼ 3/8π (dotted arrow), π/2 (resonance, dashed arrow), and 3/4π (dashed-dotted arrow), respectively. The phase difference in resonance of θ ¼ π/2 is indicated by the black curved
arrow, which points in the direction of increasing ωext. (Figure taken from Ref. [3]).
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that calculates the photon number φ but neglects interference, see later in Eq. (155). The quantum-optical laser master equation also
neglects interference [96].
5.5. Amplitude-phase diagram and quantized electric fields

Fig. 28 and several subsequent figures display amplitude-phase diagrams. The coordinate axes are in units of the electric-field
amplitude, calibrated to the square root of the number φ of photons at the frequency ν that is resonant with the atomic transition.
Consequently, the quarter circles denote the amplitudes of electric fields comprising 1 (dark-red), 2 (red), 3 (orange), 4 (yellow), etc.
photon energies hν. The x- and y-axes display the real and imaginary part of the amplitude, respectively. The coordinate system rotates
with ei2πνt . For φext incident photons triggering the emission of φgen ¼ 1 photon, the situation of θ ¼ π/2 is illustrated in the amplitude-
phase diagram of Fig. 28(a). With φext ¼ φRT in Eq. (129), we find that the resulting phase shift Δϕem between the incident and
transmitted electric field is
Fig. 28. (a) Quadrant of the amplitude-phase diagram illustrating the process of stimulated emission (with the dark-red arrows of the emitted field
pointing towards the upper left): an incident field of φext photons triggers an atom in its excited state to emit φem ¼ 1 photon, in the two situations of
(i) φext ¼ 1 and (ii) φext ¼ 7. In both situations, the indicated right angle is 90� ¼ 180� � θ, hence θ ¼ 90�. The color code denotes the amplitude in
units of φ1/2, from φ ¼ 1 photon (dark red) to φ ¼ 9 photons (violet). The same diagram holds true for absorption (with the dark-red arrows of the
absorbed field pointing toward the lower right). (b) Build-up of a light beam by the consecutive addition of single photons in the amplitude-phase
diagram. (Figure taken from Ref. [3]).
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tanðΔϕemÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1=φext

p
: (133)
Assuming an incident electromagnetic field containing the energy of φext ¼ 1 photon, the build-up of a larger electromagnetic field by
consecutive stimulated emission of electromagnetic fields, each containing the energy of φgen ¼ 1 photon, is displayed in Fig. 28(b). The
total phase shift accumulated by the consecutive stimulated emission of n � 1 photons by one initial photon with an arbitrary phase,
resulting in an electromagnetic wave containing n photons, amounts to

Δϕn ¼
Xn�1

i¼1

Δϕem;i ¼
Xn�1

i¼1

arctan
�
1
. ffiffi

i
p �

for n � 1: (134)

The total phase shift of Eq. (134) establishes a relation among all these states.
Simultaneous independent stimulated emission of several photons, φgen > 1, induces a phase shift Δϕem in Eq. (129) that is smaller

than the phase shift Δϕn of Eq. (134) accumulated by consecutive stimulated emission of single photons (Fig. 29):

Δϕemðφem > 1Þ < Δϕnðn ¼ φem > 1Þ: (135)

For investigating the Fabry-P�erot resonator in Sub-section 5.3, we chose an atomically thin gain sheet and assumed a simultaneous
independent stimulated emission of several photons into the same mode. It is an interesting question whether this assumption is
physically justified. If true, the total phase shift induced when building up a light beam depends on the way the photons are generated,
consecutively or simultaneously. If not true, i.e., the simultaneous emission of several photons within the same mode is correlated, such
that these photons must obey the law of energy conservation also with respect to each other, then the total phase shift of Eq. (134)
establishes a unique relation between all photon numbers φ. Such a correlation could lead to the phenomenon of superradiance [97–99].

One should not fall into the trap of believing that this relative phase shift might be arbitrary. Of course, there is an arbitrary starting
Fig. 29. Quadrant of the amplitude-phase diagram comparing the simultaneous, independent addition of several photons (dashed arrows; here, an
incident field of φext ¼ 5 photons triggers atoms in their excited state to simultaneously emit φem ¼ 2 photons), resulting in a phase shift Δϕem, with
the consecutive addition of 2 single photons (solid arrows), resulting in an accumulated phase shift Δϕn > Δϕem. (Figure taken from Ref. [3]).
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phase. By rotating the coordinate system by an appropriate fixed amount, the starting phase is set to zero in Fig. 28(b), whereas, in the
examples of Fig. 28(a), it is assumed different from zero. In addition, the coordinate system can be rotated time-dependently. In fact, in
Fig. 28 the real and imaginary axes are rotated by the oscillatory term ei2πνt , such that the displayed arrows that rotate with this angular
speed stand still in the graph. Beyond that, no further freedom exists in this semi-classical treatment.

When an incident electromagnetic field that was generated by individual atomic emission processes triggers stimulated emission of
another electromagnetic field by an atom, it requires only two ingredients for a correct quantization, namely, (i) each individual
amplitude must be proportional to the square root

ffiffiffi
φ

p
of an integer photon number φ, and (ii) the phase difference must be θ ¼ 90�, the

automatic consequence being the phase shift Δϕem of Eq. (129) between driving and transmitted field. An example of φext ¼ 16 photons
triggering the emission of φgen ¼ 1 photon is illustrated in Fig. 30(a), its result being quantitatively equivalent to the same process when
displayed in the amplitude-phase diagram, as shown for other photon numbers Fig. 28(a). The build-up of an electromagnetic field
containing φ photons by consecutive stimulated emission of electromagnetic fields containing the energy of single photons is displayed
in Fig. 30(b), its result being quantitatively equivalent to Fig. 28(b).

Recent progress in another field dealing with resonant photonic systems, namely plasmonic nanostructures, also clearly indicates
that in resonance a 90� phase difference occurs, and that considering this phase difference is essential for the interpretation and un-
derstanding of experimental results [100]. Besides, a similar 90� phase difference is found in optical parametric amplification and
oscillation [101,102], when energy is to be conserved. When the idler is generated by the signal (equivalent to stimulated emission of
idler light or absorption of signal light), a 90� phase difference occurs between signal and idler. When the energy returns from the idler
to the signal (equivalent to absorption of idler light or stimulated emission of signal light), the opposite 90� phase difference occurs,
leaving the resulting idler and signal phases unchanged, nevertheless at a 90� phase difference with respect to each other. It is similar to
the situation in Fig. 28(a), where the dark-red double arrows resembling stimulated emission and absorption occur at opposite 90� phase
difference, leaving the phase of the electric field resulting from the two subsequent processes unchanged, nevertheless at a 90� phase
difference with respect to the atomic polarization. The same phase shift of 90� is found also in coupling between fibers and spherical or
Fig. 30. (a) Example of the summation according to Eq. (123) of two electric fields of amplitudes equivalent to φ1/2 ¼ 4 and 1, with a phase dif-
ference of θ ¼ π/2. The phase shift of Δϕem ¼ 0.1476 π between incident and resulting electric field is equal to Eq. (133), and the energy is conserved,
as 16 þ 1 ¼ 17 photons emerge. (b) Consecutive addition of single photons to an existing electromagnetic field. Intensity of the light beam in units of
φ. The black dashed line calculated from Eq. (134) indicates the phase shift Δϕn ¼ Σ (Δϕem) accumulated with increasing number φ of photons.
(Figure taken from Ref. [3]).
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ring micro-resonators [103–105].
A mode is defined by its resonance frequency and spectral mode shape (which can be Lorentzian, but also highly distorted [2]), its

transverse spatial mode shape (in an open two-mirror resonator these are the Hermite-Gaussian TEMxy modes), and its polarization (in
the simplest case, two linear polarizations). If all modes are orthogonal with each other in these three properties (which is not
necessarily the case [24,106–108]), photons in the same mode share these three properties and trigger stimulated emission into this
mode. In contrast, a mode is not distinguished from other modes by a unique phase, and light propagating in this mode can assume any
phase value. Consequently, there is no need for an electromagnetic field triggered by stimulated emission to have the same phase as the
incident electric field. As we have reconfirmed above in multiple ways, semi-classically it must be in quadrature with the incident field.

5.6. Vacuum fluctuations and spontaneous emission in the amplitude-phase diagram

A vacuum fluctuation that occurs during a very short time scale (being ~1 fs in the visible spectral range) can violate the law of
energy conservation according to the uncertainty principle [80,81]. If vacuum fluctuations appear in an empty mode, they generate a
time-averaged zero-point energy corresponding to half a photon. If an electromagnetic field exists in the mode, the vacuum field adds
onto that field with an arbitrary phase difference θ.

Spontaneous emission is the consequence of vacuum fluctuations in the presence of optically active, excited species [63]. In contrast
to vacuum fluctuations, each individual spontaneous-emission event must increase the field amplitude and obey the law of energy
conservation in the same manner as stimulated emission, because one atomic excitation is converted to an electromagnetic energy
equivalent to one photon that survives at a macroscopic time scale. This statement agrees with the quantum-optical description of

spontaneous emission, in which the creation operator bay increases the photon number by one. If in a spontaneous-emission event the
photon is emitted into an unoccupied mode, it enters this mode under a phase that is determined solely by the triggering vacuum
fluctuations. However, if the mode is occupied by an electromagnetic field, emission under an arbitrary phase difference θ with respect
to the existing field would violate the law of energy conservation; see Fig. 23. Consequently, spontaneous emission must occur with the
same phase difference of θ ¼ π/2 relative to the total field as stimulated emission.

Only under this condition was it possible for Einstein, by use of a semi-classical rate-equation approach [59] that neglects inter-
ference, to confirm Planck0s law [34] and derive the Einstein A and B coefficients of spontaneous and stimulated emission. If sponta-
neous emission occurred with an arbitrary phase difference with respect to an existing electromagnetic field, Einstein0s derivation would
have had to take interference into account.

Here we present a physical picture of spontaneous and stimulated emission (Fig. 31) that is consistent with all aspects discussed
above. Emission of a photon into a resonator mode takes longer than the resonator round-trip time [6]. At this time scale, the energy and
phase fluctuations of the many extremely fast vacuum fluctuations average out to half a vacuum photon added to the existing field of φext
photons. This averaged total field of φext þ ½ photons triggers atoms in their excited state to emit a photon, leading, according to Eqs.
(129) and (133), to a phase shift between incident and resulting field of

tanðΔϕemÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1=ðφext þ 1=2Þ

p
: (136)

Spontaneous and stimulated emission are undistinguishable, because the total field interacts with each atom. Nevertheless, the increase
in emission rate due to the additional half vacuum photon is quantified and measurable.

5.7. Amplitude versus phase fluctuations, laser linewidth, and Henry0s α-factor

The assumptions that stimulated emission (absorption) occurs in (out of) phase with its driving field, whereas spontaneous emission
occurs with an arbitrary phase difference, and their corresponding interpretation in the amplitude phase diagram of Fig. 22(a), have
served as the foundation for the quantum-optical derivation of the laser linewidth in the 1960s. From the semi-classical point of view
established above, one comes to the following judgement. The interpretation proposed by Lax [25], Haken [26], Henry [64], and others
that spontaneous emission occurs with an arbitrary phase difference θ relative to an existing electromagnetic field, thereby introducing
amplitude and phase fluctuations [projection onto the axes with θ ¼ 0�–180� and θ ¼�90�, respectively, in Fig. 22(a)], is not supported
semi-classically, because it violates the law of energy conservation. Ironically, the θ ¼ 90� phase difference of the spontaneously emitted
photon that these authors considered to be a “pure phase fluctuation” manifests semi-classically exactly the amplitude addition by one
photon [Fig. 28(a) or Fig. 31(a)] required to conserve the energy. From a semi-classical point of view, these authors have confused
vacuum fluctuations with spontaneous emission.

If–in contrast to vacuum fluctuations–spontaneous emission induces neither phase nor amplitude fluctuations, these fluctuations
cannot explain any of the following phenomena. (i) The laser linewidth, i.e., the Schawlow-Townes linewidth [10] or any of its extended
versions, is not a result of phase fluctuations. Without the existence of amplitude fluctuations, these cannot be damped out. Conse-
quently, such a mechanism cannot explain (ii) the predicted [25,26,65–67] and, in a few cases, experimentally observed [109,110]
reduction of laser linewidth by a factor of 2 around threshold, nor will they (iii) induce the refractive-index changes and resulting
amplitude-phase coupling and linewidth broadening originally proposed by Lax [25] and later quantified by Henry via his α-factor [64].
This finding does not exclude, however, that technical or other amplitude “fluctuations” occur, with all the described consequences.

Whatever aspect we have discussed semi-classically, (i) Maxwell0s equations and the resulting interference term in the superposition
of electromagnetic waves, (ii) energy conservation in a Fabry-P�erot resonator, (iii) the Lorentz oscillator model, (iv) the Kramers-Kronig
relations applied to the complex susceptibility, (v) the amplitude-phase diagram, or (vi) simply adding up sine waves in a quantized
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Fig. 31. Relation between vacuum fluctuations, violating the conservation of energy, and spontaneous emission, obeying the conservation of energy.
(a) Quadrant of the amplitude-phase diagram illustrating the process of (stimulated and spontaneous) emission in the presence of both an external
field and vacuum fluctuations. In the example, an existing field representing 4 photons (solid yellow line and arrow) plus the vacuum fluctuation, i.e.,
in average 4.5 photons (dashed yellow line and arrow), is increased by the emission of a photon to a field representing 5 photons (solid light-green
line and arrow) plus the vacuum fluctuation, i.e., in average 5.5 photons (dashed light-green line and arrow). The dashed black arrows indicate the
addition of half a vacuum photon to the field of real photons, which can occur under any phase difference θ with the existing field, resulting in a state
on the (yellow or green) circle, but averaging out over many such extremely short-lived events to a state on the (yellow or green) dashed line.
Although occurring under all phase differences θ, the dashed black arrows are shown only for the two specific cases of �90� phase difference, where
energy conservation happens not to be violated, equivalently to the intensity resulting from averaging over all phase angles. The dark-red arrow
represents the field of the one emitted photon. The phase shift Δϕem is calculated from Eq. (136). (b) Number φ of photons resulting from the
interference according to Eq. (123) between ½ vacuum photon and 4 photons (yellow solid curve) or 5 photons (green solid curve) versus phase
difference θ. Medium of 4.5 photons (yellow dashed line) or 5.5 photons (green dashed line) averaged over all θ. The deviations in amplitude from
the average are consistent with the deviations predicted by the yellow and green rings in part (a). (Figure taken from Ref. [3]).
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electric-wave picture, we have arrived at the conclusion that stimulated and spontaneous emission both occur under a 90� phase dif-
ference with the incident field. This semi-classical result also holds true as a standard perturbation-theoretical approach to absorption
and stimulated emission in quantum optics [70–73,84].

Naturally, the following questions arise: Can we find this 90� phase difference when applying the creation operator to a coherent
state in quantum optics? If not, can we introduce it to the quantum-optical description, do we even have to rethink the quantum-optical
description? Or is there a possibility that the semi-classical limit of quantum mechanics produces a 90� phase difference, whereas the
more we enter the quantized world, the angle changes to 0�? It is hard to imagine a physical mechanism that allows us to derive a
positive answer to the latter question.

The current explanation of the laser linewidth, as well as its narrowing and broadening, is in fundamental contradiction with the
obtained and experimentally supported semi-classical picture. Recently, we have made significant progress toward establishing an
explanation of the laser linewidth [7,8] that coincides with the semi-classical picture of stimulated and spontaneous emission estab-
lished in this Section. We will present these results in Section 7.

5.8. Are absorption and spontaneous or stimulated emission inverse processes?

We return now to Lamb0s argument [61] about Einstein0s approach [59] to spontaneous and stimulated emission mentioned in the
beginning of this Section. To Lamb it was crystal clear that absorption and stimulated emission are the two truly inverse processes. This
seemed obvious, as (i) both processes are driven by a real incident electromagnetic field, (ii) their strength is quantified by the same
Einstein B coefficient, and (iii) these two processes occur with a defined, opposite phase. In this Sub-section, we will defend the position
that the situation is, indeed, a bit more subtle � and that Einstein intuitively had a point.

We emphasized in this Section and Ref. [3] that, in stark contrast to the instructions (A) and (B) mentioned at the beginning of this
Section, all quantitative semi-classical models suggest that, generally, emission of a photon at the resonance frequency of an atomic
transition must occur with a phase that is 90� in lead of an incident field, whereas absorption must occur with a phase that lags 90�

behind the resulting field. Only in this way energy is conserved.
In the amplitude-phase diagram of Fig. 32, all red vectors denote electric fields comprising one photon, whereas the orange vector

denotes an electric field comprising two photons. The angle between the two sets of red vectors is 90�. Four processes can be identified,
including a maximum of either one (1) or two (2) photons and describing an absorption (abs) or emission (em) process. The four
processes are (1-abs) absorption of the electric field of a single incident photon, (1-em) spontaneous emission of the electric field of a
photon into an emptymode, (2-abs) absorption of the electric field of one out of two incident photons, and (2-em) stimulated emission of
the electric field of a photon driven by a single incident photon. In each case, shown are the initial electric field, the absorbed or emitted
electric field (labelled), and the resulting electric field. All four processes obey the law of energy conservation. The figure suggests that
the processes (1-abs) and (1-em) are inverse and the processes (2-abs) and (2-em) are inverse.

These four processes are displayed individually on the left-hand side of Fig. 33. In (1-abs), the rightward-pointing red vector is the
incident field, the leftward-pointing red vector is the emitted field, and the resulting field is a vector of length zero at the origin. In (1-
em), the incident field is a vector of length zero at the origin, whereas the red vector simultaneously indicates the emitted field and the
Fig. 32. Quadrant of the amplitude-phase diagram. Incident and resulting fields, as well as absorption and emission processes are represented by
electric-field vectors. Labels: A maximum of (1) or (2) photons is involved in an absorption (abs) or emission (em) process. (Figure taken
from Ref. [4]).
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Fig. 33. From top to bottom: The four processes of (1-abs) absorption of the electric field of a single incident photon, (1-em) spontaneous emission of
the electric field of a photon into an empty mode, (2-abs) absorption of the electric field of one out of two incident photons, and (2-em) stimulated
emission of the electric field of a photon driven by a single incident photon. Left column: Individual processes in the amplitude-phase diagram
(equivalent to Fig. 32). Right column: Electric fields E (dashed lines, with the ordinate calibrated as square root of number of photons) and intensities
I (solid lines, with the ordinate calibrated as number of photons) versus relative phase ϕ in units of π. Incident (inc, blue) wave, displayed with
absolute phase angle zero, as well as emitted (em, green) and resulting (out, red) wave. For (1-abs), blue and green solid lines are identical and red
dashed and solid lines are identical. For (1-em), blue dashed and solid lines, green and red dashed lines, and green and red solid lines, respectively,
are identical. (Figure taken from Ref. [4]).
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resulting field. In (2-abs), the orange vector is the incident field, the downward-pointing red vector is the emitted field, and the
rightward pointing red vector is the resulting field. In (2-em), the rightward-pointing red vector is the incident field, the upward-
pointing red vector is the emitted field, and the orange vector is the resulting field. The four processes are quantified on the right-
hand side of Fig. 33 as a sum of sine waves by taking into account the different phase angles emerging from the left-hand side; see
also above and Ref. [3]. An additional phase angle of 8� has been introduced in the amplitude-phase diagrams in order to move the
arrows away from the x-axis for improved visibility. This angle is not considered in the sine-wave diagrams on the right-hand side of
Fig. 33. The incident field (blue dashed line) induces the emitted field (green dashed line), thereby generating the resulting field (red
dashed line). The corresponding intensities, calibrated as number of photons, are shown as solid lines. In all 4 examples the energy is
conserved, because the expected number of photons results.

The answer to the question whether absorption and spontaneous or stimulated emission are inverse processes is subtle. The truly
inverse processes are those, in which (abs) an absorbing atom removes one photon from an incident field containing φþ 1 photons, such
that the resulting field contains φ photons, and (em) an emitting atom adds one photon to an incident field containing a number φ of
photons, such that the resulting field contains φþ 1 photons. Both processes comprise the same number of photons and are described by
the same vector triangle, with the same phase angles, in the amplitude-phase diagram (Fig. 32). The reader can easily extend the di-
agram in Fig. 32 to larger numbers of involved photons; see also the previous Sub-sections and Ref. [3]. This identification of inverse
processes is resembled by the results of the Jaynes-Cummings model [111].

In the four cases displayed in Fig. 33, the relative phase angle of emitted field with respect to incident (or resulting) field is, from top
to bottom, �π (arbitrary), arbitrary (0), �0.75π (�0.5π), 0.5π (0.25π), respectively. The common pattern of the two corresponding
processes with the same number of photons involved is the following. The relative phase of emitted with respect to resulting field in the
absorption process lags by a phase difference of π behind the relative phase of emitted with respect to incident field in the emission
process or, equivalently (but not adding any additional information), the relative phase of emitted with respect to resulting field in the
absorption process lags by a phase difference of π behind the relative phase of emitted with respect to incident field in the emission
process. For the two sets of corresponding processes displayed in Fig. 33, namely (1-abs) versus (1-em) or (2-abs) versus (2-em), we find
the following:
(1-abs, w.r.t. incident) �π vs. (1-em, w.r.t. resulting) 0 Δϕ ¼ �π
46
(1-abs, w.r.t. resulting)
 arbitrary
 vs.
 (1-em, w.r.t. incident)
 arbitrary
 Δϕ ¼ �π

(2-abs, w.r.t. incident)
 �0.75π
 vs.
 (2-em, w.r.t. resulting)
 0.25π
 Δϕ ¼ �π

(2-abs, w.r.t. resulting)
 �0.5π
 vs.
 (2-em, w.r.t. incident)
 0.5π
 Δϕ ¼ �π
In the second line of this comparison both angles are arbitrary, because after absorption of a single photon no field exists anymore and
before emission of a single photon into empty space no field existed. In this situation, the relative phase difference of �π obtains only
when we assume that the incident photon in (1-abs) and the resulting photon in (1-em) have the same absolute phase. As we have
already seen in Figs. 28 and 30, the same relative phase difference of �π occurs in the emission and absorption of a single photon in
fields containing more than one or two photons [3].

This leads us to the simple conclusion that the inverse process of (1-abs) absorption of a single incident photon is (1-em) spontaneous
emission into an empty mode, whereas the inverse process of (2-abs) absorption of one photon out of an incident field containing two
photons is (2-em) stimulated emission of a second photon induced by a single incident photon.

It then also becomes clear that the two processes of (1-abs) absorption and (2-em) stimulated emission induced by one incident
photon are not inverse processes. They are neither in phase and anti-phase with the driving field, respectively, nor are they even in
opposite phase with each other. In (1-abs) absorption of a single incident photon, the induced atomic oscillation (and the quasi-emitted
photon) is in anti-phase with the incident field, thereby extinguishing the incident field. In (2-em) stimulated emission induced by a
single photon, the phase of atomic oscillation and emitted photon is 90� in lead of the incident field (Fig. 32).

The two-level atoms Einstein considered [59] for the description of blackbody radiation [34] can each only absorb one photon,
which they would most likely re-emit by spontaneous emission. Therefore, it is natural to assume one incident photon when describing
the process of absorption and no incident photon when describing the process of spontaneous emission, in their simplest form. It is then
only consequent to also consider stimulated emission by an excited atom for the simplest case of one incident photon. When comparing
these three simplest possible processes, Einstein rightfully identified absorption and spontaneous emission as inverse processes because
of their symmetry: one photon either disappears or appears. In contrast, the process of stimulated emission involves two photons.
Einstein interpreted stimulated emission as a “new” phenomenon, because it was hitherto unknown and because it does not have a
symmetry with the two other processes. Einstein certainly had a point! Unfortunately, although Maxwell0s electromagnetic theory was
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known, Einstein did not investigate the phase aspect of these processes, which would have revealed the full picture.
On the one hand, the two processes of absorption and stimulated emission of the electromagnetic field of one photon by an atom

driven by the electromagnetic field of a single incident photon are connected by the facts that they are both (i) driven by an external
electromagnetic field and (ii) quantified by the same Einstein B coefficient. However, these two processes are unrelated in terms of the
number of photons involved and do not exhibit opposite phase difference between driving and driven field. On the other hand, the two
processes of absorption of a single incident photon by an atom and spontaneous emission of one photon from an atom into an empty
mode are connected by the facts that (iii) they are inverse processes in the amplitude-phase diagram, with the same phase angles, and
(iv) the same number of photons is involved. The truly inverse process of stimulated emission of one photon by an excited atom driven
by a single incident photon is the absorption of one out of two incident photons by an atom in its ground state, as both processes (i) are
driven by an external electromagnetic field, (ii) are quantified by the same Einstein B coefficient, (iii) are opposite processes in the
amplitude-phase diagram, with the same phase angles, and (iv) involve the same number of photons. Hence, neither Einstein nor Lamb
was right or wrong.

6. Theories of the laser linewidth and their contradicting statements

It is a point of fundamental physical logic that an experimental phenomenon that is based on a quantum-mechanical effect can by no
means be explained semi-classically; conversely, if an experimental phenomenon can be explained semi-classically, it cannot be the
result of a quantum-mechanical effect but must have a semi-classical reason. It has often been claimed that the laser linewidth can only
be derived in a full quantum-electrodynamics approach by considering amplitude and phase fluctuations induced by spontaneous
emission. Historically, however, the original Schawlow-Townes equation was first derived semi-classically [9,10], without considering
quantum fluctuations. The direct, undeniable consequence is that the Schawlow-Townes linewidth cannot be the result of quantum
fluctuations but must have a different, semi-classical reason. Therefore, it should have been immediately clear in the 1960s when the
quantum-mechanical explanations of the Schawlow-Townes equation surfaced that such an approach cannot lead to an improved or
deeper understanding of the semi-classical reason for the fundamental laser linewidth.

In the following Sections, we excavate the semi-classical physical principle underlying the original Schawlow-Townes equation: The
gain elongates the photon-decay time, thereby reducing the linewidth of the passive resonator introduced in Section 2 to the funda-
mental laser linewidth. This principle reveals that the fundamental laser linewidth does not directly depend on spontaneous emission. It
describes four- and three-level, transient and continuous-wave (cw) lasers above, at, and below the laser threshold. We introduce the
spectral-coherence factor Λ, which relates the photon-decay time, linewidth, Q-factor, and coherence time and length of a mode with
gain or a lasing mode to the respective values of the underlying passive mode. In a cw laser, the inherent consequence of spontaneous
emission into the lasing mode is that the gain is smaller than the losses, thereby causing photons inside this mode to decay out of the
resonator, hence explaining the finite linewidth value in a cw laser. The original Schawlow-Townes equation then emerges from the
fundamental laser linewidth by applying the same four approximations exploited in its original derivation.

6.1. Original Schawlow-Townes equation

One of the key features of a laser that is equally of theoretical and practical interest is its spectral coherence, manifested in the laser
linewidth. Understanding the linewidth of a single longitudinal resonator mode under lasing conditions is, therefore, of utmost
importance. In 1951 Purcell and Pound [112] showed that in a nuclear spin system one can achieve a negative temperature � an early
interpretation of population inversion by use of Boltzmann statistics. Inspired by this result, in 1954 Gordon, Zeiger, and Townes
demonstrated experimentally the first man-made coherent light source, the ammonia maser [113], which operated on the ammonia
inversion line at a wavelength of 12.5 mm [114]. A year later they derived theoretically the linewidth ΔνM of their ammonia maser [9],

Δν*M ¼ 4πkBT
�
Δν*c

�2
Pout

⇔ ΔνM ¼ 2πkBTðΔνcÞ2
Pout

; (137)

originally defined as the half width at half maximum (HWHM), denoted here by an asterisk and transformed to full width at half
maximum (FWHM). kB is Boltzmann0s constant, T is the temperature, Δνc is the linewidth of the passive-resonator mode, and Pout is the
maser output power. Equation (137) was derived [9] under the reasonable approximations that it is (i) a truly continuous-wave (cw)
maser, (ii) an ideal four-level maser, and that its microwave resonator suffers from outcoupling losses, but (iii) exhibits no intrinsic
losses. In 1958, two years before the first laser was experimentally demonstrated [115], Schawlow and Townes transferred this
approximation of the maser linewidth to the optical regime [10] by replacing the thermal energy kBT by the photon energy hνL at the
laser frequency νL. As we will show later, this replacement introduces the additional approximation that (iv) one photon is coupled
spontaneously into the lasing mode per photon-decay time τc of the resonator, independent of the available pump power. Their
approximation of the laser linewidth has become famous as the “Schawlow-Townes linewidth”,

Δν*L;ST ¼ 4πhνL
�
Δν*c

�2
Pout

⇔ ΔνL;ST ¼ 2πhνLðΔνcÞ2
Pout

: (138)

The procedure by which Eq. (137) was derived [9] and subsequently Eq. (138) was deduced from it [10] was semi-classical, in the sense
that it did not consider quantum fluctuations in the derivation. The Schawlow-Townes equation existed even before quantum scientists
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became interested in the matter.
After the demonstration of the maser and the first derivation of its linewidth, several theories of the laser linewidth were proposed,

namely (a) a semi-classical description of the laser as an amplifier of noise, (b) various extensions to the original Schawlow-Townes
equation, and (c) quantum theories based on different methods. These three types of approaches contradict each other in several
important points. Their fundamental discrepancies have never been clarified and often go unnoticed by scientists working in the field. In
order to appreciate the existing problems in understanding the laser linewidth, it is helpful to compare the relevant theories developed
since the first demonstration of the maser. In the following Sub-sections, we discuss briefly the existing theories and point out the
discrepancies between them.
6.2. Description of the laser as an amplifier of noise

Obviously, the original Schawlow-Townes equation relies on a semi-classical physical principle; otherwise it would have been all but
impossible to derive it semi-classically [9,10]. Unfortunately, the first account by Gordon, Zeiger, and Townes [9] is lengthy and
complex, and the underlying physical principle remains somewhat obscure. Moreover, the transfer from the microwave regime of Eq.
(137) to the optical regime of Eq. (138) has implications that are not straight-forward to understand. Ultimately, Schawlow and Townes
may have added confusion to the interpretation of the laser linewidth by claiming in the very paragraph [10], in which they introduce
Eq. (138), that “spontaneous emission into this mode adds waves of random phase to the electromagnetic oscillation, and hence pro-
duces a finite frequency width which may be obtained by analogy with expression (137)”. However, in stark contrast to this claim,
nowhere in Ref. [9] or Ref. [10] occurs a single equation that takes account of spontaneous emission as a wave, or phases, or inter-
ference, i.e., Gordon, Zeiger, and Townes [9] and subsequently Schawlow and Townes [10] have manifestly not considered in their
derivation of the laser linewidth what the latter claim needs to be considered. Instead, Gordon [116] pointed out that a fundamental
physical concept, namely that of the cw maser as a saturated amplifier of noise, whose gain is smaller than its losses, was already
inherently present in the first derivation of the maser linewidth [9]. Therefore, it must also underly the original Schawlow-Townes
equation (138).

Inspired by the first derivation of the linewidth of a maser [9] and a laser [10], between 1957 and 1964 semi-classical approaches
were formulated [116–121] that described the cw maser or laser as a saturated amplifier of noise, whose gain is smaller than its losses;
hence the acronym MASER or LASER, in which the letter A emphasizes the principle of “amplification”.

In 1957, before the concept of the maser linewidth was transferred to the optical regime and the laser was experimentally
demonstrated, Pound [117] based his approach to noise in a maser on an analogy with electrical circuit theory, which was well
established at that time. He modeled the noise equivalently to spontaneous emission from excited atoms, in analogy to blackbody ra-
diation, however at a negative temperature that directly reflects population inversion. Although Pound associated a broader sense than
just population inversion with this interpretation, we would rather argue that the pump rate drives the system out of its thermal
equilibrium at the given temperature, hence Boltzmann statistics does not apply. Pound0s derivation shows that the system operates at a
point where the gain is smaller than the total circuit losses and that theQ-factor of the oscillating system remains finite. However, Pound
did not make an attempt to verify the maser linewidth of Eq. (137), and it would potentially have constituted an impossible task because
of the approximations he made in his derivations.

In 1961, Wagner and Birnbaum [118] exploited the established knowledge on atomic spectroscopy to consider the spectral output
characteristics of the laser for the case of many longitudinal modes with different losses. In their derivation, the Q-factor of each� lasing
or non-lasing � mode also remains finite. For a single lasing mode, they derived a linewidth that is more general than the
Schawlow-Townes linewidth, in the sense that it avoids approximation (ii), i.e., it is valid also for lasers exhibiting reabsorption from the
lower laser level and considers the overlap integral between the lasing mode and a narrow atomic emission line. When approximating a
four-level laser and, for the emission line, a delta function centered at the modal resonance frequency, one obtains the
Schawlow-Townes linewidth.

In 1962, by comparison with the theory of fission in a nuclear reactor in a subcritical, critical, or supercritical state, which was also
well established at that time, Blaqui�ere [120] derived semi-classically half the maser linewidth of Eq. (137), which consequently
translates into half the original Schawlow-Townes linewidth. This result would be remarkable, because the quantum theories also
predict, compared to the Schawlow-Townes linewidth, a factor-of-two decrease above the laser threshold (see Section 6.3). However, it
is likely that Blaqui�ere made a simple mistake by relating the passive-resonator linewidth Δν*c , which he does not specify as HWHM or
FWHM, and the photon-decay time τc as 2Δν*c ¼ 1 =ðπτcÞ in his third hypothesis and his Eq. (5). Dividing both sides by 2 would, indeed,
result in the correct FWHM linewidth of Eq. (39). However, in the early 1960s it was still rather common to use the HWHM linewidth,
Blaqui�ere also cites the maser and laser linewidths in their HWHM form, and the factor of 2 on the left-hand side of the equation (instead
of in the denominator of the right-hand side) also suggests that 2Δν*c means the FWHM linewidth. The correct FWHM linewidth of Eq.
(39) would translate into a HWHM linewidth of 2Δν*c ¼ 1 =ð2πτcÞ, i.e., Blaqui�ere possibly erred by a factor of two.

In 1963, Fleck performed a purely optical investigation. He distinguished between a laser operating based on a few round trips,
which he likened to multi-eigenmode oscillation in a Fabry-P�erot resonator, or in a single mode established by many round trips, ac-
cording to the Fox and Li method [122] for resonators that suffer diffraction losses owing to mirrors with finite lateral dimensions. For
both cases, Fleck derived a laser linewidth in which one factor is similar to the Schawlow-Townes equation. However, in the former case
the passive-resonator linewidth is replaced by the atomic linewidth of a gas laser. The other factor includes a correction due to
diffraction at the end mirrors. This factor is different for the two cases. Whereas the former case does not describe the situation of a laser
operating in a steady state, Fleck concluded that even in the latter case and in the absence of other noise sources the linewidth must be
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larger than the Schawlow-Townes linewidth.
In 1964, Gordon [116] exploited the transmission-line matrix formalism in microwave networks, which was also well established at

that time, including a thermal noise source at a temperature T that, in the optical regime, represents spontaneous emission. Gordon
explicitly pointed out that in a steady-state oscillator, including a cw laser, the gain is always smaller than the losses. He also insisted that
a true oscillator differs from an ordinary saturated amplifier of noise in that the gain exhibits a faster relaxation time than the time
constant of amplitude fluctuations of the initial noise signal, which is approximately the inverse of its bandwidth, such that, when the
unsaturated gain exceeds the total resonator losses, ΔνL « Δνc. Gordon derived an approximation of the laser linewidth that differs from
the original Schawlow-Townes equation (138), as it includes reabsorption from the lower laser level by the same factor as already found
earlier by Shimoda [119], thereby avoiding approximation (ii). However, Gordon0s result also contains additional, rather complicated
factors related to themirror reflectivities. When further approximating that the gain equals the losses, the linewidth seemingly turns into
half the Schawlow-Townes linewidth, which is easily explained by the fact that Gordon used the FWHM definition; see Eq. (138).

Each of these investigations has its specific merits, and the comparison with non-optical systems reveals additional insight into
physics by emphasizing that a laser is very similar in its behavior to other true oscillators. However, it is particularly difficult to un-
derstand what an omission or approximation, made in the respective theory to facilitate a solution, exactly corresponds to on the optical
side. Therefore, these comparisons do not provide a simple understanding of the relevant optical processes that determine the laser
linewidth. More importantly, none of these early investigations obtained the fundamental maser or laser linewidth by avoiding all the
approximations (i)�(iv), consequently also none of themmanaged to establish the relationship between the fundamental linewidth and
the Schawlow-Townes approximation. This lack of generality and completeness of the semi-classical derivations of the laser linewidth
left room for the quantum-optical interpretations of the laser linewidth that emerged in the mid 1960s (Sub-section 6.3).

Later Siegman [123] also proposed that the original derivation describes a laser that operates below threshold inversion. Coldren
et al. [124] suggested the same explanation as � in their own wording � an “intuitive” understanding of the laser linewidth, albeit
immediately turning their back on it and referring to quantum fluctuations as the correct reason instead. Ghatak and Thyagarajan [125]
called essentially the same semi-classical approach “heuristic”. Later, St�ephan [126], Verdeyen [127], Khurgin and Sun [128], we [5–8],
and probably others have pointed in the direction of a semi-classical explanation of the laser linewidth.

6.3. Semi-classical extensions to the original Schawlow-Townes equation

Following its publication in 1958 [10], the original Schawlow-Townes equation (138) was extended in various ways. These extended
equations often trade under the same name, the “Schawlow-Townes linewidth”, thereby creating a veritable confusion in the available
literature on the laser linewidth, as it is often unclear which particular extension of the original Schawlow-Townes equation the
respective authors refer to.

Firstly, the original Schawlow-Townes equation was extended to eliminate some� but not all � of the approximations (i)-(iv) made
during its first derivation. Most extended versions eliminate approximation (iii). Most of them also address approximation (ii) by
considering reabsorption, albeit not in a general manner, but in a simplified three-level system. Approximations (i) and (iv) are typically
still contained in the extended versions. In these extensions, no quantum fluctuations were considered, i.e., these extended versions
remained semi-classical.

Secondly, in 1979 Petermann introduced [23] the K-factor to account for the increased linewidth of a gain-guided compared to an
index-guided semiconductor laser, which was later shown to be a result of transverse-mode non-orthogonality and generalized by
Siegman [106,107]. Similarly, non-orthogonality between longitudinal [24] and polarization [108] modes was addressed byWoerdman
et al. All these effects were derived semi-classically. As a consequence, a K-factor is sometimes added to the linewidth equation a
posteriori.

6.4. Quantum-optical extensions to the original Schawlow-Townes equation

Mostly in the 1960s, different quantum theories of the laser were developed by Haken [26], Lax [25,67], Sargent, Scully, and Lamb
[129], Henry [64], and others. These theories proposed that in a cw laser the gain equals the losses, in fundamental contrast to the early
semi-classical description of the laser as an amplifier of noise [9,10,116–121]. The quantum theories typically resulted in the original
Schawlow-Townes equation (138), hence they include the same four approximations (i)�(iv) and do not consider its semi-classical
extensions, which were sometimes added a posteriori. On the other hand, these quantum theories suggested two additional effects,
which have been derived only quantum-optically.

Firstly, a reduction of linewidth by an additional factor of two around the laser threshold was predicted [26,67]. It was attributed to
spontaneous emission coupling into the lasingmodewith an arbitrary phase angle, thereby inducing amplitude and phase fluctuations of
the oscillating electromagnetic field [Fig. 22(a)]. Above laser threshold, amplitude fluctuations are damped by relaxation oscillations
and do not contribute to the linewidth anymore, whereas phase fluctuations exhibit no restoring force, thereby evoking the reduced
laser linewidth. Consequently, nowadays half the original Schawlow-Townes equation is usually found in the literature. However,
among thousands of investigations experimental evidence of an additional reduction in laser linewidth directly above laser threshold
has been found only in a handful of cases, e.g. in the investigations by Gerhardt et al. [109,110].

Secondly, amplitude fluctuations, even if damped above laser threshold, nevertheless induce refractive-index fluctuations, which in
turn induce phase fluctuations, thereby increasing the laser linewidth, as quantified by Henry0s α-factor in 1982 [64]. As a consequence,
this α-factor is sometimes added to the linewidth equation a posteriori.

However, Henry pointed out [64] that, if spontaneous emission coupled into the lasing mode with an arbitrary phase angle, thereby
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inducing amplitude and phase fluctuations of the oscillating electromagnetic field, each single spontaneous-emission event would
violate the law of energy conservation, thereby implicitly questioning the quantum-mechanical explanation of the laser linewidth and
his own α-factor. To conserve the energy, i.e., one atomic excitation energy is converted into one photon in the lasing mode, spontaneous
and stimulated emission must occur with a phase that is 90� in lead of the driving field; see Section 5 and Ref. [3]. The unavoidable
consequence is that each spontaneous-emission event does not induce arbitrary amplitude and phase fluctuations but adds to the
resonator exactly the one photon that is emitted by the decaying atom. Spontaneous emission of real photons must not be confused with
vacuum fluctuations in the lasing mode. The latter can, indeed, violate the conservation of energy within a time duration allowed by the
uncertainty principle, and their addition to the real photon field leads to temporal deviations from the expectation value of the photon
number, resulting in the Poissonian photon statistics of a coherent state [68].

Thanks to the quantum-optical investigations and explanations [25,26,64,67,129], nowadays many scientists claim that the laser
linewidth can only be derived in a full quantum-electrodynamics approach, see e.g. Ref. [130]. Whereas this claimmay hold true for the
additional physical effects mentioned in this Sub-section, it is demonstrably incorrect for the fundamental laser linewidth and its
four-fold approximation, the original Schawlow-Townes equation. However, the relationship between (a) the semi-classical descriptions
of the laser as an amplifier of noise, (b) the original Schawlow-Townes equation and its extended versions, and (c) the quantum theories
has never been clarified. Besides, a description of the time-dependent linewidth of a lasing mode for the important class of transient
lasers, thus avoiding approximation (i), is still lacking. These three approaches contradict each other in several important points, namely
whether the gain equals or is smaller than the losses, which physical phenomenon is responsible for the finite laser linewidth, and the
quantitative result for the laser linewidth. In the following Section, we will clarify these points.

7. Fundamental laser linewidth and Schawlow-Townes approximation

In this Section we excavate the physical principle underlying the fundamental laser linewidth: the gain elongates the photon-decay
time. Particularly, in a cw-lasing mode the gain is smaller than the losses, resulting in an exponential decay of photons out of the
resonator. We derive straight-forwardly the fundamental linewidth equation of a single longitudinal lasing mode, which avoids all the
approximations (i)-(iv) discussed in Section 6. It accounts for four- and three-level, transient and cw lasers above, at, and below the laser
threshold. We then apply the approximations (i)-(iv), thereby deriving the original Schawlow-Townes equation. This result underlines
the correctness of the derived fundamental laser linewidth and clarifies the relationship between the description of the laser as an
amplifier of noise, the original Schawlow-Townes equation, and several of its extended versions. Finally, we point out that the existing
quantum theories would have provided the same result, had its investigators not missed the important result that also the quantum
theories predict that the gain is smaller than the losses.

The results we present in this Section do by no means deny that quantum fluctuations exist, nor do they question whether such
fluctuations have an additional influence on the laser linewidth. Nevertheless, since the physical principle behind the fundamental laser
linewidth and the Schawlow-Townes approximation is semi-classical, our investigations concentrate on the semi-classical point of view.
A detailed investigation of the existing quantum theories is beyond the scope of this paper.

We investigate the spectral properties of a single mode with longitudinal-mode index qL, centered at the resonance frequency

νL ¼ qL
1
tRT

¼ qLΔνFSR ¼ qL
c
2ℓ

; (139)

at which eventually laser oscillation will occur when the gain produced by pumping the active medium is high enough. We call this
mode a passive mode when the active medium is transparent at νL. The losses of a passive mode comprise its outcoupling losses and its
intrinsic losses. According to our definition of a passive mode, we do not include the absorption loss or gain introduced by an unpumped
or pumped active medium, respectively. Consequently, the active medium is transparent at νL. This is the reference situation, which we
defined in Section 2.

7.1. Active-mode properties

In this Sub-section, we assume a situation, in which the active medium absorbs or amplifies light at frequency νL, depending on
excitation of the active species of the active medium. Just like for Section 2, these results are, in principle, well known. Again, confusion
has arisen in the literature from unprecise definitions, misinterpretation of the precise meaning of parameters, or inconsequent use of
parameters. Perhaps surprising to many scientists, it is exactly the equations we introduce in this Sub-section about amplifier loss and
gain that also explain the spectral-coherence properties of the lasing mode. This intriguing fact makes precise definition of the relevant
parameters important. Furthermore, we introduce the spectral-coherence factor Λ, which quantifies the relationship of spectral
coherence in an active with respect to its underlying passive mode and, in the subsequent Sub-section, will be shown to be the
fundamental parameter that defines the spectral-coherence properties of a lasing mode.

In an active medium, the strengths of emission from the upper and absorption from the lower level of a transition resonant at νL are
quantified by the effective emission and absorption cross sections σe(ν) and σa(ν), respectively [6]. We assume that these cross sections
vary insignificantly over the Lorentzian spectral line shape of the mode at νL, i.e.,

σeðνÞ 	 σeðνLÞ ¼ σe

σaðνÞ 	 σaðνLÞ ¼ σa;
(140)
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as is typically the case for bulk visible and near-infrared solid-state, semiconductor, and dye lasers. The small-signal gain per unit length
on the laser transition between upper and lower laser level or, in the presence of crystal-field splitting, upper and lower manifold with
population densities N2 and N1, respectively, can then be approximated by [6]

g ¼ σeN2 � σaN1 ¼ �αabs: (141)

Equivalently, we can express the situation by the small-signal absorption coefficient αabs on the laser transition. In an ideal four-level
system, N1 ¼ 0. In the passive mode described in Section 2, g and αabs equal zero, and the medium is transparent at νL. When the
medium amplifies light, g> 0 and αabs< 0; when it absorbs light, g< 0 and αabs> 0.We assume that the gain or absorption introduced by
the active medium is distributed homogeneously over the resonator length, i.e., its value is independent of position z along the resonator
axis.

In the presence of gain or absorption due to the active medium, the total decay-rate constant 1/τL of photons inside the resonator
becomes

1
τL

¼ 1
τc
� cg ¼ 1

τc
þ cαabs: (142)

Equivalently to Eq. (36)�(39), Fourier transformation results in a Lorentzian spectral line shape with a FWHM linewidth given by

ΔνL ¼
���� 1
2πτL

���� ¼ ���Δνc � cg
2π

��� ¼ ���Δνc þ cαabs

2π

���: (143)

Although not necessary at this point, but in anticipation of the following Sub-section, the absolute values are taken in Eq. (143). For g >
0, this linewidth decrease is known as gain narrowing. For g < 0, the linewidth increase is known as absorption broadening.
Furthermore, equivalently to Eqs. (43), (50), and (51), respectively,

QL ¼ 2πνLτL; (144)

τcohL ¼ ℓcoh
L

c
¼ 2τL: (145)

Because of gain or absorption in the active medium, all five reference parameters τc, Δνc, Qc, τcohc , and ℓcoh
c change by the same factor

Λ :¼ 1
1� cgτc

; (146)

which we introduce here as the spectral-coherence factor Λ, resulting in the five parameters τL, ΔνL, QL, τcohL , and ℓcoh
L , which now

equivalently quantify the spectral coherence of the active mode at νL:

τL ¼ Λτc; ðΔνLÞ�1 ¼ jΛjðΔνcÞ�1
; QL ¼ ΛQc; τcohL ¼ Λτcohc ; ℓcoh

L ¼ Λℓcoh
c : (147)

The situation is summarized in Table 1. When the value of Λ is in the range 0 < Λ < 1, the active medium absorbs at νL; for Λ ¼ 1, the
active medium is transparent at νL, delivering the coherence parameters of the passive mode, whereas for 1< Λ<∞ the active medium
amplifies light at νL. Vice versa, we can express the ratio between gain-rate constant, cg, and decay-rate constant, 1/τc, in terms of Λ:

cgτc ¼ 1� 1
Λ
: (148)

Important � but unfortunately sometimes misunderstood � is the fact that also these new parameters characterize the active mode
independently of how it is excited by small-signal light, from outside or inside and cw or transiently, because these five parameters
Table 1
Relationship between the parameters of passive and active mode (Table taken from Ref. [7]).

Mode Passive Active Relation

Relation � Λ
Q-factor Qc → QL

↑ ↑ � νL
Inverse linewidth (Δνc)�1 → (ΔνL)�1

↑ ↑ � 2π
Photon-decay time τc → τL

↑ ↑ � 0.5
Coherence time τcohc → τcohL

↑ ↑ � 1/c
Coherence length ℓcoh

c
→ ℓcoh

L
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depend only on the resonator losses and the gain. The gain remains practically unchanged in case of a small-signal source. Particularly, if
small-signal cw white light is launched into the resonator at a rate Rlaunch per unit time and the light stored inside the resonator reaches a
steady state, light still decays out of the resonator with the same photon-decay time τL, while being continuously replenished:

d
dt
φ ¼ Rlaunch � 1

τL
φ ¼ 0: (149)

The definitions of τL,ΔνL, QL, τcohL , and ℓcoh
L remain perfectly valid and their values remain exactly the same. No Q-factor becomes infinite

and no linewidth vanishes, if the number φ of photons inside the active mode at νL is constant in time in a steady-state situation.
Equivalently, no Airy distribution � the sum of all mode profiles � collapses to a series of delta functions, if we shine small-signal cw
white light through an active Fabry-P�erot resonator [126].

An important result has potentially gone unnoticed by one or the other reader. We have already derived the fundamental laser
linewidth, namely in Eq. (143). In the following, let us elaborate a bit more on this result.
7.2. Fundamental laser linewidth

Thanks to the proper introduction of the relevant parameters of a passive and an active longitudinal mode and their relationship, it is
now straight-forward to understand the spectral-coherence properties of a lasing mode. With the stimulated-emission rate Rst and
photon-decay rate Rdecay into and out of the mode at νL, respectively,

Rst ¼ cgφ; (150)

Rdecay ¼ 1
τc
φ; (151)

we can rewrite the spectral-coherence factor of Eq. (146) for this mode as

Λ ¼ Rdecay

Rdecay � Rst
; (152)

its photon-decay time of Eq. (142) as

τL ¼ Λτc ¼ Rdecay

Rdecay � Rst
τc; (153)

and its linewidth of Eq. (143) as

ΔνL ¼ 1
jΛjΔνc ¼

����Rdecay � Rst

Rdecay

����Δνc: (154)

Equations (146) and (152) equivalently describe spectral coherence in a single longitudinal lasing mode. Equations (143) and (154)
equivalently represent the fundamental linewidth of a single longitudinal lasing mode. The laser can have any energy-level system
ranging from the extreme situation of an ideal 4-level laser to that of an ideal 3-level laser and covering any intermediate situation, e.g.,
of a quasi-4-level or quasi-3-level laser. The lasing mode can operate below, at, or above threshold and in a cw or a transient lasing
regime, with its gain being smaller, equal, or larger compared to its losses. The situation is displayed in Fig. 34.

Equation (154) highlights the important fact that, in a transient lasing regime, the laser linewidth does not generally depend on the
spontaneous-emission rate or on the photon number φ inside the lasing mode (or, equivalently, the output power). However, for a cw
lasing mode we will find in the second-next Sub-section that it does so, because the spontaneous-emission rate determines the difference
Rdecay � Rst in Eq. (154).

It is sometimes argued that in a number of situations the linewidth of a single longitudinal mode would not matter anymore. For
example, it has been proposed that (a) below laser threshold the emission from the resonator consists mostly of noise resulting from
spontaneous emission and, consequently, the linewidth approaches the luminescence bandwidth, (b) at and slightly above laser
threshold, the laser may lase onmultiple longitudinal modes, resulting in a significantly broader linewidth than that of a single mode, (c)
in a Q-switched or mode-locked laser, the linewidth is approximately inverse to the pulse duration, or (d) in super-continuum gener-
ation, the linewidth is given by the generated super-continuum itself. All these statements seem valid when observing emission from the
resonator with a low-resolution spectrometer, e.g., a grating monochromator whose spectral resolution is typically a few orders of
magnitude lower than the spectral features of the Fabry-P�erot resonator, from which the light is emitted. When employing a resolving
method that exceeds the spectral resolution of the resonator, however, it immediately becomes evident that in all the above-mentioned
situations the broadband spectrum consists of the individual longitudinal modes of the Fabry-P�erot resonator and that the linewidth of
each mode depends directly on the linewidth of its underlying passive mode and its gain or absorption according to Eq. (154). While the
Schawlow-Townes equation has always been understood as describing a single longitudinal mode operating far above laser threshold,
Eq. (154) holds true even far below threshold, where the output is dominated by spontaneous emission and for the important transition
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Fig. 34. (a) Spectral-coherence factor Λ, quantifying the spectral coherence of a lasing mode, i.e., enhancement of the photon-decay time, Q-factor,
coherence time and length of the lasing mode compared to its underlying passive mode, and (b) its inverse, 1/|Λ|, quantifying narrowing of the
linewidth of the lasing mode compared to its underlying passive mode, as a function of gain-rate constant cg calibrated to decay-rate constant 1/τc
(red line). We can distinguish five different situations. (i) Absorbing medium: σeN2 < σaN1 and g < 0, resulting in 0 < Λ < 1, τL < τc, QL < Qc, and ΔνL
> Δνc (e.g., diamond: medium with absorption losses equaling resonator losses, cgτc ¼ �1, resulting in Λ ¼ 0.5). (ii) Passive mode, i.e., resonator with
transparent gain medium: σeN2 ¼ σaN1 and g ¼ 0, resulting in Λ ¼ 1, τL ¼ τc, QL ¼ Qc, and ΔνL ¼ Δνc (square). (iii) Amplifying medium with gain
smaller than losses: σeN2 > σaN1 and 0 < cgτc < 1, resulting in Λ > 1, τL > τc, QL > Qc, and ΔνL < Δνc, and the photons inside the mode decay with
time (e.g., circle: medium with cgτc ¼ 0.8, resulting in Λ ¼ 5). (iv) Amplifying medium with gain equal to losses: σeN2 > σaN1 and cgτc ¼ 1, resulting in
Λ, τL, QL → �∞ and ΔνL ¼ 0, and photons inside the mode exactly reproduce themselves while decaying out of the resonator (cross). (v) Amplifying
medium with gain larger than losses (e.g., in the initial phase of a Q-switch pulse): σeN2 > σaN1 and cgτc > 1, resulting in Λ < 0, τL < 0, QL < 0, but
ΔνL > 0, and photons inside the lasing mode more than reproduce themselves while decaying out of the resonator (e.g., triangle: medium with gain
twice as high as resonator losses, cgτc ¼ 2, resulting in Λ ¼ �1).
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between both extremes. Depending on the application, the linewidth of a single longitudinal mode may matter a lot, even if the overall
emission stems from several or many modes.
7.3. Linewidth of a transient laser

In a transient lasing regime, for example in a Q-switched laser during the build-up or decay time of its giant pulse, the gain changes
with time t, dg(t)/dt 6¼ 0. Then also Λ and, thus, τL, ΔνL, QL, τcohL , and ℓcoh

L become time-dependent. In such a situation, Eq. (141)�(148)
and (150)�(154) correctly describe the instantaneous spectral-coherence properties of the transient lasingmode. Even a situation where
in a transient lasing mode the gain is larger than the losses, cg > 1/τc, e.g. during the build-up time of a Q-switch pulse, is correctly
described. Whereas ΔνL always has a positive value [Fig. 34(b)], Λ, τL, QL, τcohL , and ℓcoh

L then assume negative values [Fig. 34(a)], which
makes physical sense, as an exponential increase of light intensity occurs. cg> 1/τc, resulting in Λ< 0, describes transient situations that
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are temporally unsustainable, because over time the number of photons in the lasing mode would increase to infinity.
This raises the usual question about how one can practically measure the linewidth of a lasing mode with a detector, particularly in a

time-dependent situation. If the detector were fast enough to measure the decay during one oscillation cycle, then per definition of the
Q-factor, namely energy stored over energy lost per oscillation cycle, one would, in principle, be able to determine the spectral-
coherence properties within one oscillation cycle. However, the definition of outcoupling, intrinsic, and photon-decay time of Eq.
(18)�(23), respectively, and, therefore, all spectral-coherence properties, are only defined over one round-trip time tRT (Fig. 5).
Consequently, the photon-rate equation, i.e., Eqs. (52) and (149) above, or (155) and (160) below, average over one round-trip time.
Moreover, the longer the coherence time and length of the emitted light, the larger is the extension of a wave packet associated with one
photon and the larger is the number of wave packets generated at different times that contribute to the electromagnetic field that hits the
detector in an instant. Therefore, while the above equations correctly describe the instantaneous spectral-coherence properties of a
transient lasing mode averaged over one round-trip time, their measurement typically averages over a longer duration.
7.4. Linewidth of a continuous-wave laser

In this Sub-section, we will look in more detail into the situation of cw lasers, because we can compare our results with existing
theories.

In a steady-state situation, Eq. (142)�(146) make physical sense until one reaches the point where cg ¼ 1/τc, i.e., where the
stimulated-emission rate equals the photon-decay rate, or the gain equals the losses, such that photons inside the lasing mode perfectly
reproduce themselves while decaying out of the resonator. At exactly this point, the spectral-coherence factor Λ becomes infinite, hence
the photon-decay time, the Q-factor, and the coherence time and length diverge, whereas the linewidth vanishes.

It has been proven experimentally that a single-mode cw laser has a finite (a) linewidth, (b) coherence time, and (c) coherence
length. According to the above parameter definitions, it must necessarily also have a finite (d) photon-decay time and (e) Q-factor. The
former three aspects have been widely accepted by the scientific community, whereas the latter two have been disputed for long.
Nevertheless, the fact that the Q-factor of a cw-lasing mode assumes a finite value was already outlined in 1955 by Gordon, Zeiger, and
Townes [9], see also Yariv [131]. Hence, it remains to clarify what the finite photon-decay time of a cw-lasing mode is. As we will see in
the following, we can trust our definitions of Eq. (142)�(146), because all five parameters express the same spectral-coherence
properties, quantified by the spectral-coherence factor Λ. A cw laser with infinite spectral coherence does not exist, hence the value
of Λ must be positive and finite for a cw-lasing mode, 0 < Λ < ∞. Therefore, from Eq. (142)�(146) we can readily exclude that a
cw-lasing mode operates at the point where the gain equals the losses.

In fact, it has been known for decades that a cw-lasing mode operates in a region where the gain is smaller than the losses. The
emission behavior of semiconductor lasers around their laser threshold has been well explained based on this principle, see e.g.
Ref. [76–79], and this explanation has also been accepted in quantum optics. It becomes clear from those investigations that the gain is
not only smaller than the losses in a narrow power region close to the laser threshold, but this situation continues until the lasing mode
reaches infinite output power. It is scientifically inconsistent to accept this argument when it comes to explaining the laser threshold
behavior but reject it when it comes to explaining the laser linewidth and, instead, claim that the gain equals the losses. In the following
derivation, we will understand how this physical principle determines the linewidth of a cw-lasing mode.

The semi-classical rate equation for the number ϕ of photons inside the active or lasing mode at νL reads:

d
dt
φ ¼ Rsp þ Rst � Rdecay ¼ Rsp þ cgφ� 1

τc
φ ¼ Rsp � 1

τL
φ ¼ Rsp � 2πΔνLφ¼cw 0: (155)

Here, Rsp is the spontaneous-emission rate into the active or lasing mode (not to be confused with the total spontaneous-emission rate
from the upper laser level). Since each spontaneous-emission event converts one atomic excitation energy into one photon, Rsp is a
positive rate (see Section 5 and Ref. [3]). In the situation of a lasing mode operating far above threshold, this rate is often neglected in
the photon-rate equation, because the stimulated-emission rate becomes orders of magnitude larger than this rate. However, it is exactly
this small rate that causes the linewidth of a cw-lasing mode to be finite. A cw-lasing mode is defined by a time-independent value of φ,
i.e., the photon-rate equation equals zero. We see immediately from Eq. (155) that the stimulated-emission rate does not equal, but is
smaller than the photon-decay rate,

Rdecay � Rst ¼cw Rsp > 0 ⇒ cgτc ¼ 1� 1
Λ

<
cw

1; (156)

i.e., in a cw-lasing mode the gain due to stimulated emission is smaller than the losses, because the spontaneous- and stimulated-
emission rate together compensate the losses. Exploiting Eq. (142) in Eq. (155) shows that photons decay out of the lasing mode
with the photon-decay time τL, and inserting Eq. (143) into Eq. (155) shows that this entails a finite laser linewidth ΔνL. If in a cw-lasing
mode Rsp equaled zero, the gain would equal the losses, the spectral-coherence factor, the photon-decay time, the Q-factor, and the
coherence time and length would become infinite, and the laser linewidth would vanish.

To emphasize the photon decay in a cw-lasing mode further, the photon-rate equation (155) can be split into two parts,

d
dt
φ

����
source

þ d
dt
φ

����
gain=loss

¼cw 0; (157)
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where

d
dt
φ

����
source

¼ Rsp >
cw
0; (158)

d
dt
φ

����
gain=loss

¼ Rst � Rdecay ¼ cgφ� 1
τc
φ ¼ � 1

τL
φ <

cw
0: (159)

Equations (155) and (157) describe the photon balance inside the mode. Equation (158) describes the photon source, whose rate does
not directly depend on the number φ of photons inside the mode. Equation (159) describes the photon action inside the active or lasing
mode. We see directly from Eq. (159) that the photons inside the mode decay out of the resonator faster than they reproduce themselves
by stimulated emission.

In analogy to a cavity-ring-down experiment in a passive mode that would deliver τc as the photon-decay time, one can directly
observe the decay of photons present in the lasing mode at time t1 with photon-decay time τL by interfering, in a self-heterodyne
experiment [132,133], the laser signal emitted at t1 with the laser signal emitted at any later time. The longer one waits, the smaller
is the fraction of each photon, and its reproduction by stimulated emission, that is still contained in the mode and interferes with the
original signal, i.e., the interference between the two signals becomes weaker with increasing delay time.

We emphasize here again, now for the lasing situation: Important � but unfortunately quite often misunderstood � is the fact that
the five parameters that characterize the lasing mode depend only on the resonator losses and the gain. However, now the gain reacts
very sensitively on any, even small-signal, light source. Particularly, if the light source is spontaneous emission into the lasing mode at a
rate Rsp per unit time, i.e., the external light source with its rate Rlaunch in Eq. (149) is replaced by the internal light source with its rate
Rsp, and the light stored inside the lasing mode reaches a steady state, light still decays out of the lasing resonator with the same photon-
decay time τL (because in a cw-lasing mode the gain is smaller than the losses), while being continuously replenished:

d
dt
φ ¼ Rsp � 1

τL
φ ¼cw 0: (160)

The definitions of τL,ΔνL, QL, τcohL , and ℓcoh
L remain perfectly valid and their values remain exactly the same. No Q-factor becomes infinite

and no linewidth vanishes, if the number φ of photons inside the lasing mode at νL is constant in time in a steady-state lasing situation.
Equivalently, no Airy distribution � the sum of all mode profiles � collapses to a series of delta functions, if cw white light is generated
by spontaneous emission inside a lasing Fabry-P�erot resonator [126].

As mentioned in Section 2.7, the light stored inside and emitted from the resonator depends spectrally and temporally also on the
exciting light source, in this case the spontaneous emission into the lasing mode. It raises the question whether the defined ΔνL rep-
resents not only the linewidth of the lasing mode, but also the linewidth of the actually emitted laser light, i.e., whether the two are the
same. In bulk visible and near-infrared solid-state, semiconductor, and dye lasers, spontaneous emission is spectrally rather white light
compared to the linewidthΔνL of the lasingmode. The gain is spectrally similarly broadband as� and in an ideal four-level laser without
reabsorption identical to � the spectral line shape of spontaneous emission. Besides, a single spontaneous-emission event by an atom
occurs at a time scale that is long compared to one round-trip time tRT [6]. Consequently, spontaneous emission by many atoms has the
character of cw white light.

However, presence of the resonator spectrally modifies the spontaneous emission into the lasing mode [6]. If electromagnetic ra-
diation is emitted by an atom in spectral resonance and in phase with the atomic oscillation [90–92] at a frequency that lies exactly
between two resonance frequencies, then after one round trip through the resonator it meets the still emitting atom in anti-phase.
Consequently, it slows down the atomic oscillation, thereby being reabsorbed by the atom [4]. In other words, the part of the
photon which has conducted one round trip and the part of the photon which is currently emitted interfere destructively. Therefore, the
spontaneous emission is effectively suppressed, and the energy remains in the atom. If the electromagnetic radiation is emitted at a
frequency that, after one round trip, is 90� out of phase with the atomic oscillation, it will interfere destructively after two round trips,
i.e., it is slightly less but still suppressed. The described phenomenon is the same as for white light from an external source launched into
a Fabry-P�erot resonator [2], the only difference being that the light is generated inside the resonator. Gain then further narrows the
linewidth over many round trips, leading to light with the same linewidth being spontaneously emitted as the linewidth of the lasing
mode.

As we will see later, when applying the approximations (i)�(iv) mentioned in Section 6.1 to the linewidth of Eq. (143) or (154), we
obtain exactly the original Schawlow-Townes equation.

The general dependence between the spectral-coherence factor Λ and the ratio of gain-rate constant, cg, and decay-rate constant, 1/
τc, given by Eqs. (146) and (148), is displayed in Fig. 35. This curve universally describes a cw-lasing mode of any laser.

If we interpret spontaneous emission as stimulated emission driven by the zero-point electromagnetic energy [63], represented by
the number φvac of vacuum photons per resonance frequency and polarization, the spontaneous-emission rate into the lasing mode at νL
becomes

Rsp ¼ cσeN2φvac: (161)

Sometimes an “extra” photon, representing one vacuum photon, φvac ¼ 1, is introduced in the photon-rate equation to account for
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Fig. 35. Gain-rate constant cg (blue curve) calibrated to decay-rate constant 1/τc (red curve), as a function of spectral-coherence factor Λ according to
Eq. (148) in a cw-lasing mode. This figure is equivalent to the upper left quadrant of Fig. 34(a), with abscissa and ordinate exchanged. A curve
commencing at the point, where cgτc ¼ �1 and, consequently, Λ ¼ 0.5 (diamond), describes the example of a three-level laser, whose gain medium
introduces absorption losses which, in the unpumped case, equal the resonator losses. An ideal four-level laser is described by a curve commencing at
the transparency point, where cgτc ¼ 0 and accordingly Λ ¼ 1 (square). (Figure taken from Ref. [7]).
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spontaneous emission into the lasing mode [134–136]. Inserting Eqs. (159), (161), (150), and (141) into Eq. (152) provides a physical
expression for the spectral-coherence factor Λ:

Λ ¼cw Rdecay

Rsp
¼ Rst

Rsp
þ 1 ¼

	
1� σaN1

σeN2



φ

φvac
þ 1 ¼4�level φ

φvac
þ 1 ¼ φþ φvac

φvac
: (162)

For an ideal 4-level laser, the spectral-coherence factor takes a particularly simple form: Λ ¼ φ/φvac þ 1. For a laser exhibiting reab-
sorption of laser light from the occupied lower laser level, because this level has a finite lifetime or is the ground state, the spectral-
coherence factor is diminished. Because in a lasing mode φ and, thus, Λ can become very large, the gain very closely approaches the
losses, see Fig. 35, and the linewidth of this lasing mode can be orders of magnitude narrower than the passive-mode linewidth.
However, if the gain equaled the losses, equivalent to either an infinite number φ of photons inside the lasing mode or neglecting the
spontaneous-emission rate into the lasing mode in the photon-rate equation (155), the laser linewidth would vanish. Inserting Eq. (162)
into Eqs. (153) and (154) yields the photon-decay time τL and linewidth ΔνL of a cw-lasing mode,

τL ¼cw Rdecay

Rsp
τc; (163)

ΔνL ¼cw Rsp

Rdecay
Δνc; (164)

respectively. For an ideal 4-level laser, we obtain

τL ¼cw;4�level φþ φvac

φvac
τc; (165)

ΔνL ¼cw;4�level φvac

φþ φvac
Δνc: (166)

The essence of Eq. (166) is the same as can be found in, e.g., Refs. [127,128].

7.5. Schawlow-Townes approximation

When applying the approximations (i)-(iv), mentioned in Section 6.1, to the fundamental laser linewidth of Eq. (154), one obtains
straight-forwardly the original Schawlow-Townes equation. Approximating (i) a cw-lasing mode results in Eq. (164). Assuming (ii) an
ideal 4-level laser and setting φvac ¼ 1 yields

cg ¼ cσeðN2 � N1Þ ¼4�level cσeN2 ¼ Rsp: (167)
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Assuming that (iii) the resonator has no intrinsic losses, 1/τloss ¼ 0, allows one to set the outcoupling losses equal to the total losses:

1
τc

¼ 1
τout

þ 1
τloss

¼1=τloss¼0 1
τout

: (168)

The laser output power

Pout ¼ hνLRout ¼ hνL
φ

τout
(169)

can then, by use of Eq. (168), be rewritten as

Pout ¼1=τloss¼0
hνL

φ

τc
¼ hνLφ2πΔνc: (170)

Via (iv) replacing the thermal energy kBT by the photon energy hνL, Schawlow and Townes implicitly assumed that one photon is
coupled spontaneously into the lasing mode per photon-decay time τc of the resonator:

Rsp ¼ cσeN2 ¼4�level Rst

φ
¼ cg ¼Rst¼Rdecay 1

τc
¼1=τloss¼0 1

τout
: (171)

Since, in the fictive case of a 4-level cw laser oprating at the unreachable point where the gain would equal the losses, each photon inside
the lasing mode would exactly reproduce itself once while decaying out of the resonator, also the vacuum photon would produce exactly
one copy of itself during the photon-decay time τc, i.e., Rsp ¼ 1/τc. Applying these four approximations consecutively to the fundamental
laser linewidth of Eq. (154) results in

ΔνL ¼ Rdecay � Rst

Rdecay
Δνc

¼cw Rsp

Rdecay
Δνc ¼ cσeN2

φ=τc
Δνc

¼4�level cg
φ=τc

Δνc

¼1=τloss¼0 cg
φ=τout

Δνc ¼ cghνL
Pout

Δνc

¼Rst¼Rdecay ð1=τcÞhνL
Pout

Δνc ¼ 2πhνLðΔνcÞ2
Pout

¼ΔνL;ST

(172)

Quod erat demonstrandum.
Our derivation of the laser linewidth has clarified the following points. (a) The original Schawlow-Townes equation is a four-fold

approximation of the fundamental laser linewidth of Eq. (154) and a three-fold approximation of the cw-laser linewidth of Eq.
(164). (b) All three linewidths, the fundamental linewidth of Eq. (154), the cw linewidth of Eq. (164), and the original Schawlow-
Townes approximation of Eqs. (172) and (138) are derived semi-classically, the latter two by considering a semi-classical sponta-
neous-emission rate into the lasing mode. (c) Since such a semi-classical spontaneous-emission rate does not fluctuate temporally but is
constant in time, it does not contain any “noise”. It is important at this point to remind the reader that, according to Eq. (157)�(159), the
spontaneous-emission rate is the source term in the photon-rate equation and not an independent noise. (d) Quantum fluctuations that
could potentially turn the spontaneous-emission rate into a temporally unstable “noise” are not part of this derivation. Neither do any
quantum fluctuations appear in the first, semi-classical derivation of the original Schawlow-Townes equation [9,10] or any of its
semi-classical extensions. Therefore, the original Schawlow-Townes equation and all its semi-classical extensions have absolutely
nothing to do with “noise”.

As one of the misunderstandings in laser physics, it has been re-iterated thousands of times in the literature that the laser linewidth
be due to “spontaneous-emission noise”, often even called “Schawlow-Townes noise”. Our investigations demonstrate that this
expression is a contradictio in adiecto, a contradiction between the noun “noise” and its explaining adjective “Schawlow-Townes”,
because the Schawlow-Townes linewidth is not a result of “noise”. “Schawlow-Townes noise” in a physical sense does not exist. The
expression “Schawlow-Townes noise” should, therefore, be avoided.

Nowhere in the derivation of the fundamental laser linewidth, the cw-laser linewidth, and the Schawlow-Townes approximation
have we considered amplitude and phase fluctuations, or phase angles, or interference between electric fields. As we have shown in
Section 5 and Ref. [3], the reason is that stimulated and spontaneous emission by an atom occur with a 90� phase difference with respect
to the incident field, hence the interference term in Eqs. (123)–(125) vanishes and intensities or photon numbers add up. To underline
this fact further, let us follow the derivation that leads to Eq. (172) in the opposite direction, e.g. directly within Eq. (172) by going
backward from the right-hand side to the left-hand side. By use of Eqs. (39) and (169) one can rewrite the original Schawlow-Townes
equation as
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ΔνL;ST ¼ 2πhνLðΔνcÞ2
P

¼ 2πΔνc
hνL
P

Δνc ¼ 1
τ

1
R

Δνc: (173)

out out c out

The right-hand side is still the original Schawlow-Townes equation, and it still contains all four approximations. When consecutively
eliminating approximations (iv) that the gain equals the losses,

cgφ ¼Rst¼Rdecay 1
τc
φ ⇒ ΔνL ¼ cg

1
Rout

Δνc; (174)

(iii) that there occur no intrinsic resonator losses,

Rdecay ¼1=τloss¼0
Rout ⇒ ΔνL ¼ cg

1
Rdecay

Δνc; (175)

and (ii) that it is an ideal four-level laser,

cg ¼ cσeðN2 � N1Þ ¼4�level cσeN2 ¼ Rsp ⇒ ΔνL ¼ Rsp

Rdecay
Δνc; (176)

from the original Schawlow-Townes equation, the generalized Schawlow-Townes equation for a cw-lasing mode reads

ΔνL;ST ¼� Rsp

Rdecay
Δνc: (177)

It equals the general linewidth of a cw-lasing mode, given in Eq. (164). The fundamental linewidth of a cw-lasing mode is simply the
ratio between the constant spontaneous-emission rate into the mode and the constant photon-decay rate out of the mode, i.e., it depends
on intensities rather than amplitudes. This point was already clear from its original derivation [9,10] but somehow got lost in the
scientific community in subsequent years.

At its operation temperature of T¼ 78 K, the four-level ammonia maser [113] oscillating at ν¼ 24 GHz, i.e., λ¼ 12.5 mm, exhibits a
thermal emission rate into the lasing mode, given by Eq. (34), of Rtherm ¼ 67/τc, see Fig. 7(b), which is large compared to the
spontaneous-emission rate, Rsp ¼ 1/τc, of an ideal four-level laser at the fictive point where the gain would equal the losses (black line in
Fig. 7). Consequently, only the thermal emission was considered in the approximation of its linewidth [9], whereas spontaneous
emission was neglected. For far-infrared lasers, e.g. hydrogen, deuterium, and iodide cyanide lasers [137] or THz quantum-cascade
lasers [138], the thermal contribution also has to be considered. For a laser at λ ¼ 10 μm, e.g. a CO2 laser, the thermal emission of
photons is still relevant. Schawlow and Townes replaced the thermal energy kBT in Eq. (137) by the photon energy hνL, leading to Eq.
(138). For a room-temperature (T ¼ 300 K) laser at λ ¼ 1 μm, e.g. a YAG:Yb3þ or InGaAs laser, Eq. (34) yields Rtherm ¼ 1.5 � 10�21/τc,
i.e., for such a laser the thermal emission of photons into the lasing mode is negligible compared to the influence of spontaneous
emission, see Fig. 7(a). This conclusion holds even when partial conversion of absorbed pump power to heat elevates the temperature of
the gain medium by more than 100 K [139].

We can learn more from the derivation of Eq. (172). Firstly, whereas the derivation of Eq. (172) applies consecutively the ap-
proximations (i)-(iv), we can deliberately first apply approximation (iv) by use of Eq. (171) and then approximation (iii) by use of Eq.
(168),

ΔνL ¼cw Rsp

Rdecay
Δνc ¼4�level cg

φ=τc
Δνc ¼Rst¼Rdecay 1

φ
Δνc ¼ 1

τout

hνL
Pout

Δνc ¼1=τloss¼0 1
τc

hνL
Pout

Δνc ¼ 2πhνLðΔνcÞ2
Pout

¼ ΔνL;ST (178)

to obtain the intermediate approximation ΔνL ¼ Δνc/φ. Comparison with Eq. (166), which for φvac ¼ 1 becomes ΔνL ¼ Δνc/(φ þ 1),
shows that the term “þ 1” is missing here in the denominator. This is, because replacement of the thermal energy kBT in Eq. (137) by the
photon energy hνL in Eq. (138) assumes that one photon is coupled spontaneously into the mode per photon-decay time τc of the
resonator, independent of the available pump power. For Pout → 0, this incorrectly pump-independent term leads to divergence of the
original Schawlow-Townes equation, ΔνL → ∞, a “zero-photon catastrophe”, so to speak. Consequently, the Schawlow-Townes
approximation overestimates the laser linewidth for any photon number, particularly for small photon numbers, see Fig. 36. Basi-
cally, all extended Schawlow-Townes equations found in the literature include this approximation. Instead, Eq. (166) leads to the
physically correct result of ΔνL ¼ Δνc for g ¼ 0, at the transparency point.

Secondly, by setting the outcoupling losses equal to the total losses in Eq. (168) and then inserting the value of the passive linewidth
Δνc into the Schawlow-Townes equation, one counts the intrinsic losses twice. Consequently, the original Schawlow-Townes equation
overestimates the linewidth with respect to intrinsic losses, see Fig. 36(a). On the other hand, it represents a lower limit with respect to
linewidth broadening due to reabsorption from the lower laser level, see Fig. 36(b).

In this Section, we have provided arguments that the fundamental laser linewidth and its four-fold approximation, the original
Schawlow-Townes equation, are based on the semi-classical physical principle that the gain elongates the photon-decay time. The
fundamental laser linewidth describes any three-level or four-level, transient or cw laser below or above its threshold, with its gain being
smaller, equal, or larger compared to its losses. In a cw laser the gain is smaller than the losses, because the spontaneous-emission rate
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Fig. 36. Linewidth of a cw-lasing mode of Eq. (154) (blue curves) and Schawlow-Townes approximation of Eq. (138) or (172) [red curves, in (b)
identical with each other], normalized to the linewidth of the underlying passive mode without intrinsic resonator losses, as a function of photon
number φ. (a) Linewidth of an ideal four-level laser with increasing intrinsic resonator losses, LRT ¼ 0 (solid curve), LRT ¼ 0.1 (dashed curve), and LRT
¼ 0.5 (dotted curve), resulting in τc ¼ 6.33 � 10�9 s and Δνc ¼ 2.52 � 107 s�1 (normalization point of ordinate), τc ¼ 3.16 � 10�9 s and Δνc ¼ 5.03 �
107 s�1, or τc ¼ 8.35 � 10�10 s and Δνc ¼ 1.91 � 108 s�1, respectively, in a resonator with ℓ ¼ 0.1 m and Tout ¼ 0.1. For the transparency point
(squares), at which Λ ¼ 1 and in an ideal four-level laser φ ¼ 0 and Pout ¼ 0, from Eq. (154) in each case the linewidth of the underlying passive mode
correctly obtains. The incorrect consideration of intrinsic resonator losses by the Schawlow-Townes approximation increases the linewidth compared
to the correct laser linewidth with the same intrinsic resonator losses, while its fictive assumption of Rsp ¼ 1/τc for a four-level laser increases the
linewidth for small photon numbers and forces the Schawlow-Townes approximation to diverge for φ ¼ 0. (b) Linewidth of a three-level laser with
increasing absorption cross section σa from the lower laser level, σa ¼ 0 cm2 (i.e., an ideal 4-level laser; solid curve), σa ¼ 2 � 10�22 cm2 (dashed
curve), and σa ¼ 1 � 10�21 cm2 (dotted curve), for the resonator described above with LRT ¼ 0 and a gain medium with values of N ¼ 1 � 1020 cm�3,
σe ¼ 4 � 10�20 cm2. Again, for the transparency point (squares), at which Λ ¼ 1, but in a three-level laser φ > 0 and Pout > 0, from Eq. (154) in each
case the linewidth of the underlying passive mode correctly obtains. The deviation of the Schawlow-Townes approximation (solid, dashed, and dotted
red curves, which are all identical with each other, because the Schawlow-Townes approximation neglects absorption from the lower laser level) are
shown. Again, the Schawlow-Townes approximation diverges for φ ¼ 0, whereas for large φ it underestimates the linewidth when reabsorption on the
laser transition from the lower laser level occurs.
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into the lasing mode is positive. Neither the fundamental laser linewidth, nor its four-fold approximation, the original Schawlow-
Townes equation, is due to amplitude and phase fluctuations.

8. Comparison with other derivations

We have already seen in Section 6 that numerous, often contradicting accounts of the laser linewidth exist. In this Section, we
compare our results of the fundamental laser linewidth with a few other derivations available in the literature.
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8.1. Comparison with original linewidth derivation by Townes and co-workers

As emphasized above, the five parameters τL, ΔνL, QL, τcohL , and ℓcoh
L describing an absorbing mode (g< 0, Λ< 1), a passive mode (g¼

0, Λ¼ 1, hence equaling τc, Δνc, Qc, τcohc , and ℓcoh
c , respectively), or an amplifying or lasing mode (g> 0, Λ> 1) equivalently quantify the

spectral-coherence properties of that mode. If one of these parameters is known, then all of them are. The original work by Gordon,
Zeiger, and Townes [9] described spectral coherence by utilization of electromagnetic powers and Q-factors and finally derived the
linewidth of their ammonia maser via a Fourier transformation. From their derivation it becomes clear that the Q-factor remains finite in
the cw-lasing case, see also Yariv [131]. Siegman [123] correctly concluded that Gordon, Zeiger, and Townes described a maser that
oscillates below “threshold inversion”, by which he means the inversion at which the gain equals the losses. Because of the equivalence
of the five parameters quantifying spectral coherence, the result by Gordon, Zeiger, and Townes [9] and subsequently Schawlow and
Townes [10] directly translates into our results of Eq. (142) that the photon-decay time τL of a cw-lasing mode is finite and of Eq. (156)
that in a cw-lasing mode the gain is smaller than the losses.
8.2. Comparison with Henry0s derivation of his α-factor

In the situation of a cw-lasing mode, the result that the gain is smaller than the losses� or, equivalently, the stimulated-emission rate
is smaller than the photon-decay rate� crucially depends on the fact that the spontaneous-emission rate into the lasing mode is positive,
in the same way as the stimulated-emission rate is. In order to conserve energy, one atomic excitation must be converted into elec-
tromagnetic energy equaling one photon, and this energy must appear in the mode. The interference equation, which quantifies the
interference between (a) the incident electromagnetic field and (b) the electromagnetic field emitted by the atom, can be expressed by

either Eq. (123) in terms of the incident, emitted, and resulting electric fields E
!

1, E
!

2, and E
!

1 þ E
!

2, respectively, Eq. (124) in terms of
the incident, emitted, and resulting intensities I1, I2, and I1þ I2, respectively, or Eq. (125) in terms of the incident, emitted, and resulting
photon numbers φ1, φ2, and φ1 þ φ2, respectively. In spectral resonance, conservation of energy inevitably requires that the interference
term vanishes, hence cos(θ)¼ 0 or θ ¼ 90�, i.e., the emitted field occurs with a 90� phase difference with respect to the incident field. As
has been shown in multiple ways in Section 5 and Ref. [3], this is indeed the case in stimulated and spontaneous emission. For cos(θ) ¼
0, each single emission process adds exactly the one additional photon, φ2 ¼ 1, that is emitted by the atom to the oscillating beam, such
that φ1 → φ1 þ 1. Even in the picture sketched in Fig. 22(a), in which spontaneous emission would cause amplitude and phase fluc-
tuations, thereby violating the conservation of energy in each single spontaneous-emission event, as has been pointed out by Henry [64],
at least averaged over many such events the one photon expected from one spontaneous-emission event is indeed generated [3,64],
because cos(θ) in Eq. (123)�(125) would average out to zero. On the second page of his paper [64], Henry phrases it as follows: “The
second term in [the equation ΔIi ¼ 1 þ 2I1/2 cos(θi)] averages to zero, so that on the average spontaneous emission causes a field in-
tensity change equivalent to adding one photon to the mode”. Consequently, also in that picture, a cw-lasing mode would operate at a
point where the gain is smaller than the losses, at least in average. Therefore, the same fundamental laser linewidth must derive.
8.3. Comparison with Weichel0s derivation of the laser linewidth by use of the uncertainty priciple

Weichel0s concise derivation [140] of the Schawlow-Townes equation makes use of the uncertainty principle. We translate his
equations into the notation used in the present work: his n equals φ, his K equals cσe, and his ℏω equals hνL.

Weichel commences with the same photon-rate equation as Eq. (155), with Eq. (161) and φvac ¼ 1 inserted, but later sets the time
derivate to zero for cw lasers, which is approximation (i) made by Gordon, Zeiger, and Townes, and derives cσe for a laser operating far
above threshold, where φ » 1, thereby neglecting spontaneous emission, Rsp ¼ 0, which is equivalent to approximation (iv) made by
Schawlow and Townes, Rst ¼ Rdecay:

d
dt
φ ¼ cσeN2 þ cσeðN2 � N1Þφ� 1

τc
φ¼cw 0 ⇒

Rsp¼0
cσeðN2 � N1Þφ ¼ 1

τc
φ ⇒ cσe ¼ 1

τc

1
N2 � N1

: (179)

He then makes use of the uncertainty principle, in the form

ΔEΔt � ℏ ¼ h
2π

; (180)

but obviously misses a factor of ½ on the right-hand side of this inequality. For a coherent state, which has the minimum possible
uncertainty, this inequality becomes an equality. Unlike Weichel, we will use the equality in the following. Inspired by the quantum-
optical approaches and their interpretation of spontaneous emission by Fig. 22(a), which he understands as the ultimately correct
description of the laser linewidth, Weichel derives from the optical energy E the energy uncertainty ΔE:

E ¼ φhνL ⇒ ΔE ¼ ΔφhνL þ φhΔνL 	 φhΔνL: (181)

Weichel interprets the two terms as amplitude fluctuations Δφ and phase fluctuations ΔνL caused by spontaneous emission. By use of the
argument discussed in connection with Fig. 22(a) that above laser threshold amplitude fluctuations are suppressed by relaxation os-
cillations, he neglects the first term. Inserting Eq. (181) into Eq. (180) and eliminating h on both sides yields
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2πΔνL ¼ 1
φ

1
Δt

: (182)
Weichel then interprets Δt as the time interval between two spontaneous-emission events. Consequently, 1/Δt should equal the
spontaneous-emission rate,

1
Δt

¼ cσeN2: (183)

Inserting Eq. (183) and the result of Eq. (179) into Eq. (182) yields

2πΔνL ¼Rst¼Rdecay
cw 1

φ
cσeN2 ¼ 1

φτc

N2

N2 � N1
: (184)

Weichel then inserts Eq. (170), thereby applying approximation (iii) made by Gordon, Zeiger, and Townes to the correct Eq. (169),

2πΔνL ¼1=τloss¼0 N2

N2 � N1

hνL
Pout

1
τ2c
; (185)

and the Fourier transformation of Eq. (39), resulting in

ΔνL ¼ N2

N2 � N1

2πhνLðΔνcÞ2
Pout

: (186)

This is the extended Schawlow-Townes equation that avoids approximation (ii) of an ideal four-level maser made by Gordon, Zeiger, and
Townes. When setting N1 ¼ 0, thereby applying approximation (ii), one obtains the original Schawlow-Townes equation of Eq. (138).

What do we learn from this derivation? Firstly, it is again the same approximations (i)-(iv) that lead to the original Schawlow-Townes
equation. Secondly, had Weichel not made the error in Eq. (180), he would have derived half the original Schawlow-Townes linewidth
of Eq. (138) or its extended version of Eq. (186). In his interpretation of Eq. (181), Weichel claimed that he neglected amplitude
fluctuations, whereas phase fluctuations caused by spontaneous emission were the physical reason for the laser linewidth. Therefore, his
derivation seems to yield a simple proof of the quantum-optical interpretation of spontaneous emission by Fig. 22(a) and derivation of
the laser linewidth, including the factor-of-two decrease in linewidth above threshold, because amplitude fluctuations are suppressed.
However, Weichel made the same mistake that was previously made in the quantum-optical approaches. Instead of correctly inter-
preting the time interval Δt in the uncertainty principle as the duration of one vacuum fluctuation (being ~1 fs in the visible spectral
range), by introducing Eq. (183)Weichel incorrectly interpretsΔt as being related to spontaneous emission and, thereby, the uncertainty
principle itself as a justification for the violation of energy conservation by spontaneous emission. It is, therefore, repeated here what
was said in Section 5, namely that spontaneous emission converts one atomic excitation into one photon and this photon must appear in
the mode. The uncertainty principle explains vacuum fluctuations, which cause the Poissonian photon statistics around the expectation
value of the photon number, but it does not explain a deviation from the expectation value of the photon number by spontaneous
emission. On the other hand, the fact that the spontaneous-emission rate in Eqs. (179) and (183) is a positive rate, resulting in the gain
being smaller than the losses in Eq. (179) and leading to the fundamental laser linewidth, is not taken into account by Weichel, because
the spontaneous-emission rate is considered negligible in Eq. (179). The correct evaluation of Eq. (179) yields

cσe ¼ 1
τc

1
φþ1
φ N2 � N1

: (187)

8.4. Comparison with quantum-optical derivations of the laser linewidth

Although not subject to this paper, we briefly discuss here the relationship of our results with previous quantum-optical in-
vestigations of the laser linewidth. Obviously, the photon number φ in the mode corresponds to the mean value of the photon-statistical
distribution in the quantum-optical picture:

φ↔ n ¼
X∞
n¼0

nρnn: (188)

Here, ρnn is the diagonal element of the reduced field-density operator in photon-number representation.
The quantum-optical approach [129] to the laser linewidth starts from the photon-density-matrix description and accounts for the

“flows of probability” between states with different photon number caused by the presence of excited atoms in a laser resonator, called
the equation of motion [141] (or master equation):
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_ρ ¼ �B N
0
nmA Cρ þB ffiffiffiffiffiffi

nm
p

A Cρ � 1 ω ðnþ mÞρ þ ω ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðnþ 1Þðmþ 1Þ

p
ρ : (189)
nm

0
@
1þ Nnm

B
A

1
A nm

0
@
1þ Nn�1;m�1

B
A

1
A n�1;m�1 2 Qc

nm Qc
nþ1;mþ1

Here, written in terms of variables used throughout this paper and preceding papers closely related to the subject (see, e.g., Ref. [6]),

A¼ 2RP

�
πνRabiτcohatom

�2 (190)

is the unsaturated linear gain proportional to the pump rate RP, with νRabi being the vacuum Rabi frequency, i.e., the coupling strength
between the atomic transition and the electromagnetic field [6], and τcohatom being the atomic excitation coherence time, which takes into
account de-coherence caused by spontaneous emission and external de-coherence caused by, e.g., phononic perturbations of the
wavefunction of the excited state in a solid-state laser medium [6].

B¼ 4
�
πνRabiτcohatom

�2
A¼ 8RP

�
πνRabiτcohatom

�4 (191)

is a saturation parameter, and

Nnm ¼ 1
2
ðnþ mþ 2Þ þ 1

16
ðn� mÞ2B

A
; (192)

N
0
nm ¼ 1

2
ðnþ mþ 2Þ þ 1

8
ðn� mÞ2B

A
: (193)

The decay of photons out of the resonator is described by the terms containing ω/Qc ¼ 1/τc.
Therefrom, we obtain the master equation for the diagonal elements by setting Nnm ¼ N 0

nm ¼ nþ 1:

_ρnn ¼ � ðnþ 1ÞA
1þ ðnþ 1Þ B

A

ρnn þ
nA

1þ n B
A

ρn�1;n�1 �
ω
Qc

nρnn þ
ω
Qc

ðnþ 1Þρnþ1;nþ1: (194)

Assuming a low gain saturation, nB/A « 1, we can simplify the denominators by use of 1/(1 þ x) 	 1�x and obtain an approximate
master equation,

_ρnn 	 �½A� Bðnþ 1Þ �ðnþ 1Þρnn þ ðA� BnÞnρn�1;n�1 �
ω
Qc

nρnn þ
ω
Qc

ðnþ 1Þρnþ1;nþ1; (195)

from which we can derive the quantum-optical rate equation for the average photon number n:

dn
dt

¼
X∞
n¼0

n _ρnn 	 �
X∞
n¼0

n½A� Bðnþ 1Þ �ðnþ 1Þρnn þ
X∞
n¼1

nðA� BnÞnρn�1;n�1 �
X∞
n¼0

n
ω
Qc

nρnn þ
X∞
n¼0

n
ω
Qc

ðnþ 1Þρnþ1;nþ1

¼ �
X∞
n¼0

n½A� Bðnþ 1Þ �ðnþ 1Þρnn þ
X∞
k¼0

ðk þ 1Þ½A� Bðk þ 1Þ �ðk þ 1Þρkk �
ω
Qc

n

¼
X∞
k¼0

½A� Bðk þ 1Þ �ðk þ 1Þρkk �
ω
Qc

n ¼
X∞
k¼0

Aðk þ 1Þρkk �
X∞
k¼0

Bðk þ 1Þðk þ 1Þρkk �
ω
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n

¼ Aðnþ 1Þ �
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B
�
k2 þ 2k þ 1

�
ρkk �

ω
Qc

n ¼ Aðnþ 1Þ � Bð2nþ 1Þ � Bn2 � ω
Qc

n:

(196)

Re-ordering the terms allows for a direct comparison between the quantum-optical and our semi-classical description in terms of rate
equations using Eqs. (155) and (161):

dn
dt

	 A� Bþ ðA� 2BÞn� ω
Qc

n� Bn2

dϕ
dt

¼ Rsp þ cgφ� 1
τc
φ:

(197)

When inspecting this result, we immediately see that there is no direct general correspondence between the two descriptions, as the
quantum-optical result contains a dependence on the average of the squared photon number. However, when we assume a Poissonian
photon-number distribution, valid far above threshold, i.e.,

ρnn 	 e�nn
n

n!
; (198)
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we obtain n2 ¼ nðnþ1Þ 	 n2 and can simplify the quantum-optical rate equation to

dn
dt

	 A� Bþ ðA� 2BÞn� ω
Qc

n� Bn2 ¼ Aþ An� B� 2Bn� Bn2 � ω
Qc

n ¼ Aðnþ 1Þ � Bðnþ 1Þðnþ 1Þ � ω
Qc

n: (199)

Thus, we can compare the result with our semi-classical rate equation:

dn
dt

	 ½A� Bðnþ 1Þ � þ ½A� Bðnþ 1Þ �n� ω
Qc

n

↕ ↕ ↕

dϕ
dt

¼ cσeN2 þ cgφ � 1
τc
φ:

(200)

Now a direct relation between the different terms is possible and the following conclusions can, thus, be derived. Firstly, the photon decay
out of the resonator is implemented in identical manner in both equations. Secondly, by identifying the “gain” termsA� Bðn þ 1Þ ≙ cg, we
obtain a correspondence between the first term in both equations only in the case when cσeN2¼ cg, which is the case for an ideal four-level
laser. This is consistent with the fact that the master equation given here was deduced [141] under the assumption that excited atoms are
“injected” into a resonator at the rate RP, thereby implicitly asuming that there is no initially populated lower laser level that causes
reabsorption. Since a direct correspondence can be drawn, we can deduce that also in the quantum-optical description of the cw laser the
“gain” that is acting on the photons inside the lasing resonator mode is smaller than the “losses” of that lasing resonator mode and that the
difference is exactly compensated for by the positive “spontaneous-emission” term. Based upon the same arguments as in Sections 7.2 and
7.4, the fact that quantum optically the gain is smaller than the losses must result in a finite linewidth for a cw laser, independent of the
potential occurrence of amplitude and phase fluctuations, which quantum mechanically are still allowed in a cw laser, because the defi-
nition of “cw” in this case means dn=dt ¼ 0 and not _ρnn ¼ 0 8 n. Thus, the photon distribution can still fluctuate in time around the
approximately Poissonian distribution, however with a temporally constant mean value n, which is in accordance with the conservation of
energy.

Based upon the master equation, two equivalent descriptions were proposed that allow one to derive a quantum-optical laser
linewidth. The first description attributes the laser linewidth to the decay of the ensemble average of the electric field, which results
from the decay of the off-diagonal elements of the density matrix [129]. The second description considers the Fokker-Planck equation of
the coherent-state representation derived from the master equation and the assumption that spontaneous emission into the lasing mode
induces amplitude and phase fluctuations. Above laser threshold, only phase fluctuations are considered to contribute to the laser
linewidth in the form of phase diffusion, whereas amplitude fluctuations are damped or restricted in a steady state [129,142]. Thereby,
both descriptions yield an equation for the quantum-optical laser linewidth that is exactly one-half of the original Schawlow-Townes
equation [26,67,129,142].

We emphasize that these derivations also lead to a zero-photon catastrophe, which may be a result of exploitating several ap-
proximations for large photon numbers. Moreover, it is not the case that the semi-classical explanation given above is a simpler,
incomplete or � as Coldren et al. put it [124] �more “intuitive” version of the more complex quantum-optical explanation. As we have
demonstrated above, the physical principle underlying the original Schawlow-Townes equation is the fact that the gain is smaller than
the losses because of the positive spontaneous-emission rate into the lasing mode, which turns out to be the same for the
quantum-optical approach, too.

In 1964 Lamb [143] published a semi-classical theory of the laser, in which he addressed various aspects but not the laser linewidth.
The need for a “better” quantum-optical treatment was subsequently justified by Scully and Lamb [144] by the observation that “the
foregoing theory implies that laser radiation in an ideal steady state is absolutely monochromatic”. Since Lamb omitted the
spontaneous-emission rate into the lasing mode in the semi-classical photon-rate equation of his theory [143], this observation is not
surprising, as it is exactly this rate that induces the fundamental linewidth of a cw laser (Section 7.4). Obviously, this is not a failure of
semi-classical physics, but a deliberate simplification by the author. Apparently, Scully and Lamb were not aware that the
spontaneous-emission rate into the lasing mode induces the fundamental laser linewidth and its omission is the reason for the vanishing
linewidth in Lamb0s semi-classical theory [143], because in their quantum-optical theory [129] they missed the same point (see this
Sub-section), as did the other proponents [25,26,64,66,67] of the necessity to treat the fundamental laser linewidth quantum-optically.
We emphasize again at the end of our investigation that this does by no means exclude that quantum fluctuations exist and have an
influence on the laser linewidth, but these fluctuations do not explain the fundamental laser linewidth (Sections 7.3 and 7.4), its
four-fold approximation, the original Schawlow-Townes equation (Section 7.5), or their reduction by a factor of two near the laser
threshold (Section 5 and Ref. [3]).

9. Fundamental laser linewidth in a nut shell

In this final Section we summarize the derivation leading to the fundamental laser linewidth and its four-fold approximation, the
original Schawlow-Townes equation. By omitting many of the details discussed above, we emphasize the physical principle underlying
its derivation.

We assume a Fabry-P�erot-type resonator with mirror reflectivities of R1 and R2 and intrinsic round-trip losses of LRT, including a
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transparent active medium, i.e., without gain or absorption. The photon-decay time τc and, by Fourier transformation of the exponential
decay in time, the FWHM linewidthΔνc of the Lorentzian-shaped spectral distribution peaked at the resonance frequency νL are given by
Eqs. (23) and (39):

1
τc

¼ 1
τout

þ 1
τloss

¼ �ln½R1R2ð1� LRTÞ �
tRT

⇒ Δνc ¼ 1
2πτc

: (201)

When the active medium inside the resonator is pumped, the gain g per unit length elongates the photon-decay time to τL and narrows
the FWHM linewidth to ΔνL, represented by Eqs. (142), (143), and (147):

1
τL

¼ 1
τc
� cg; τL ¼ Λτc ⇒ ΔνL ¼

���� 1
2πτL

���� ¼ ���Δνc � cg
2π

��� ¼ 1
jΛjΔνc: (202)

The spectral-coherence factor Λ, by which the spectral coherence of the active mode increases due to the gain, is defined by Eq. (146):

Λ :¼ 1
1� cgτc

: (203)

In a lasing mode, by inserting the stimulated-emission rate Rst and the photon-decay rate Rdecay, given by Eqs. (150) and (151),

Rst ¼ cgφ; Rdecay ¼ 1
τc
φ; (204)

respectively, into the spectral-coherence factor of Eq. (146), resulting in Eq. (152),

Λ ¼ Rdecay

Rdecay � Rst
; (205)

the photon-decay time τL of Eq. (142) and the linewidthΔνL of the lasing mode of Eqs. (143) and (147) are represented by Eqs. (153) and
(154):

τL ¼ Λτc ¼ Rdecay

Rdecay � Rst
τc; ΔνL ¼ 1

jΛjΔνc ¼
����Rdecay � Rst

Rdecay

����Δνc: (206)

This equation quantifies the fundamental linewidth of a single longitudinal lasing mode. The laser can have any energy-level system
ranging from the extreme situation of an ideal 4-level laser to that of a 3-level laser and covering any intermediate situation, e.g., of a
quasi-4-level or quasi-3-level laser. The lasingmode can operate below, at, or above threshold and in a cw or a transient lasing regime. As
we see from Eqs. (153) and (154), spontaneous emission does not necessarily influence the linewidth, particularly not in a transient
situation.

In a cw-lasing mode, the spontaneous-emission rate Rsp and the stimulated-emission rate Rst into this mode together compensate the
photon-decay rate Rdecay out of the resonator, resulting in the photon-decay time τL, according to the photon-rate equation (155) or
(160):

d
dt
φ ¼ Rsp þ Rst � Rdecay ¼ Rsp � 1

τL
φ¼cw 0: (207)

Consequently, the gain is smaller than the losses, as shown in Eq. (156),

Rdecay � Rst ¼cw Rsp > 0 ⇒ cgτc ¼ 1� 1
Λ
<
cw
1; (208)

and the photon-decay time τL of Eq. (142) and the linewidthΔνL of the lasingmode of Eqs. (143) and (147) become Eqs. (163) and (164),
respectively:

τL ¼cw Rdecay

Rsp
τc; ΔνL ¼cw Rsp

Rdecay
Δνc: (209)

The original Schawlow-Townes linewidth ΔνL,ST is then straight-forwardly derived from the fundamental laser linewidth ΔνL of Eq.
(154) by applying the same four approximations applied during its first derivation, namely that the laser (i) is a truly continuous-wave
(cw) laser, leading to Eq. (164), (ii) is an ideal four-level laser, (iii) exhibits no intrinsic losses, and (iv) one photon is coupled spon-
taneously into the lasing mode per photon-decay time τc of the resonator, independent of the available pump power, as shown in Eq.
(172):
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ΔνL ¼cw Rsp

R
Δνc ¼4�level cg

φ=τ
Δνc ¼1=τloss¼0 cghνL

P
Δνc ¼Rst¼Rdecay 2πhνLðΔνcÞ2

P
¼ ΔνL;ST : (210)
decay c out out

The original Schawlow-Townes approximation ΔνL,ST and its various extended versions are merely of historical interest. The
fundamental laser linewidth ΔνL without these approximations is given by Eq. (154). It results from the fact that the gain elongates the
losses and, in a cw lasing mode, the gain is smaller than the losses because of the spontaneous-emission rate, resulting in Eq. (164). This
evidence holds true also in a quantum-optical derivation.

This is the most straight-forward and simplest derivation of the fundamental laser linewidth ΔνL and its four-fold approximation, the
original Schawlow-Townes equation ΔνL,ST. This derivation is entirely semi-classical. Since in the transient lasing situation of Eq. (154)
the spontaneous-emission rate is not necessarily relevant and in a cw-lasing situation of Eq. (164) it is a semi-classical, temporally
constant rate, obviously quantum fluctuations do not play a role. They do play a role by evoking the Poissonian photon statistics around
the expectation value of the photon number in the lasing mode that has been the focus of this paper.

10. Conclusions

In this paper, we have summarized and put into context with each other several fundamental results, which enable us to draw a semi-
classical picture of spectral coherence in passive, active, and lasing resonators that is consistent with Maxwell0s equations and the law of
energy conservation. Based upon the description of spectral coherence in a passive Fabry-P�erot resonator, a description of spontaneous
and stimulated emission that correctly considers the phase aspect, and the semi-classical physical principle that in an active mode the
gain elongates the photon-decay time and narrows the linewidth, as quantified by the spectral-coherence factor Λ, we have derived the
fundamental laser linewidth and shown that the original Schawlow-Townes equation is a four-fold approximation of this linewidth. The
fundamental laser linewidth describes lasers that have any energy-level system ranging from the extreme situation of an ideal 4-level
laser to that of an ideal 3-level laser and covering any intermediate situation, e.g., of a quasi-4-level or quasi-3-level laser. The lasing
mode can operate below, at, or above threshold and in a cw or a transient lasing regime, with its gain being smaller, equal, or larger
compared to its losses. We have shown that, semi-classically as well as quantum-optically, in a cw-lasing mode the gain is smaller than
the losses, because the spontaneous-emission rate into the lasing mode is positive. Neither the fundamental laser linewidth nor its four-
fold approximation, the original Schawlow-Townes equation, is due to amplitude and phase fluctuations.

This raises two important questions that obviously need to be answered in order to establish a complete picture of spectral coherence
in a lasing mode. Firstly, quantum fluctuations exist, so how precisely do they influence the fundamental laser linewidth? One might
speculate that they lead to broadening of the fundamental laser linewidth. Secondly, what is the physical explanation of the quantum-
mechanically derived factor-of-two reduction in laser linewidth near threshold [26,67]? We have already obtained a possible
semi-classical answer to this second question and will discuss it in part II of this paper. Interestingly, it is disconnected from the first
question, whose answer seems to be a bit more involved.
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